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the American

Army on the
Front, Aug.
(by the
Associated Press). With theii: backs
to the Aisne the Germans continued
preparation today ton what may be
either stiff resistance for more time
for further withdrawal or for a definite stand. Minor actions along the
American portion of the front and In
the adjoining French sectors marked
the day.
The little force of men who were
Bent Into Fismes still maintain their
foothold although they are not yet
across the river which flowB through
the extreme north 'portion of the
town.
Under a heavy barrage all their
wounded havo been taken out and
during the night food was taken to
With

Aisne-Marn-

e

them.

.

Gorman Battalion Killed.
American machine
gunners, protecting a location on the Vesle, west
of Fismes, wiped out an entire battalion of German Infantrymen and
machine gunners today. The Germans
at the time were getting into position
to attack a group of American bridge
builders who were approaching the
location.
Some bridge ' material had been
moved near the south bank of the
Vesle and the Germans, discovering It,
had sent a battalion to a hill position
to prevent the Americans carrying out
their plan. A detachment of crack
American machine gunners had taken
an elevated position commanding the
location and open fire wkea the Germans appeared.

None Seen to Kwoapo.
Observers reported that they did
hot see a single German get Sway
from the leaden hail and, according
to the last aocounts not even enem
stretcher bearers
approached tha
scene. The Germans' replied so feebly
with their fire that there were no
American casualties.
The Germans have been unremitting
In their efforts to dislodge the Americans. Numerous efforts have been
made to retake the position, but the
accuracy of the American fire, both
of the supporting artillery and the
small arms of the Infantry within it,
drove back the enemy.
Patrol Cross River.
East and west pf Fismes the Americans have continued their reconnais-nanc- e
work, patrols crossing the river
at different places. The detachments,
however, never exceeded more than
twenty men. Near (town deleted) a
few men have remained and another
force Is on the hill over the river near
(Fismes.
Reports received from the French
aectors Indicate virtually the same
situation from Solssons to Bholms.
Rain Halts Air Activity.
Clearer weather resulted in more
aerial activity for a few hours, but
the rain again began and the aircraft
were forced to suspend operations.
The Germans Immediately seized the
opportunity to send planes for photographic purposes and Incidentally to
ehoot tip the allied transport.
n
planes also did
some observation work north of the
,

.

Franco-America-

VeRle.

The engineers ltave
mobilized
equipment for their part of the
and reports from far back of
the .line Indicate that all element: of
the allied forces will be immediately
available.
,
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nue bill.
Total Internal revenue for the year
amounted to $3,694,703,000, of which
$2,839,083,000 came from income and
excess profits tax payments in June,
and $855,619,000 from a Aiultitude of
miscellaneous sources, collected largely In pennies, dimes and quarters added to the prices of various articles
paid by consumers.
Liquor Next to Incomes.
Collections for the entire year were
only enough to pay the nation's bills
for two and a half months of the war
ut tho rate the government Is now
spending money.
Next to income and excess profile
taxes the backbone of the revenue
schedule, liquor taxes brought in tho
most money, $443,838,000, Including
brandy,
$317,553,000 for whiHkey,
wine and spirits, and $126,285,000
from beer and other fermented liquors.
Taxes on cigars, cigarettes and other
tobacco products yielded $156,188,000.
Tliese figures are somewhat higher
than those reported, soon after- the
elose of the year.
'
Trnns)oruitioii Iti'iiigs Return'.
After Income, excess profits, liquor
and tobacco taxes, the biggest yield
came from transportation and utilities,
as
amounting to $70,734,000, divided
follews: Freight, 3 per cent. $30,002,-008 per cent,
tickets.
passenger
$24,306,000; express, 5 per cent, $fl,
458,000; berths and staterooms, 10 per
cent, $2,236,000; telephone, telegraph
and radio messages, 5 cents each,
oil pipe lines, 5 per cent,
$1,433,000.
Levies on estates of deceased persons brought in $47,452,000. Amusements yielded $26,357,000.
Luxury Tax Small.
A notable feature of the report waB
the Item of only $12,995,000 collected
in excise taxes on' sale of articles usually classerd as luxuries. The administration program this year calls for
raising about a billion dollars from
luxuries.
Taxes on the value of capital stock
of corporations yast year amounted
to $24,996,000; on manufacturers or
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Framers of Measure Hope to Premier Clcmenceau Declares Six Are Reported to Have Died
:
- in St..
-- Avoid
Ho Wrfvd'- Possible V
Louis; Many prostraUnsettling Vtar Industries When Men Between
tions at Hog Island Navy
let y From tenemy; Pctr.iii
Also Honored.
Yard Among Ship Workers.
30 and 45 Are Called.

automobile

and

motor-

cycles, $23,981,000; on. munition manufacturers, $1 3,296,000; documentary
stamp taxes, imposed since December
1. 1917, produced
$18,813,000. Club
dues, taxed at 10 per cent; yielded
$2,259,000.

Taxes on insurance polices amount
ed to $0,492,000; on oleomargarine,
$2,636,000; on bowling alleys, pool
on
and billiard tables, $1,086,000;
proprietheaters, circus and museum
Btock
on
brokers,
tors, $865,000, and
$333,000.

The volume of taxes collected during tho year is shown by comparison
with those of the year preceding,
when total collections were $809,393,-000- .

I
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Washington, Aug. 6. lliouiler
for exemptions have Leon written Into the new man power bill, nov.
beforo congress, so that the nation's
War Industry fabric may not be upset
by unduly lurge withdrawals of mon
over 32 years of age tor military service.
Provost Marshal General Crowdcr,
appcurlns today before the neiutte
military committee, explained that he
had deemed it advisable to make possible a more liberal interpretation of
the law and prevent the induction Into
tho army of many men essential to
work at homo and yet not actually in
industrial occupations.
Opening hearings of war department
officials on the bill, immediately after the reassembling of the houso on
August 19, were planned today by
Chairman Dent of the House military
committee.
Chairman Chamberlain of the senate military committee bad decided to
ask Secretary Raker ami General
March to make statements.
General March is expected to appear tomorrow morning.
"Tho committee desires to ascertain," suld the senator, "why IJiey are
In such a hurry now to havo this draft
bill passed when before, they said
there was no hurry."
General Crowder told the committee today that he did not know the
reason for ttio haste, but that he was
merely carrying out orders.

'
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London, Aug. 6. Revelations regarding the work of British mvsterv
ships which hare played an Important
part In
warfare, are
mane by the naval correspondent of
the Times.
Until this week
the public has
Known notning about the mystery
snips Known in the navy as the "Q
ships, although several officers, not.
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Aug. 6. The Italian ably Capt. Gordon
Campbell, have
newspaper editors visiting America been decorated for services on these
were guests of the Roman legion at vessels. Details now can be made pub
a luncheon at the Waldorf Astbrla lic as the Germans are becoming
aware or ineir meinons tnrough bithotel here today.
experience.
Prior to the luncheon the editors terHow
a "woman and baby" accountwere received ' by Mayor Hylan, at
is told by the correed for a
the city hall.
The submarine ordered a
spondent.
vessel to surrender and fired a few
shells Into her. The boats then left
the ship, leaving a woman on board,
THE WEATHER
who ran up and down the deck with
a baby In her arms as If mad. The
came alongside the vessel and
FORECAST.
the woman hurled the "baby" Into the
Mex.... Denver, Colo., Aug. 6. New
open hatch. The "baby" exploded
lco: Wednesday local thunder show- and blew out the bottom of the subunsettled.
marine. "Th "woman" was decoraters; Thursday
Arizona: Wednesday local thunder ed with the Victoria Cross.
In addition to the "woman
and
phowers; Thursday partly .cloudy and
bftby" case the corespondent mention
Warmer,
New York

.

Tliee are among the first wounded American wdiliei-- lo le Invuliil.Nl back home. They arrived In IloHton
re c,i valeseing and bi'ing treated ut lUistoil City linspltnl and the I'sychopa Ihlc hohpilnl.
All
wore
,
voiiildeil in the lihtim;
Clitileau TiiU'rry In June, unil sum' of the
as the plclme hIious, have lost
arms n ml legs. A iiiiinU'r of them are murines.

British 'Mystery Ships9
by Ingenious Subterfuge
Work Retribution on Subs

The few big guns which have been
used by the Germans are In positions
far back near the Alsne.
The clearing up of the big field of
retreat has netted ' In one half tho,
territory advanced over by the Amer-leans alone fifteen train loads of ammunition and genera) supplies.'

r.

and

Sinks Schooner.
Hotlics on Rniiisli Coast.
A Canadian Atlantic Port, Aug. 6.
London, Aug. 6. Fisherman arrivreThe British schooner
J.
Gladys
ing on the west coast of Denmark of Holland
Alsne Hollered Objective.
has been sunk by a German
having seen a large number
From the German side observer!! port
bodies of German seamen along submarine. The crew .landed today
have reported wagon trains in large dead
an Exchange Tele- at a Nova Scotlan town. They said
numbers moving over some of the this coast, says from
Copenhagen to- the attack took place yesterday
roads toward the rear. This is not graph Alldispatch
life belts on.
had
bodies
the
day.
construed as conclusive evidence that
In
are
the Germans still
retreat. But
this fact and the further fact that
the Germans have not used at all extensively any but their small and medium calibre guns tends to support
the belief that the crown prince really intends to make the Aisne the ob-- .
jective of his retreat.
Excellent Defense Possible.
The present positions of the Germans are excellent for defense how-

ever.
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HANDS OF THE FRENCH

Marshal Foch Declares Paris
No Longer in Danger; Moro
Than 200 Villages Evacuated By Foe in Drive,

Terrific Summer Gale,
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(1 inlalcd War Ia ikI by tlio AK-iateBeaumont, Tex., Aug. 15. AccordPress i
ing to HtbrlcH told by trainmen and
Conditions along the Vesle between
passengers on Southern Pacific, train Solssons and Hheims are unchanged.
There have been no developments of
No. 5, which reached bore from
importance on the lln.running from
nearly four Hours Itite, ar- tho recion of Montdldier
toward the
Like F.nglish channel. In both regions
riving at 9 o'clock
tonight,
suffered there is a tenseness which seems to
Charles, I,!,, and vicinity
events.
;
great damage from a tropical hurri- forecast hig
Heavy rainfall doubtless is having
cane which struck that city about moro
to do with the holding In leash ,
3: SO o'clock this afternoon.
of Marshal Foch's troops thnn
the
opposition tho Germans are throwing
In their way.
GKRSTM.R FLYING FIIXI)
German Fire Futile.
Sl'lTFRS HFAVV DAMAGK
The Germans have been shelling the
on the north
Americans
and
Houston, Tex., Aug. fi. That Gerst- bank of the' VesleFrench
or delivering heavy
ner Field, a training camp for aviat- counter-attack- s
against them but
ors was badly damaged
and that everywhere they have met with a
of
stono
wall
resistance.
property losses In and around like
They also have deluged the southCharles, La would amount to u million dollars was the word l'onveed ern line of tho stream with shells of
to tho general offices of the Southern all calibers. Including gas projectfles.
Pacific in Houston late this afternoon and even have brought their famous
Into play. But all to
The information was received from flame throwersThe
allies everywhere
a conductor of tho line who made no purpose.
firm.
his way to Vinton from Lake Charles have remained
Fismes Sector Infertuj.
and reported from that place.
Where the Germans have thrown
Tho storm area, he said, extended shells in the Fismes sector, American
as far east as Jennings and as far missiles have been returned with addwest as Vinton. High wind and rain ed Interest. This particular sector
worked the damage.
hu been a veritable Inferno. Gas in
largo quantities was released against
the Americans, who vere virtually unA klmlly
harmed by the fumes.
ASKED IN
switch in the wind at one time even
turnod back the gag against the enemy.
The French also have answered the
.
Germans in kind.
the hiatus In the fighting, on
During
IDAHO
sector the Gertho Soissons-Hhelm- s
mans are believed to be moving their
to the posibodies
northward
main
tions chosen for a stand.
Prisoners Taken.
H5,t)0(
An inkling of what the Germans
have lost in me made prisoner and
guns captured by the allies has become public through an utterance of
tho French premier at a session of
which Gen
Wage Scale Now Runs From the ministerial council at marshal
of
eral Foch was mado a
s

retary McAdoo for the year ending
last June 30. The figures will be used
by the house ways and means comnew war revemittee in framing the
"

dealers

PATH

d

ernment war coffers wero filled with
billions in taxes gathered from a wldo
variety of sources ranging from
stamps on playing cards to huge
levies on excess profits was shown !n
detail today by a report of Internal

-

E

T STRUGGLE

Reports Reach Houston, Tex.,
That
Aviation
Gerstner
Was
Wrecked
Camp
Badly

Big.

Roper to

STORM'S

AT MORE

Aug.

Revenue Commissioner

FIELD

PROPERTY LOSS PLACED

Yankee Machine Gunners An- Collection for Entii'e Year
nihilate Entire Battalion of
Only Enough to Pay War
Foe When They Attempt to
Expenses tor' Two Months;
.

MAK E

Lake Charles and Vcinity Suf- Germans Desperately Shelling
fers Heavy Damage From
American Positions in Vain
Wiiich
Effort to Relieve Tension
Tropical
Tempest
on Crown Prince's Army.
Sweeps Wide Area in State,

ONSLAUGHT

Shell Bridge Builders.

t4

OPPOSING LINES

uuiuin

BY HURRICANE;

Hope by Making Stand to Gain Machinery By Which Nearly
Time in Which to Organize
Four Billions Was Raised
WithdrawFurther
Last Year Studied By SecPosition;
al Not Believed Imminent.
retary of Treasury McAdoo
AMERICANS

nun llUl'rK,'or-,.-

IEFI CURES

PROPOSED

EDITION
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The council of

LEABCO

WIRC

(RV MORNINO

(Havas Agency).
ministers has elevated

Capt. Gordon O. Campbell, then a
commander, was decorated W'th the
Victoria
Cross find the D. 3. O. in
11S, being the first to receive these
orders without the nature of his heroic
deed being made public. It w:is announced early In 1917 that thtj reason
tor his decorations would lie made
public after the war.
Captain Campbell gained the mllt- tary cross for bravery In handling a
tank whea that weapon was first used
by the British, in thff summer yf in6.

Six

WIREI

deaths

Ore-go-

1

ih:t

i

w

ATTEMPT

DEMONSTRATION

POLICE PREVENT

-

sea-wo-

LCASCO

6.

ween today officially attributed to the
General Ferdinand Foeh, commander
heat. There wero also a number of
in chief of tho allied forces on the
western front, to a marshal of France. prostrations. Among the dead Is Mrs.
The ministers also havo conferred Aililie Dimmlck, 70 years old, pf
the military medal on General l'etaln
City, Oregon, who died from heat
commander in chief of the French prostration while
entering the city on
armies on the western front.
' President I'olncare presided at tha a train last nlsht.
meeting of the council. In presenting
tho name of Geri'ral Foch, Prcmiei SIlll'VAKI) WOUKHUS
SI FFKH FROM 11 RAT
Clemencpfut said:
"At hhe hour w hen tho enemy, by
a formidable offensive nn a front ol
Philadelphia, Aug. 6. Intense heat
100 kilometers, counted on simtchlns
coupled with a high per ccntage of
the decision and Imposing a German humidity caused moro than one hunpeace upon us, General Foch and hif
dred iprofitrations ampng tha Hog
admirable troops vanquished him.
"Paris is not in danger, Boissonn and Island ship yard workers. ...About one
Chateau-Thierr- y
have been recon- quarter of the cases were classed, as
quered anil more than 200 village gerioiiH.. One death and many prosthouhavo been delivered. Thirty-fiv- e
trations were reported In tho city.
sand prisoners and 700 cannon have
been captured, and the enemy's high ivo i!i:Mi;r
promised
hopes before the week have beer,
. ruopLK iv cimcago
crushed. The glorious allied armien
have thrown him from tho banks ol
hot
Chleago, Aug. 6. Chicago's
tho Marne to the Alsne. Kuch are the wave
continued today and tho weathresults of the high command's strateer
Is
forecaster
no
Immethere
says
gy, Biiperlily executed by IncomparaThe confidence diate relief in sight. The lowest tempble
commanders.
at
eratures
was 82 degrees.
midnight
placed by the republic and by all rim
allies in the conqueror of St. Gond, the At 1 p. m. tho thermometer rose to
Yser anil the Homme has been fully 98 and was still climbing.
Four deaths and a large number of
Justified."
The awarding of the "Medaillc M ill prostrations from heat were reported
today.
tairo" to General iv la in is a distinci
tion rarely given' to officers, tho decKXPAVDS
for
reserved
oration generally being
imilGF,
enlisted men. Marshal Joffre Is one
HALTING TRAFFIC IV RACIXF.
of the few officers who have received
this honor.
Racine. Wis, Aug. 6. As a result
of the lnter.so hoat at midday the
steel beams in tho main street bridge
expanded to such a degree that the
EN
bridge could not be closed after It
had been swung open to allow the
passage of an outgoing steamer.
Tho bridge which is a 200 foot
structure remained open for three
hours while the fire department played streams of cold water upon the
metal in order to cagse a contraction
sufficient to allow. Its closing. The
temperature 'in Racine today ranged
from 98 to 1C0 degrees.

i

the story of a retired admlrali sevlng
as a captain, who placed a haystack
on board an ancient looking craft.
When the
ordered her to surrender' the Germans were astonished
to receive a broadside from tho haystack.
Oh another occasion a
tramp steamer was crosins the Nofth
sea when a submarine ordered th-crew to abandon ship. So sure wae
the German of his prey that the
bombs with which he Intended to sink
the vessel were brought on deck
around the conning tower. It required only, a shell or two from the
tramp's concealed armament to ex
plode the bombs and blow the
out of the water.
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St. Louis, Mo., Aug.

'

Fifty Militants in Square in
Front of White House Are
Rounded Up When They Assemble to Sfteed Up Action.
BV MORM.NO

JOURNAL

arBCIAI. Lt ASA W.R1

Washington, Aug. . Fifty women
attempting to stage it woman's party
demonstration against delay In the
senate inaction on the woman suffrage amendment were arrested by the
police late today at Lafayette Square.
opposite the white house.
The women, many of whom particidemonpated in the banner-carryin- g
strations before the white house sev-months ago, sought to carry out a
speech making 'program without permits from the police. The police, appeared with patrol - wagons just as
Miss Blanche McPherson of New
York was beglnnlng'the first speech.
There was little disorder and the
roundup was carried out almost before the orowd which braved the ex.
cessive heat for the show knew what
wa going on, ..
al

'''

,

n

TROOPS

MINES WHEN

MINERSQUH

E:ght to Twelve Dollars a France. e
thousand prisoners and
"Thirty-fivDay; Third of',' Strikers Said 700 cannon have been,, captured," said
the premier, who added that Paris
to Be of Draft Age,
no longer was In danger, that Solssons

and Chateau Thierry had been reconquered and that 200 villages had been
delivered
MY MORNINa JOURNAL RECIAL LEaEEO WIRE
through the formidable
tho
Boise. Ida., Aug. 6. A request for thrust of Foch's men through
Solssons-Itheim- s
salient.
troops in the Coeur D'Alene mining
Not
Fnlikcly.
Realignment
district was mado today In a telegram
Much Interest attaches to the mato Governor Alexander from six of
and the
the
of
neuvers
Germans
the biggest, leul and Bine producing
French and British troops, with the
mines in tho northern part of the latter
some
of whom
Americans are
state.
believed to he brigaded on the front
All of the miners lit the Morning
running from Montdldier to the reand Gold Hunter minis have quit gion
around Ypres. Ultimately the
to
and
the
threatens
strike
work,
operations here may have a strong
to
other
the
propproducing
spread
bearing on those now in progress in
erties which furnish nearly. 40 per the south, and, If the allies keep up
cent of the lead output of the United their successful thrusts and the Ger.
Slates.
mans continue to withdraw, compel
battle
A majority of the strikers were a realignment of the entire
a
to
$11.05
day front.
earning from $7.65
Montdldier
of
an
north
for
contract
French
struck
The
work. They
pn
side of the
eight hour day. from portal to portal have crossed to the westBraches
and
of tha nfines, a payday twice a month, Avre river between
and a Sunday off on pay once each Morisel. Here a fairly deep penetrabewould
iline
German
tion Into the
month.
The mlno owners and the Shoshone come a direct menace to the Junction
the German
defenso council declares that the I. point of the armies ofCrown
Prince
W. W. Is back of the walkout. One crown prince and of
Bupprccht. On both sides of Amiens,
third of the strikers aro of draft age. where
have
Germans
the
given ground,
They were called before the defense
now are heavily shelling British
council and told to work, or fight. they
of gas eviquantities
using
positions,
When they refused to do either the
with the Intention of preventdefense council adopted a resolution dently
In
force.
ing an attack
declaring them to bo disloyal, and
On Monday's
attempted Zeppelin
urging the draft board to place them raid on London ono of the hig dirigi1
Into
them
the
In class
and Induct
bles was sent crashing in flames Into
the North sea by British airmen, while
army at once.
the
another, wounded by the guns of
homeCOURT DISCHARGES
defending filers, had to scurry Of
the
ward to evade destruction.
I. W. W, DEFENDANT five machines which set out on the
reachone
mission of devastation not
ed London.
'
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Hairv Trotter,
Chicago, Aug.
one of the defendants in the I. W. W.
was
discharged by
conspiracy trial,
TF.MI'FR VrrHF, HF.CORTS
Federal Judge Land is today. Tr,otter,
I5ROKFX IV DETROIT who is said
to be suffering from ifn
incurahle disease, apneared on the
Detroit. Mich.. Aug. 6. All high verge of physical collapse.
record temperature records of tho
t)an Buckley of Minneapolis, anweather bureau here were broken other of the defendants, while on the
when an official reading atop a high witness stand said that he still held
office building showed 103 degreos to the opinion exnresnl In one. of his
"sabots are better than
at two o'clock. On the street the gov- letters that
lawyers In the fis'ht acalnst capital-Ism.- "
ernment kiosk registered 113. .
'
W. Simpson, an attorney of Cicero,
BURLESON ORDERSTex., told of speeches made by Stanley J. Clark of Jacksonville, Tex., a
TELEGARPH PROBE defendant,,
In which he said that If
this country failed In the war all
bonds might become useless.
IB" Mf RMNC JOURNAL RRRVfAb
AREA W.RB1
Washington. Aug. 6. Investigation
of thr discharge of pnlon employes of FOLK IS CONCEDED
the Western Union and Postal TeleVICTORY
MISSOURI
graph companies, has boon ordered,
Postmaster General Burleson snld today, and ho Intimated that any men
BCIA. LVAREO WIREI
so penalized for union, membership
St. Louis, M, Aug. 7. William C.
would be reinstated under governConnett, one of Senator Xenophon
ment control.
P. Wllf ley's campaign managers, this
Mr. Burleson had a lonar conference
morning conceded the election of Jowith President Wilson after today's seph W. Folk for the democratic
cabinet meeting. He said the' chief nomination of, the United States sentask of his department In connection ator.
;
with wide control just now was to
Speaklng'fup Senator Wllfley, Conreach an equitable adjustment Iwth nett congratuAted Folk and promised him his narty Bupport,
the nrtvate owners tot compensation,
:

I
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ARIZONA

LABOR HEAD

RAPS

WORKMEN'S

' '

LAW

MORN.Na journal aREoiRw vsabeb weei
Miami, Ariz., Aug. 6. In his annual
address before the Arizona State Federation of Labor, in session here this
week, T. J. Croaff, of Phoenix, president of tho association, made a strona
plea for aid for the national government in pushing the war.
Mr. Croaff opposed, In his address,
the proposed workmen's compensation
law. The suggested law has been the
subject of considerable discussion
here, and many of the delegates, It
was Baid, are In favor of It,
Tho program calls 'for a lengthy
session, many addresses on war mean,
urcs and patriotic topics having been
scheduled.

lar

BRITISH OFFICERS

'

BREAK FROM

.

lar

orhin

PRISON

journal araeiM. leases wirej

Amsterdam, Aug. 6. Twenty-nin- e
British officers recently escaped from
a prison camp at Hotsmlnden, ac
cording to the Osnabrueck Tageblatt,
and are still at large.
A big reward has been offered fdr
their recapture,
.
.
.,
,
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Topeka, Kans., Aug. 6. Tho nomination of Governor Artllur Capper for
United States senator and of Henry
J. Allen for governor, on the republican ticket in today's primary was indicated on the face of returns received
here early tonight. Incomplete figures
received gave both Capper and Allen
good leads over their nearest opponents
On the democratic ticket it seemed
apparent that Senator William M.
Howard Thompson would be renominated and the indications were that
W. O. I.ansdon of Salina would be
nominated for governor.

With the American Army on the
e
Kront, Aug. 6 thy the
Associated
Frc;s). Ninety French
have boon living in a
who
peasants,
southlarge cave near
west of Fismes, were rescued by the
Americans
after
passed
having
through two battles ami remaining
to
the German:; for five
prisoners
weeks. The peasants were nearly
starved, their scant supplies of food
having been almost exhausted before
the last battle of the Veslo began,
The cave formerly was a uuarrv.
When the Germans arrived in the
neighborhood in the latter, part of
May the peasants round about
assembled in the cave rather
than leave. The entrance was at the
foot of a hill, great layers of rock
and earth acting as a covering.
Many shells bad struck close to
the roof, several exploding directly
over the place. The peasan'.s took all
the supplies possible from their farms
but finally were compelled to appeal
to the Germans for additional food.
so
They were given an allowance
scanty that they were compelled to
forage for sustenance.
The refugees m,ainly were elderly
men and women iwth a few children.
When the Americans arrived mnnv
knelt In prayer atrhcir deliverance.
Aisne-Marn-

Yillc-Savoy- c,

FKX.VrOU OWEN WINS
EASILY OVER GALBKEATH

Ville-Savo-

Oklahoma

City,

Okia.,

Aug.

6.

Early returns from over the. state indicate Uniud States Senator Robert
L. Owen has been renominated by a
large majority over Hubert Galbreath
of Tulsa on the democratic ticket.
BOLSHEVIKS

HINT

AT WAR ON JAPAN
IBV
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WIRE1
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If so, it goes to show that very few can make money. Is there any
o
reason why everyone cannot become at least
by saving?
Moral: Take out a Certificate of Deposit at the First National Bank
which will pay you 4 per cent to keep up this good habit.
well-to-d-

WIRRI

for
Tokio. A ue. li bv he Associated
was Press.) Premier Count
Tcr."uchi,l
comtalking of the alller.' acliici in Siberia,!
sen said Japan would take further mill-- ;
The tary measures in case the position of
civic tho
s
demanded it. The1
premier Indicated 'that if t he chaotic
situation in Siberia continued Japan
Louis J. Malvy, ministor of the ino
find It necessary to adopt
terior in the Viviani, Briand and Ribot might
combat
to
the
measures
most
of
military
the
one
cabinets, was reckoned
Austro-Germa- n
menace in tlfe far
astute political figures in Fiance.
,
His position was first assailed In far east.
Count Terauchi stated that the presJulv,l!)17. M. Clcnienceiui, now premier, charged that M. ' Malvy was ent step had been taken in perfect acpropaganda cord with the allies. If it should be
spreading "defeatist"
among the troops. M. Malvy resigned necessary for the allies to dispatch adas minister of the interior early in ditional troops and arms the country
must be prepared to mict the emerAugust.
M. Cletnencrau's charges against M. gency.
IVomoHtio Politic l'a tor.
Malvy followed the arrest of Miguel
The Japanese-America- n
negotiations
Almereyda, editor, and M. Duval, diBonnet
had been made tho basis of a recrurector, of the newspaper
over
domestic
was
of
whom
of
descence
wrangling
Rouge, upon the latter
found a check for a large sum or politics, with charges and countercharges and sensational demands for
money. Hie source of which he admitted to be a German banker named tho resignation of the cabinet and the
Marx of Mannheim. Almereyda later customary campaign of recriminawas found' dead in his cell, apparently tions. Consequently th government
had recently closed down tightly on
a suicide.
M. Malvy was much criticized for tho newspapers,
which were rigidly
having bad confidence In such per- suppressed if they attempted to dissons and for having granted passports cuss the negotiations.
to Duval for numerous trips to SwitzerMinority Is Powerless.
It is understood .that the Sciyukai
land, while tho Bonnet Rouge was
Gerof
defense
in
majority party In the house is willing
printing articles
policy. Conmany. It was estimated that Duval to adopt a
had brought sums aggregating 500,000 sequently the Kensitt Kai minority
francs from Switzerland, of which which had hoped to effect an opposition combination is powerless for the
200,000 francs had gone to Almereyda.
Duval was recently found guilty of present. There seems every reason
to' believe the tenseness of the situatreason and shot.
tion has been relieved and that the
M. Malvy introduced in the chamber of deputie sa bill demanding that plans for the protection of the Czechohe be tried before the high court, and slovaks and of the allied interests
the chamber appointed a committee against German and American Influto examine into the ence in Siberia, completed a long time
of thirty-thre- e
merits of the case. This committee ago, will be carried out without exsubmitted its report calling for M. citement. As far as Japan is conMalvy's impeachment, and this report cerned, every detail for putting the
Was adoped by the chamber and the plan Into execution already has been
senate was designated as a high court arranged.
to hear the case.
The trial was begun on July 16,
191S, M. Malvy' being called upon tt
answer to charges of high treason and
haying communicated with the .enemy
A few days later the charge of high
treason was withdrawn by the prosecutor who, however, maintained that
M. Malvy was responsible for several
cases of mutiny in the army and was
guilty of communicating with the enemy.
During the trial former premiers
Viviani, Briand and Ribot testified in
favor of M. Malvy; as did also M.
l'ainlcye, who succeeded M. Ribot as
IRY MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASRD
WIRE
premier on the bitter's resignation,
Home. Aug. 6. Tho official statewhich was duo to the Malvy affair.
ment, issued by the war office today
I

Czecho-Slovak-

I
ATibNAL

suit-abl-

wait-and-s-

OFFICIAL

STATEMENTS

London, Aug. 6. It is reported from
Moscow by way of Berlin that the
Bolshevik government in Russia, is
a declaration of war
considering
against .lapan, Kays an Exchange TelPROF. SHUMATY OF THE
egraph dispatch from Copenhagen to- DENVErTvO'fES T06UY
'
day.
SILVER CITY NORMAL
Premier Lonine, tho message adds,
CITY VMTER SYSTEM
SUCCUMBS TO TYPHOID has up to this time been opposed to
such action but it is believed that
IRY MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LBARKD
WIRE1
RUKsia "will be compelled to declare
ISPRCIAL DISPAYCM TO WORNIN1 JOIIANAll
Denver, Colo., Aug. 6. Municipal
war.
the fact that the
notwithstanding
fi.
Prof.
N.
Au:;.
Silver City.
M.,
ownership of its water plant was voted
are opposed to any new war.
Willis G. Shumuty. manual' training peoplo
today in Denver by a heavy majority.
The proposal was in the form of a
Instructor in the New Mexico normal WATTERSON GIVES UP
bond issue for $13,970,000, submitted
B"hool here and prominent in state
of
the taxpayers. This valuation for
educational circles, died hrc today
CONTROL OF COURIER to
'
its plant has been accepted by the
His bride of three
typhoid fever.
Denver
ill
the
with
Is
Union Water company, frqm
also
months
seriously
ISY MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEAEEO WINS)
whom the city purchases.
same disease and has not h"nn apTho vote
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 6. Louisville today ends one of the longest and
prised of her husband's death for fear
Courier Journal and the Louisville most costly litigations In the city's
the shock would prove fatal.
Professor Shumaty was a native of Times, held by W. N. Haldeman and history, which defeated an attempt to
'New York and a graduate of the Uni- his sons and Henry Watterson since build a new water system.
It also
versity of Michigan. He had served the foundation of the two papers, pass was voted that the administration of
, as a member of the normal faculty today into the hands of Judge Robert the plant to be purchased he vested In
for four years, heing popular alike Worth Bingham of Louisville, accord- a munieinal water commission.
A very light vote was cast.
His ing to formal announcement in the
t with the faculty and students.
Tho
final count showed fi.248 yotes for the
t death is a loss to the state institution. Times.
bonds
Watterson
and
ends
1,800
his
active
them.
old.
He was twenty-nin- e
Henry
years
against
connection as editor of the Courier
Journal but will continue to serve in READING TO
-CONFER.
an advisory capacity.
. CAPTAIN KILLED IN

average healthy men

1

ks

(RV

100

4 will be well-to-d- o
6' will be earning own living
'54 will be dependent upon relatives or charity.

Need
Case Czccho-Slovr.Further Aid Premier Announces Country Will Bo
Ready to Send Troops,

Paris, Aug. 6. Louis .1. Malvy,
mer mtnisttr of tho Interior,
today of holding
2 found guilty with
the enemy and
munication
tenced to five yeai's banishment.
sentence, however, does not carry
degredation.
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IT true that out of

they reach the age of 65,
1 will be rich
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Which We Sell At

$6.50 for
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ITALIAN

reads:

"On the Aslago plateau In the Monte
Grappa region and along tho lower
Piave there has been greater artillery
activity. Our batteries blew up an
army ammunition dump ulong tho

sftftHWIC Albuquerque.NM
UNITED STATES

!

HOPE OF VICTORY

DEPOSITARY-CAPITA-

L

ArtD SURPLUS

$600,000.00

FRENCH OPEN HOMES
FOUGHT SUB TWO HOURS
BEFORE T0RFED0 HIT,
TO, U, S. SOLDIERS '
LDY
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A Cunnrllnn Allnnli.
J
Paris, Aug. fi
Agency).
ri'f ini, r.
BY ARMS GROWING French homos may(Havas
bo opened to so- Two boat loads of survivors' of tho oil
ldiers from America, tho British do- tanners iuz rtianca. torpedoed by a
German submarine off this port yes- minions and the French colonics un- terda.v. wnrp
tnwi.il Intrt toiKi. Ink,,
der plans which are now being stu- They said their ship fought the
DIM IN
died. It is believed that "Franco-Allie- d
ior jmee nours uerore being torpeclubs," will be formed so that doed.
Reports reaching Halifax, N S.,
people unable to open their own
nlr nvt.l iUn'
homes may meet the allied soldiers on laSt nilfbt RUM Hm olllftf
chief steward lost their lives when tho
a social footing.
submarine's
Adds
torpedo exploded in con
i Premier Clemeneceau has given his
Retreat From the Marne
approval to the idea, saying tact wnn me tanker s stern.
Followers to von Ktiehlmann hearty
it was "exccllen popular diplomacy."
RKWAHD OFFKRFP FIXDKlt
Russian Problem VON CAPEkLE
OF SIR SITP1A' P.ASK
Party;
QUIT

GERii!

Causes Greatest Anxiety,

at

JO

N.
REPORT lateHalifax,
interest

S., Aug. 6. To stimuIn search for possible
German supply bases on the Nova
SY MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE!
Scotia coast, or the Bay of Fundy, tho
SV MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE1
Zurich Switzerland, Aug. 6. Ad- Halifax Herald and Evening Hail toAmsterdam, Aug. 6. There is inmiral von Capelle, German minister of day offered a reward of 5,000 for increasing anxiety in Germany over the marine, will
resign shortly, according formation leading to their location.
situation as it has developed in recent to Berlin dispatches
to tho Stuttgart
The Herald also has agreed to pay
months, according to a dispatch to Tageblatt and other papers.
$r00 to any one giving information
Tho dispatch reads:
the Hadelsblad.
that will leave to the first arrest of
"The number of those In Germany
"any of the enemy agents" who, it is
Kuehl-manwho, like Dr. Richard von
alleged by the newspaper, infest
Chemist Is Public
Says
are
former foreign secretary,
convinced force of arms will not put
Benefactor
Germany on her feet again, is speed"Being a doctor, and suffering for
ily growing. There is sufficient justification for a less comfortable feeling many years with stomach trouble, I
now than a few months ago. not only feel I cannot do justice to so great a
as a result of the retreat from the public benefactor in writing. Mayr's
Marno and the American danger, but Wonderful Itemedy is everything you
also on account of the precarious po- have claimed for it. I can liow eat
litical and cconomlo situation in Aus- and relish victuals I havo not dared to
eat in many years. Am feeling like
tria, f
"The Itussian question, however, is newly born." it is a simple, harmless
causes the greatest preparation that removes the cathe one which
tarrhal mucus from the intestinal
anxiety to all."
tract and allays the ; inflammation
which causes practically all stomach,
wheels
Storage, coal and
Motorcycles with triple rear
includkinds of wood.
all
are enabling British dispatch riders liver and intestinaloneailments,
dose will coning appendicitis,
to drive through desert sands.
vince or money refunded.
For salo
by Butt Bros., Briggs' Pharmacy and
.251
Journal wants bring results. druggists
everywhere.

SAYS ZURICH

1

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Jewett Fire
Brick.

Phone

river.

"on the Piave islets, our patrols
have recovered a quantity. of war material which was abandoned by the enemy.

"Kix captive balloons have been shot

down."

FRENCH

..
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Aside from artillery
Taris,
activity east of Soissons and on the
Aisne river, there is nothing to report
from the whole front," says tho official communication issued this evening.
Tho remainder of tho communica'
tion follows:
"Army of the East, Aug. G. There
has been artillery activity on tho Htru-mVardar and the Ccrna and to the
WITH BRITISH CABINET
GRENADE PRACTICE CLARK IS NOMINATED
north of Monastir.
f
"In Albania the enemy has not reIRY MORNINS JOURNAL
SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)
newed his attacks.
raV MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED W1R.
FOR THIRTEENTH TIME
New
York, Aug. fi. Tho Earl of
"Brltifh aviators havo brought down
Alexandria. La., Aug. C. !uring
Reading, the British ambassador and an enemy airplane and also havo bomhand grenade practice at Camp
1ST MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)
commissioner
high
to, the United barded
in tho Struma
Beauregard today,' Captain Arthur A.
Montgomery. Mo., Aug. 6. Speaker States, has arrived in Iximlon. it was valley." enemy depots
Diettel, of the 314th engineers was Champ Clark, for the thirteenth
announced
here
time,
the
today
British
by
killed and three lieutenants, a ser-- - was renominated for congress In the bureau of information.
geant 'and five privates were slightly democratic primary in this district
Hia mission is to confer with the
injured. Details of how the accident without opposition.
British war cabinet, it was stated.
' occurred and the names of those in(RT MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
were not available here nte tojured
6.
Berlin,
Aug.
Wurttemherg
Oilcans.
New
was
Diettel
from
day.
troops north of tho Somme' river have
stormed British positions along the
Corbie road and taken In the neigh
INDIA WILL SUPPLY
borhood of B10 prisoners, says the
HALF MILLION MEN
German official communication Issued
.
,
today.
The communication today also says
MORNIN
JOURNAL RRfyiAL IRARtO W(R
Wr
(
mat reconnoitering activity In the An
London, Aug. tj (via Montreal).
ere and Avre regions- and south- of
'.Half a million combatants are being
Montdidier has been lively.
ES'
Silij-l'llS
praised In India this year- It was anTho text of tho communication folnounced In the house of commons tolows:
Edwin
thn
Samuel
day by
Montagu,
"There has been lively reconnoiter
secretary for Jndla.
ing activity, especially In the Anere
The secretary emphasized the fa?t
ana avic sections and south of Mont4'that Indian troops were planning .the
didier.
chief part In the campaign In Mes"Early today north of the Somme,
opotamia, Palestine and East Africa.
Wurttembergers stormed the foremost
o
'
English line along the
road and brought back about a hun.CAMP SANITATION
dred prisoners.".
a,

en Wanted for t
leserve

.
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GERMAN

Save Wheat Yours May be
The Straw that Breaks His
Back.

Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense

Your Co o oration will

-

Hasten victory

Braye-Corbi-

TOBE EXTENDED

'

Journal Want Ada urlntr results.
FA
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Washington, Aug. 6. Enlargement
Improvement of sewage plants at
jramps and cantonments to safeguard
:he health of troops as their numbers
Increase will be undertaken at once
.
lyItthewasarmy.
announced today that the
project would cost about $40,000 fot
iwrch eftmp. v

ind

Don't Let Soap
Spoil Your Hair
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When you wash yovr iialr, be, careful what you use. Most soaps and prepared shampoos contain too much alkali, which Is very injurious,, aa It
dries the scalp and makes the hair
brittle.
The best thing to use is Just plain
mnlsrtied cocoanut oil, for this is pure
and entirely greaseless. It's very
cheap, and beats the most expensive
soaps or anything else all td pieces.
You can get this at any drug store
and a few ounces will last the whole
family for months.
with water
Simply moisten the
and rub It In, about a tsaspoonful la
all that Is required.
It makes an
abundance of rich, creamy lather,
cleanses thoroughly, and rinses out
easily. The hair dries quickly and
evenly, and la soft," fresh looking,
asy to
bright, fluffy, wavy and
handle. Besides, it loosens and takes
out every particle of dual, dirt nd
i--
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Many opportunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the world. Attractive service;
good pay. Any information regarding enlistment will be cheerfully furnished at

Navy Recruiimg
Room 26, N. T. Armijb Bldg., Albuquerque.
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Protection
A

ASPIRIN

For the past

14

OPEN WEDNESDAY
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE
N. M

years

Made on the banks of the Hudson
ts
and Capsules of Aspirin contain genuine Aspirin.
Demand them in the original packages. For your protection
every
package and every taoVot is plainly and invariably marked with

"The

Your Guarantee

Bayer Cross

or

Purity "

;B tndMnirk "Aplrin"(Tte II S. Pt. Off.) h (riarartM that th monmintcdetw
.
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Chaplin himself laughs so
sildonr that the public often wonders
what it is that malies them laugh.
Almost throughout the five arts of
"Chase Me Charlie," a Firitisli virsion
of the funniest Essanay-Chapli- n
pome
dies, 'his face is wrapped in gloom.

'it J

ment, stupidity and almost every other
emotion, but rarely Joy or fun.
The psychology of his causing others to laugh does not lie in making his
spectators laugh with him, but at him.
In fact, it is largely his dolorous countenance over the peculiar situations
In which ho entangles himself, that
sets the spectators into roars of laughter.
Chaplin does not laugh to make the

EDITHSTOREYr Metro Star

Ho expresses, pitpic,

anger,

world laugh with him.

He is gloomy

The Charlie Chaplin

play is being

repeated today; also the reel of 'Interesting "world events.
AT THi: PAST! MK.
Ileal oil wells actually gushing forth
ENEMY

RADIO PLANT
SOUGHT

(V

IN MEXICO

MORNIN9 JOUHNAL VPKCIAL LKAaiD WlffBI

Washington, Aug. 6. Activities of
Germans or German Americans from
n
the United States across the
lower California border where
a wireless plant is located, are under
Investigation, by government agents.
Reports indicate that groups of
about a half hundred Germans,
changing every week or ten days,
have been found in Mexical, Just
across tlie border from Calexico, Calif.
The town is inhabited by a shifting
Indians,
population of .Mexicans,
Japanese, Chinese, and women with
few apparent moans of making a living. The Germans who were never
known to visit the town before the
war, now congregate at a store start- ed recently by a German known to
have been active in propaganda work
In the United States before the war
and have used the wireless station,
which is capable of communicating
with Mexico City.
Alex-lea-

MEXICAN

REBELS ARE
TRAPPED BY FEDERALS

CY MOKNINS JOURNAL

PtOAl. utAHO WlHtl

Negates, Ariz., Aug. 6. A supposedly revolutionary band of fifty men
tinder Francisco Casanova was reported today trooped by Mexican federal
troops near Tapetazs, on the east side
of Sierra Azul, and ten of them killed
in their first stand. iGen. Arnulfo
Gomea, commanding in Sonora, who
success,
reported his
despatched
troops 10 mo scene r riuay after a
Southern Pacific of Mexico railroad
bridge was burned.
Mexican officials reported Casanova
as a supporter of an alleged new rev
olution in the interests of Gen. Juan
Cabral and Gen. Juan Medina.

CIVILIANS

Breakfast

for warm weather
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Roll of Honor

li

e,

'

;

De-wi-

Kd-wa-

:

.

MKS.

K.

DKXTKU, wife of a

banker.
.1. It. WILLIAMS, of
Anderson, Mo.
or Cedar duffs, Neb.
A YVO.via.N, supposed
to be Wil
liams' wile.
Mrs. l)cxli r and J. K. Williams died
almost instantly and thy Williams
woman died during the night.
Mystery still surrounds the tragedy.
Williams is believed to have ended
his own life after fatally wounding
mis. iexter. Whether Mrs. William
Khot herself or was hit by a bullet
trom the gun in the hand of Mrs.
Uexter s slayer is unknown. Mr. Dexter hasnot been ablo to throw any
ugnt upon the triple tragedy. The only
witness to the shooting was a boy who
came nere with tho Williams lata yos
terduy afternoon.
Mrs. Dexter, who prior to her mar
riage to the Canova banker last November, was known as Mrs. Williams,
:s believed to have been tho former
wile of J, II. Williams.
Tiompscy Will Fight (Jiblxms.
Milwaukee. W,ls.( Aug,
(I.
Jack
Dempsey today accepted the challenge Issued by Tom Gibbons, boxing
instructor at Camp Meade, Md lust
night and declared he would meet
Gibbons In a ten round fight hero any
time the latter desired. Dempsey said
he would donate his share of the receipts to- the war fund as Gibbons
announced he would.

PLANE

PRODUCER

days.

AP.vv,
The nrmy casually list shows:
Killed in action, 3i; died of wounds.

6;
severely, 313; wounded
legree undetermined, 7; prisoners, 1;
total, 358,

wounded

YESTERDAY'S ARMY" LIST.
Aug. 6. A second
Washington,
army casualty list issued yesterday
gave the names of 256 killed in action,
and 43 died of wounds; total 299.
The list follows:
Killed In Action.
McCall, PhiladelCapt. Howard
phia; Lieuts, David M. Barry, Santa
Barbara, Calif.; Charles II. Evans,
Marble Head, Mass.; David J. Ewing,
New Orleans; Donald F. Ghent, Ann
Arbor, Mich.; Robert M. Lovett, Chicago; Sergeants Kenneth K. Burns,
Rodeo, N. M.; Elisha L. Turner,
Ark.; Corporals Glenn W.
Harmon, Chappell, Neb.; Verne O.
Reed, Bloomfield, la.: Privates Henrj
,
Apel, Thoeny, Mont.; James A.
,
Monctte, Ark.; Joseph F.
Richtnon, Calif.; Eugene IX.
Moun-tainbur-

Blank-enship-

The army casualty list includes:
Fernando Acedo, Solomonsvllle, Ariz.,
nnd Archie K. Brown, 101 Paso, severe

ly wounded.

A. Stophpnshn, An
Corporals Malcolm K.
Crabtree, Topponish, Wash.; Edwin
H. Jelley, Woodhaven, N. Y.;
Bill
Mechanic
Walters, Thealka, Ky.;
Theodoro S. Price, Bay St. Louis,
Miss.; Privates Tony Albino. Brook
lyn; Frank Altobell, Berlin. N. H.;
Edward F. Bowman, Wheeling, W.
Va.;
Stanley F. Briot, Tomasket.
Wash.; Francis X. Conley, Philadelphia; Jesse H. Cottrell, Sunolglen,
Calif.; Andy Ij. Esslinger, Danville,
111.; Wiliam A. Guinn, Ink, Ark.; Ernest C. Hartmann, San
Francisco;
Steven J. Johnston, Jr., Cooperstown,
N. Y.; Albert S. Johnston, Homer City,
Maxwell B. Katz, Worcester,
Pa.j
Mass.; John 'Kelley, Detroit; Robert
Kelley, Flandreau, 8. D.; Bruno Kor- Fred Marten,
asciewien, Bere, O.j
Onaga, Kans.; Michael J, Nee, ShrewsSouth
John
Nemechick,
Mass.;
bury,
Bethlehem; Itussell Parr, Encampment, Wyo.; Mike PolenskI, Philadelphia; Harry Hhoades, Reading, Pa.;
E.
Frank Sager, St. Paul; William
Schafelke, Appleton, WIs.J Daniel K.
Shedd, Manchester. N. H.; John H.
Tatro, llarrlsville, R. I,; James W.
.
Williams, Bangor.
Died of Wounds
In Action.
Corporal Harold E. Simmons, Wor
Privates Percy M.
cester, Mass.;
Hrothers, Randolph Center, Vt.; Clyde
Colvin, Kevil, Ky.; Wlllias U Cham
berlain, Griswoldvillo,
Mass.; John
Seraphin, Hartford; James V. Weir.
Litchfield, Conn.
MARINES.
Washington, Aug. 6. The marine
corps casualty list today shows:
Killed in action 7; died of wounds
3;. wounded severely 18; wounded, de
wounded
119;
gree undetermined
slightly 1; total H8.
Killoxl in Aotkin.
Sergeants William H. Cooper, Ro
chester, N. Y.; Harry N. Lacey. Lancaster, Texas; Raymond M. Mabry,
Popular Bluffs, Mo.; Frank I Tignor,
Richmond, Va.; Richard B. Tucker,
Mich.; Privates Henry Hawthorne, Superior, Wis.; Roy A. Nit- sche, Leavenworth, Wash.
Died of Wonnils Received in Action.
Privates Clarence O. Rosell. Orange
Calif.: Elmer 8. Short, Cashmere,
Wash.; Floyd C. Mosher, Flatbiwh, N,

derson, S
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Additional

Army

lists.

Four armv lists were issued later

C. W. Nash ha been aooointed as- sltant director of aircraft production
and is In charge of engineering and
production of aircraft for the govern
ment. jie is presiaent of the Nash
Motors company of Kenosha. Wig..
and an expert In engine building,
.

todny showed:
Killed in action, 73: tlipd of wounds,
14; died of disease. 4;. died of, acci
dent and other causes, 3; wounded
severely, 112: wounded, degree undetermined. 213; missing in action. 40.
Total. 459.
The names cf of.'icoi and thoai !n- -

Garland, Alum, Ark,; Selby Grand-stafDurham, Ark.; Alvin R.
Meridian, Ida.; Jewell

f,

Jlars-barge-

r,

Stephensville, Tex.; Clifford
.Monroe, Woodston, Kans.; Barney
Olivet, S. D.; Gustavo J.
San Francisco; Harley
Nonnemann,
I. Parker, Mowbridge. S. D.; Zeno W
Poatce, Oakland, Calif.; Clarence E
Prather, lon, Kans.; Ted M. Ilea,
Press Itogers.
la.:
Kmmetsburg,
it)'lirien, Ttx.; Frederick W. Schneider, Plymouth, Neb.; William Vobe.1-da- ,
William W.
Lodgepole., S. D.
Yeager, Tulsa, Okla.; Sergeants Herbert II. Bell, Highgate Springs, Vt.;
George H. Bohlman, Lancaster, O.;
Austin H. Carey, Westmoreland Depot, N. II.; Cliff r.1 Cartledge, Water- illn Cum
Arthur V. C'hioU.onrnn
Dover. Me.: Harold K. Dow, I. Man-- !
Chester, N. H.; Theodore Gohle, Boston; Paul L. Hon, Deland, Fla.; John
P. Lynch, Brooklyn; Charles i). Mac-kaJonesboro, Ark.;' Archie Mi Ken-ie- .
Fairfield Center, Me.; Guy Mink-lor-

HEXiCO STATE SCHOOL OF BUIES

C,

H. Nieman,

:

philmont, N. Y.: Jtremiah T. Murky, Mani hester, N. II.: John W. PowAlexander
ers,
Mass.;
Medway,
Pa.i Arthur F.
Searles, Plymouth,

Sheils, Saugerties, N. Y.: Corporali:
l.eroy
Bridgeton, Me.: Frank
Alldridge, Philadelphia; Bert H. Baker, Datiby. Vt.; ltalph l. Chabot, Worcester, Mass.; Millard W. Corson,
Madison, Me.; Anthony Delmonico,
N. Y.; John J. Dillon,
Syracuse.
Plains, Pa.; Fred S. Freeman. Jr., Aul,
gusta, Me.; Harry I. Geist, Mount
Pa.; George O. Grover, Fairfield,
Me.: James I. Haag. Uocklon, Pa.;
F.dwin V. Halden, Hyde Park, Mass.;
Victor J.
Narloff, Nashua, N. II.:
lialph S. Hosmer, Kast Wilton, Me.;
James- J. Kelley, Jr., New Bedford,
Mass.; Frank L. Kirk, Stomdiaiii,
Mass.; Allien Lavorgna, Canton, Me.;
Anders Laycock, Northport, Ala.; Andrew V. Laydon, Philadelphia; Marshall D. l each, Plymouth, Conn.; Harold C. Lee, Montevedlo, Minn.; Luvelle
K. McAllister,
Norway, Mo.; August
iMctnuen. Mass.; Herman
.iiauiison,
I".
I
11
Aulil,tMorrison
It.
'South
Chestervllle
Nichols,
Me.; Simon Peters, Skowhegiin, Aie.;
Clarence K liivers, Hawkinsvijle, (in..
Frank L. Buss, .Manchester, N. 11.)
Charles H.' Savage, Kverett, Alasi.;
George L. Stewart, Kdwin,
Teun.;
Harry D. St. Ledger, Skowhegan, Me.;
Benjamin K. Tutt, Meriden,
Conn.;
James Albert Walsh, Chicago; Jiuk
Wnssermal, Newark, N. J.; John C.
Watson, Pineapple, Ala.; Cooks John
Donnelly. Columbus, ().; Claude
Jackson. Kansas Cltv. Mo.: MeMianies
Theodore R. Jacipiet, I'rauklih. Iai.:
xioeil Johnston, North Edstham,
Musician Giovanni
Mass.;
Stromci,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; i'rivates Arthur
Acree, Andalusia, Ala.; Julius P.
Ion, Boston; Henry A. Andrews,
Ington Mills. Pa.: Harrv C. Arndt
Newport, Pa.; Gulseppe Ausilio, Peterson, N. J.; Joseph T. Baker, Syracuse, N. Y.; Frank O. Pemis, Hills-borN. H.; AValter O. Bennett, East
Auburn. Maine; Charles 5. Bennicker,
Philadelphia; Alme Benoit, Nashua,
N. 1L: Henry C. Bernhart, Rending,
Pa.; Earl Bishop, Orange, Mass.; Ixn-to- n
Bostick, Dexter,
Frank
Ga.;
Braziin, Pittsburgh, Pa.; James T.
Brown, Montpelicr, Vt.; William A.
Bruton, Hartford, Colin.; Julian .1.'
Bugai, Nashua, N. H.: Emile T.
Burns, Nashua, N. H.i Myron Burns,
Eldred, Pa.; Paul W. Butler, Hartford
Conn.; Scott C. Campbell, Cambridge,
Mass.; Eugene L. Carter, Worcester,
Mass.; Lester G. Carter, Mount Gilead
X; James A. Candle, Fries, Va.; Daniel W. Cavanaugh, Mattapan, Mass.;
Hoyden L. Ch'ippel,, Bichford, Vt.;
Raymond S. Church, Bennington, Vt.:
Irfyden Clough, Enosburg, Vt.; Howard C. Coates, Providence, R. L; Edgar Connor, Philadelphia: Herbert W.
Coram, Niagara Falls, N. Y.; Joe
Crockett, Headland, Ala.; Jeff Davis,
Centervllle, Md.; Joseph Davis, Florence, N. J.; Edward De Sabe, New
York; Frank 10. Dos Fosse, Manchester, N. II.; William H. Ditible, Hume,
111.; John A. Dike,
Johnston, Ind.;
William B. Pollard,
New Bedford,
Mass.; Arthur E. Donahue, Fairfield,
Me.; Hugh F. Pougherty, PhiladelSomers-wortphia; Alphonse Dumond,
N. H.;
Edward Diniuotte,
South Ashburnham,
Mass.; Andrew
E. Effingham, Huntington, W. Va.;
Louis C. Engelke, Jamaica, N, Y.:
Phil
Carl K. Kvatt,
Sllvis, 111.;
Charles
Detroit,
Mich.;
Fidler,
Green Treeborough, Pa.:
Fischer,

,

Military instruction fall of 1918.
Recognized by the United States Government.
A faculty of technical graduates of recognized practical ability.
Good laboratory equipment, including new flotation
and mill units.
An enormous demand for graduates and undergraduates of Mining Schools.
The New Mexico School of Mines offers a sound business opportunity to New Mexico boys.
Low cost, good dormitory. Write for catalogue.

A. X. ILLINSKI, President
SOCOIUtO, NF.W MEXICO.

Car-me-
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Hunt-Atlant-

ic

h,

Dewitt Fore. Monroeville, Ala.; Harry
li. Fosdick, Dighton, Kans.; Jay C.
Frost, Gotham, Wis.; Charles L. Fuller, Milford, Mass.; Daniel E. Eagan,
Brewer. Me.; Charles Gebika, Cincinnati; Edward T. Gidlis, Iowoll, Mass.:
Sheridan G. Goodrich, Plymouth, Vt.;
William T. Gourley. Medford. Mass.;
Boyce L, Gowan, tipartansburg, S. C.
Greber, Miilbaeh, Canada;
Charley
Frank J. Griffin, Bellows Falls, Vt.;
Patsey Gullo, Haverhill, Mass.;. Bruno
Arthur G.
Gutowski,
I'iltsburgh;
Ouyer, Lebanon, N. H.; Roy M. Hard-wicHardwicksburgh, Ala.; Harry A.:
Ilarriman. Wollbnrli
Falls. N. II
John Mofferica, Chicago; Henry Hol
land, Tluunasville,
James .1.
Ga.;
Hooper, Troy, N. Y.; Arthur F. Jesse-niaN.
Warren;
II.; Cyrus Johnson,
Montpelior, Vt.; Joe O. Johnson.
Ala.; Andrew Jusbadone, Wn- tertown, Mass.; Reino Kahra. lsaliell,
Mich.; Joseph A. Kennedy, Peekskill,
N. Y. ; Austin It. Kinney, Worcester,
Mass.;
Cnfter il. Koon. Fredonla,
Ky.; Joseph Kubatsky, Staton Island,
N. Y. ; John C. Kulowski, Cleveland,
O.; Nelson A, La Bounty, Koeno, N.
II.; (iwen B. Lamont. Kumey, N. II.;
Charles L. Ladon,
Marion
county,
Ohio; George Landry, New Bedford,
Mass.; Noale l.angford. Lake Butler,
Fla.; Wasilly Lapc.huk, Keyport, N.
T.; Walter Lashua, North Wilson, Vt.;
Jinn Lasota, Toledo, ().: Clayton R.
Lawrence,
Poughkeepsle, N. Y.;
George K. T.elghton. Fairfield, Mass.;
Anton L. Ijcltnor, Chicago; William
I
If. Leonard,
lubbardston, Mass.:"
John L. Levlne, Mexico, Me.; Peter
I.ibby, Plaisted, Me.; Vernon L. Lilly.
McGaheysville, Va.; Noble C. Llntz,
Paul S. Lipplncott,
Detroit, Mich.;
Walter W. Lovely, Fort
Lima, a,;
Fairfield, Me.; Patrick Lynn, New
York; Edward Lyons, Ansonia, Conn.;
Philip W. McGovorn,
Cambridge,
Mass.; George R. McKcnzie, Groton,
Vt.; James F. Mahoney, Mobile, Ala.;
Gordon F. Mann, St. Albans. Vt.;
Harry Marcus, Cincinnati, ft.; Edmund F. Meaohcm, Windsor, Vt.; Russell W. Mitchell, Brooklyn; James B.
Montgomery, Philadelphia; .lames A.
Moore,
Walter L.
Norfolk, Conn.;
Moore, Sayre, Ala.; Charles F. Moran,
Downington, Pa.; Sam Morfir, Trenton, N. J.; Daniel Morrison. Cambridge,
Mass.; James D. Mulch, Philadelphia;
William Mundell, Manchester, N. H. ;
Joseph T. Newman, New York; Edwin F. Nlckerson,
Chatham, Mass.;
New Britain,
I). O'Brien.
Joseph
ronn.; Albert Oclalr, Nashua, N. H.;
Thomas F. O'ltourko, New York;
Charles H. Payson, Greenboro, N. H.;
Clyde C. Perry, Albion, Me.: Raymond
William O.
Pfost, Wlnatnae, Ind.;
Fla.: Stewart
Graceville,
Phillips,
Piatt, Phillipsburg, N. J.; John
Lawrence, Muss.; Adlor F.
Potvin, Burlington, Vt. ; William A.,
Rainey, Ixdl, Va.; Walter If.
Cleveland, O.; Samuel Ravin,
New York; John J. Reddington, Manchester, N. II.; John R. Itobaok. Syra.
case, N. Y.; Carl E. Robey, Wilson-burW. V.; George Robinson, River
Falls, Ala.; Harry G. Robinson, Ches
;

Pody-majti-

s,

Rass-muHse- n,

ter, Pa.; Clay Roland, Ilargett. Ky.;
Randolph
Samberger, Elizabeth. N.
J.; Joseph Samperl, New City; William Carty, Savill. Upper Darby, Pa.;
K. Schlimper, New
Samuel
York;
Marion Self, Red Bav, Ala.; Howard
M.
N.
William
Shawney. Littleton,
II.;
Shive, York, Pa.; Roy S. Smeal, Clearfield, Pa.; Louis Smith, Ixgansport,
Ind.; Frank Springer, Greenbay. Wis.;
David II. Starrett, Dowaglac. Mich.;
Melvin C. Sterling,
Ijincaster, O.;
Luther Stivers,
Flnchviile,
Ky.;
Charles II. Storer, t'nion, Me.; Alfie
St. Peter, Anson. Me.; Theodore
W.
Sweet, Now York; Wilfred Thlbedeau,
Nova
Scotia:
Travis
Sunnyvllle,
Thompson, High Rock. N. C; Ludger
J. Toiisant. St. Johnsbury, VA.; Oral
A. Towne, Monson, Me.: Marvin Trex-le- r,
Sallsburg, N. C: Oscar Valley,
South Paris, Me.: Robert R. Webster,
S. Wellington,
Barre,
t.; Andrew
Pittsfield, Mass.; John D. White, Williamsburg, Ky.; Leslie G. Whiteman,
Rochester, N. Y.; Bennie Wiggins,
Solomon Wellman,
Willhite,
La.;
Ilnrtford, Conn.; Frank Wongrowski,
Peter Yohoda. Rowan,
Toledo, ().;
Pa.; Olonson W. Young, Hennlker, N.
H.; Joseph Wazaweskl,
Buffalo. N.
Y.; George A. Zoffke. Derby, N. Y.
Pied or Wound.
Lieut. Leon N. Moshier, Mayvllle,
N. D. ; Privates
Edward C. Delray,
Woodlawn,
Claude
Calif.;
Bmoot,
Faxon, Okla.

Plod of Wounds.
Sergeants George T. Bunton,

Liver-mor-

e

Falls, Me.; Sidney C. Call, MUo,
Me.; Frank H. Chlvers, Newton, Mass;
John Marshall, Oswego, N. Y.; Leonard L. Millican, Burlington, Mass.;
Corporals Forest O. Ballard, Milford,
111.; Charles Bazln, Gary, Ind,; James
15. Fellenzer.
Rosudale, Ind.; Albert
A. Gilbert, Dorchester, Mass.; James
M. McKenna, Roxbury, Mass.; L. A.
Sadler, Bradford, Mass.; Harry C.
Privates
Faulk, Saybrook,
Conn.;
John F. Alexander, Chester, Conn.;
Joseph C. Aubln, Willirhantie, Conn.:
Frank Bean, Winooskl, Vt.; Howard
A. Bolin, Bloomlngton,
HI.; Carl E.
Buck, Newcastle, Ind.; Antonio Cam-pinStonington, N. Y.; Nick Cherney
New York; John Cielasklewicz, Cleveland, O.; Herbert Clark, Trooper,
Pa.; Joseph Dulleck, South Boston,
Mass.; Ernest P.
Faulkner, West
Vienna, New York; Albert H. flelonek
N. X.; Howard B. Oray,
Batavla,
Windsor, Conn.; Ix)well C. Hein,
Sandusky, O.; Nathan H.; Herrick,
Mechanic Falls, Me.; William Ishman
Catlln, Ind.; William IT. Lewis, ProvFrank McLaughlin,
idence, Tenn.;
Upper Falls, Mass.; John T. Marklcy
Pittsburgh, Pa.: W'illiam C. Nippert,
Cincinnati, O.; Alfred Oppegard, Mcintosh, Minn.; John L. Paulson,
Wis.; Paul Ross, Bridgeport,
Conn.; Teroy Tout, Perrlshing, Ind.;
Leo P. Valcourt,
Iiwrence, Mass.
George IL Walker, Dorechester, Mass.
Beniamln Wiggins, Salem, 111.; Homer Wyatt, Columbus, Ga.
o,

Cum-berlal- n,

team Gar I

The factory in which the Baker automobiles, trucks
and tractors will be manufactured, is located in Pueblo,
Colo. Pueblo is the Pittsburg of the west and is now
the factory center of the Rocky Mountain district.

Arc you interested in the development of the west and
do you believe that it is good policy to encourage large
industries to locate in western states?
The Baker Steam car the simplest car that has ever
been manufactured.
It is operated under the most
economical conditions and is positively fool proof.
is

In this car we do away with the carburetor, ignition,
spark-plufan
starting devices, clutch,
fly-whe- el,

g,

uni-vers-

al

joints and transmission.

;

for and enough money is now in the treasury to finance
this company for some time.

Plans have been made to build Qther factories in other
localities in the west and the people of New Mexico are
now offered an opportunity to secure stock m this big
industry.
Only a short time will be required to raise the amount
of capital required to finance this industry and when
that amount has been l cached all the stock will be taken
from the market.

Please investigate at once. All business for New Mexbe handled through the Albuquerque office. This
now selling at 5 cents per share. Do not delay if
you wish to buy your stock at this price.
ico will
stock is

The Baker steam power plant is not an experiment,
but has been fully tried out under the most sereve
After twenty years of study and experiment Dr.
H. (5T"Baker has produced a perfect steam car.

condi--frftta- s.
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MINING ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
'
CIVIL ENGINEERING

and Manuf acturing Company
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Killed in act'on:
Sergeant Claude

U'ivel

round a
hot stove
f you eat

(Made0fCorn)-$j- 6

rV

Lyric

No fussing

TOAST! ES

CAMP

IN

Washington, Aug. 6. Uniiorms for
representatives of civilian organizations engaged In camp activities have
been authorized by the secretary of
war, it was announced today and each
their product from the earth, form
organization has been requested to
scene which is hard to find and which adopt a suitable uniform, distinctly
has sel'lTi been witnessed by motion different from the army uniform nnd
picture patrons. Therefore J. Warren to submit it for approval
Kerrigan's "The Turn of ii Card,1
which will be shown at the Pastime
theater today for tile last time, hold in
store a real treat for its audiences
beside its intensely interesting plot
A forets of oil wells, photographed on
he
Urea ranch in California, is pictured in full detail in this film. More
American Casualties
over, the play includes the "shooting'
of a well, realistic in ivery particular
feet
anil a stream of oil sev:nty-fiv- e
high is thrown into the air but a short
and
Washington, Aug.
Arniy
distance from the camera.
The management is also repenting marine corps casualties in the fightMarne-Aisn- o
on
the
made
salient
today the Keystone comedy, entitled ing
public, today by the war department,
"Haunted by. Himself."
numbered 498 358 soldiers and 140
marines. This brought the total since
the toll of victory began to arrive
MYSTERY IN DEATH
yesterday to 1,213 and the number of
all casualties sinco American forces
IN
OF THREE
DAKOTA first landed in France to-- 10,409.
Today's urmv list contained mostly
tho names of wounded, wherras those
IB" MORf.INQ JOURNAL SPECIAL LRAVD WIRE
of
yesterday showed 459 killed in
i ., Aug. u. Three per
tanova,.-nson", jiro dead as the result of the lotion and eighty died of wounds.
These lists do not represent any one
mysterious shooting in the Uoyal hoday's fighting but probably include
tel here bust night. Thev are:
some of the casualties
lor several

AVill uppear today
at the
tlifater In "Tho Demon.''

As been flock to the honey in the
of the flower, so friends flock
to the man or woman who has an ap
preciative heart. Christian Herald.

Post

JOURNALl

MUST WEAR UNIFORMS

heart

A Cool

TO MORNINQ

Magdalena.
G.YVith
the city already clothed Aug.
in gala attire
for the big rot!nd-u- i
which ooens for
five 'days lu re Wednesday, and with
all preparations for tho big event
completed. Magdalena will be the
busiest place in the. state for the next
week.
Boots and spurs predominate as the
rroat crowds of contestants who are
going to try for the large cash prizes
and scores of prominent cattlemen
arrive on every train and in dozens of
atitos. A truly western crowd is beginning to gather with here and there
a sprtnkling of the east made up of
tourists who have decided to see the
real west ns it was in early days and
which will be portrayed at the roundup.
Among those already here who will
takn part in the contest are Leonard
Stroud, world's champion trick and
fancy rider who. not content with retaining his title in this line at tho
Frontier days contest staged ten days
ago at Cheyenne, Wyo.. also won first
money in the bronk riding there, defeating many of tho best "bronk"
scratchers" in the west. Pam 3. Garrett, who broke the world's record In
steer roping at Lethbtidgc, Alberta,
Canada, two weeks ago. is also on the
grounds, as it also Kdwnrd Wright,
champion steer bulldogger of 'Wyoming:; Mildred Douglas, winner of the
ladies' broncho busting at Pcndclton
last fall and winner of first monev in
the same event at the Cheyenne,
Wyo., contest;
Shortly Kelso, steer
bulldogger, and manv others, includI
ing lugh J. Strickland, former world's
champion broncho buster, who eame
from Frisco to ride the Albuquerque
famous bucking outlaw. Dunn Gone.
ire here. Miss Jerry King, owner of
tho famous backing burse which will
make or. lose her a thousands dollars
in the contest with Strickland. Is here.
bringing with her the rioted bucking
outlaw whic h seems to be in excellent
condition and in the vernacular of
the ranije, "rarin to go."

resent-- t

to make the world laugh at him.
his antics, his funny walk and
mustache, the comic situations he creates, there is a vein of pathos, of droll
resignation, that contrasts so strongly
with the spirit of the comedy if brings
out the real humor, the subtle part
that lies below tho surface of his slapstick.

,

IP

TO

Dori-h'stcr- ,

A

Bayer-Table-

Me,
Repeating
Charlie," with Charlie Chaplin in the
title role; also repeating tho Interesting reel of "Current Events See
the World."
Crystal Opera House Dark.
Kdith .Storey, popLyric Thvnter
ular with (j very body, appears us a
star in "The Demon," a Metro five-refeature; also a "ford Weekly,"
of one reel.
Pastime Theater Repeating "Turn
of a Card," with ,1. Wat roil Kerrigan
an the star; also "Hunted by Himself,"
a two-reKeystone comedy.

FOR

ROUND-U- P

eluded from western states follow;
f
Klllort lit Anion,
Ma.it George. 11.
Ran.
r.urnside.
Conn.; Lieut. Frank w. sintnn, :i 7 0 7
avenue,
Dallas, Trx.: CorMaplewood
Simon, Itrnoks, la.;
poral William
Privates O. Osgood,
Powdcrville,
Mont.: Michael Duron, Venice, Calif.;
Frnevf 'p. August.
Neb!;
Oar! II. Burr Akron. la.: Jack IlrowrV.
Ark.:
Waldmer
PaiagouM.1
Jensen,
Monioe, Utah; Ivor Johnson, Avon-dalMont.
The rest of the names', in addition
to those from western slates, follow
Killed in Action.
Sergeants .George I,. Heath, North
Me.;. Krwin 1. Jones,
Whitfield,
Wilkesbarrf1, Pa.: Thomas W, Kelly)
Jr.. Philadelphia; Under Anaclcto
Cssara, Home, Italy; privates Kegels'. Cartwright. Dysieth, Wales: Fred
U Curry, Goldonna. I.a.; Hemv Das,
Slochteren, Holland: Frank Defazio)
Oimighono, ltalv; William F. Dolan,
rinuiDrake. Sayre
fhuuaeinnia;
Pa.; William S. Drake
Hrooklyn;
Michael Federikiew icri. Powiset, Austria; Morris Feldinan. New York:
Chester H. Burn, Jonesville, Va.:
Frank P. Henley, s.- ranton. Pa.;
Bruno G. Keismahl, New York; Robert Iafex, Utica, N. Y.; Samuel i.akat-vkPhiladelphia; Lester McLean,
John
Mich.;
S.
Midland,
Columbia,
Arthur
Ky.;
Graceville.
Ij. Minis,
Fla.; William L. Noel, Philadelphia.
Pa.;
Lola L. Owensby, Fletcher, N. c.
tt
T. rJhiirrough, Monroe. La.: Nick
Proskudovv.
Phlllpchuch,
Hussia;
John Silvia Boira, Alta, Italy; Sergeant Raymond L. Young, Lyons, N.
Y.; I'rivates John T. Murphy, Philadelphia: John W. Trent, Stockton,
Mo.; William II. G. Wilkins. Newark.
M.
N. J.; Sergeant Thomas
Allen,
Hrasmer City, ff. '.; Corporals
Bell, Providence, li. I.; Daniel
A. Chosllman, New York; Charles P.
Erickson, Birmingham, Ala.; Charles
C. France, Akron, ().; Hoy L. Hoffman- Middloton. Mjl.; Elijah Knight,
Hillsdale,
Ind.; Claude Moreland,
.Mitchell,
Marshall, Mo.; Mechanic
Lansing, Mich,; Mechanic John p.ear-doPrivates
(lit.;
Dealing,
Harry
Abeman, Baltimore. Md.: Uo (1. Allen, Corry, Pa.; Harry H. Bell,
Mo.'; Trofim llokolsky, AVolen-skHubain, Hussia; Gustavo D.
Painter, Va.; Bmanuel
llonniwil).
itrode. New York;. Lowell I,. Butcher,
New Corydon, Ind. Theopulous Canary, St. Louis; Wiie Childress, Danville, Va.; Albert F. Oleary, Sibley,
Va.; Arthur C. Close, Chippewa 1'alls,
Wis.; John Oorcodilas, New York
Willis W. Cotton. Ozark, Ala.; jonii
L. Kmlg. Dusiiore. ra.; Hugh
Frostlmrg, Md.; Daniel P. Freeman,
Gas Oty, ,'1'id,; Jefferson Gordon,
Va.; Jacob V. Hetiler.
City, N. J.; Walter Howell,
Arlington, N. J.; George D. Jackson,
Hicksvllle; O.; Elmer G. Knoell, Buffalo, N. Y.; Marco Piucini, Copoalo,
Italy; Vastel Sadoski, Armstrong
Creek, Wis.
Did of Wounds.
Captain Edward H. Phillips, Athol.
Mass.; Lieutenant Wolcott W. Tread-wa- t,
Meriden, Conn.; Sergeant James
A. Smith, White Hall, N. Y.; Privates
Rocco Racco, Rome, N. Y.; Vernon
J. Staples, Plainfield, Wis.; Meek
Feezel, Sevlecsvllle, Tenn.; Arthur H.
KiefeU,
Springfield; .O.; fByron
Rylvaro, Nantucket, Mass.; Corporal
Earl W. Madelly; New Britain, Conn.;
Privates Stephen Bogus, Poland; David B. Christie, Wakefield, MaHS.; William P. Johnson, Cambridge. Mass.;
Hammond,
S. Peterson,
Phillip
Ind.; Guy E. W'arren, Edenton, Ky.;

THREE

1918.

1A

The development of this steam industry has been wonderful as the stock was first offered to the public in
January of this year. Today we have 80 acre vi land,
a concrete building 60 feet by 342 feet, and machinery
is being installed as rapidly as possible.
One car has
been completed in this plant and has been on the streets
for several weeks and a number of cars are now under
construction. All of this property and equipment is paid

BRACY & WOODWARD
STATE REPRESENTATIVES
111 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
All Business in This State Wifl Be Handled Through This Office.
v:

FOUR
OF THE TEAMS

STANDING

takes

GLEVELAND

ation

n

i, i.i:

Chicago

TIGHT GAME FROM

W.

.

,

.

Cin.'tmiaii
Boston

WASH INGTQN TEAM

"Cleveland. Auk. 6.:

,L
Cleveland

4

'

4

4

TrJ

.

'I
r,".

.1

k

4 r.

s

.4:

amlukan i,i:v(,n:.
v. I..

Pet.

.

.

.

.

.

ti r.!

4

2

II

4ti
.1-

4

St. Lou is

4.1

' I

Detroit
Philadelphia

4

1

.17

:.H

1.0

-

.!".".
.431;
,3i.S

NATIONALS

OF

Washington.

AH. K. H. I'O. A. K.

f 'hoi ton. If
Foster, 3b

5

2

0

R

5

0

2

"

1

1

4
4
4
4
3

0
0

1

12
0

1

(I

0
0
5

(I

1

r

1

1

1

I

1

T.

Johnston, lb

2

3

Turner,, 3b
O'Neill,
Bagbee, p
Evana, z
Bescher, i.
.z
Thomas,

3
2

0
0
0
0

1

K

0 12
1
0

1

3

0

3

1

0
o
0
0

1

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

WILD CATS

Y

ESTER AY

The Prairie Dogs defeated Hie Wild
Cms yesterday afternoon hy a score
to .1. The game was unusually
of
1
fast and all scoring by both sides was
done in the first, second and sixth
1
6 30 17
29
Totals
Innings.
z Pan for Wood in tenth.
Tomorrow afterinoon
the same
zz Batted for Johnston in tenth.
teams will play the first game of a
zzz Batted for Turner in tenth.
double-headeThe other teams will
000 000 000 0
Washington
be the All Stars and Hear Cats. The
000 000 000
Cleveland
be
will
at Hopewell field
called
Three-bas- e
hit Wood. game
Summary:
Stolen bases Chapman anil Beseher at 2;:i(l o'clock.
Double plays Koth and Johnston;
I! r LEY LEADING
Foster, Shanks and Judge (2). Bases
IN
on balls Off Harper 5. off Hug by 1.
b
9,
MISSOURI
PRIMARY
Hy
Innings pitched
Harper
Matteson 0.
0

1

0

o
0

1

0
0
0

1

C

11

Boston

Detroit

7!

l

5.

MnCMINd

ICCIMNAC

.c CI

..tcatD WIPCM
Mo., Aug. C Only

Jefferson City,
Two bases
Detroit, Mien., Aug.
meagre returns" from today's state
on balls, two errors by Kalllo and a wide
primary were available here tosingle gave Boston three runs in the night, and gave no
inkling as to the
tenth Inning and a vlcto-- y over De- outcome of the major
ceintesis.
troit. Score:
At that hour Senator Xenophan P.
Boston.
was
in the lead of
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Wilfly W. slightly
Folk, in the race for the
1
1
2
6
0 1 Joseph
Hooper, rf
democratic
nomination for the Uni3
4
0
1
3
0
Hhean, 2b
ted States senate.
6
0
2
2
2
0
Rtrunk, ef
6.

.......

If

Ruth,

Mclnnls. lb
Scott, ss
Gonzales, 3b
Mayer, c
Pchang, c
Mays, p
Totals

.

....

4
2
3

1

2

2

0

0
0

1

13

1

1

3

5

1

.'1

1

1

2

1

0

2
1
3

0

0
0

1

U

1

0

2
0
3

36

.

1

0
7

12

1

Detroit.

AB. R. H. PO.

Bush, ss
R. Jones, 3b
Cobb, of
Veach, If
Kavanagh, lb

B

1

3

2
2

4
2

5
S

1

Rtanage, c
Spencer, c
Cunningham,
Kallio, p

4

0
0
0
0
0
0

Young",

2b

1

p

.

2

0

Harper, if

2
1

.

xWaller

0

xxGriggs

1

Totals

41

3
3
0

30 15

1

0
0
0

K.

0
0

1

4

A

4

1

1

012
1
1
3
1

0
0
0
1

5 14

0
0

0

2
3

4
2

0

0
0
0
0

2

x Ran for Spencer in tenth.
xx Batted for Kallio In tenth.
Score by Innings:
000 100 030
Boston
200 000 200
Detroit

37
15
Stanage,

hits
Summary:
hits Scott,
Shean, Ruth. Sacrifice
Bush.
flies
Sacrifice
Mclnnls, Mays,
Mclnnis.
Double
Scott, Veach,
plays
Young and Kavanagh. Bases on balls
Cunningham 3; Kallio 3; Mays 3.
Innings pitched Cunningham 7
Kallio 2
Hit by pitcher By Cunningham (Gonzales). Passed ball
Mayer.
Two-bas- e

AMERICAN
BY MOANING

UNIFORMS

JOURNAL SPF.CIAL LCASfO WIRI
C.
gov

London. Aug.

The British

ernment has let contracts to British
nuijifncturcis for military clothing
to refit 2,000,000 American Soldiers,

2

0
0
0

2

ERiTISH TO FURNISH

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

5
5

0
0

30 15

according to a dispatch from Glasgow
to the Central News.. No cloth is to
be made for civilian use, except under permit.
Texas League Records Out.
New York, Aug. . The first of
the official 1!18 baseball averages for
a completed season, albeit a curtailed
one have made their appearance with
the issuance of the Texas league records. The Waco team leads in team
batting Iwth an average of .253 four
points better than the Fort Worth
and San Antonio clubs, which are tied
for second place with .249. Dallas
holds first place in team fielding
iwth .967 while Fort Worth 1b second
with .904.

Burlington Races Oion.

Burlington, la., .Aug. 6. The Great
Western circuit races opened here today before, big crowd. Both of the
events went in straight heats, the
2:30 trot going to Pilllken and the
2:05 puce to S. Aouillin's Lady Earl.
The Cub won the half mile running
race in :48

'

Col-lm-

1

Chicago

5

12

1

Robinson,
Batteries:
Mogridge,
Sanders and Hannah; Russell, Cicotte,
Quinn and Sdialk.

Philadelphia

Philadelphia ,..202

St. Louis

0206

8
000
000 000 1124 11

.

0
0

Jamieson and McAvoy;
Batteries:
fiothoron, llouck and Nunamaker.

OKLAHbliFSliINS

Js
IN ITALY.

fi: St. I nils 4.
l,ouls, Aug. 0. Philadelphia
made use of seven of Its eight hits off
SoThoron
and llouck In getting six
runs and beating St. Louis.
R. H. E.
Score:
St.

Small Boys
Little Girls

Sicking and Doyle Star at Bat:
Steel Pilfers Bases Nonchalantly; New York Scores in
Final Inning and Wins,
1

MV

l'--

IHCI't

JUURNNl

MORNINfl

I

"

WlPf'

New York, Aug. C. New York de
feated Cincinnati in the first same of
the series. .Score:
Cincinnati.
AH. K. II. I'D. A. K
3

Itousch, ef
Chase, 1b .

S

Ma gee,

2

b

Griffith, rf
Bhickbtirne, ss
Cueto, ss
Wingo, c
Ring, P

1

4
3
3

0
0
0
0

4
.

.

.

.

2
2
4

n

4

Burns, cf .
rf
Fletcher, ss

1

o

0
o

o

1

o

o

0
0

.

.

.

3
2
1

o

0

3
0

0
0
o

.

.

2

10

III

.

0

'

'

'

The Morning Journal wants a lot of

Iff

M

Clean Cotton Rags
jb

Prevailing Market Prices Paid.

Y

j

,

s.

;'r

fc

ft

0

MEETING

I

ft;"

CHAMPIONSHIP OF U. S.

f

L

tt"l

C

Two-bas-

Ill

f RfCl.l
Aug. 6.

OUMAL

i.rt
William

WlMf

H.
Chicago. III.,
Heer, Guthrie.. Okla., formerly a professional trapshooter, won the amateur championship of the United States
at single targets today In the Grand
American trupshooling Tournament.
Frank Troc h of Vancouver, Wash.,
a former champion at single targets,
won the national amateur championship at doubles, and A. R. Chezik, the
champion of North Dakota, won the
Chicago overture,
Heer and Fred H. Tomlln of Pcnns
each broke SS targets;
Grove, J.
Troeh In winning the douUes title
90
broke
targets in fifty pairs and
Chezik won the overture with 99.
Among the high scores were:
National amateur double championship J. S. Day, Ceurco, Tex., 88; R.
A. Ring, Delta, Colo., 87.
Chicago Overture E. FN Woodward,
Houston, Tex., 98.

IS HIT

Carr-Marcu- s,

Abliett-Hichmon-

fi

r
CG TREAT
v

MaJ. Gen. C. (3, Treat Is command
ing the American army in Italy, which
is reauy to go Into action at the front.
The troops received a great ovation
at Turin and Milan;.

&WE SUGAR
THE WM.
Wholesale

and

FARR

COMPANY

b
Beta)) Dealer
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
8 usage a Specialty
For Cattle and Hogs the Balinj
Market Prices Arc Paid
i,

WHO

IRY

MORNINO JOURNA

SPKCIAL

LKAREO

With

OtTle

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE

.

S77

I Hudson for Signs

TOWN

Wail Paper

WlflK)

Douglas, Ariz., Aug. 6. Members
of the Cochise county local exemption
board, with the assistance of the police department, tonight made a
round-u- p
of men of selective draft
age who did not have registration
cards in their possession, and 169
were taken to tho city hall where
their status was determined.
Pool halls, resturants, soda fountains and one dance hall were raided
hy the officers and many taken from
those places and on the streets. The
officers held twenty-si- x
for further

Investigates.

I

Hudson for
Picture Frames
Fourth St.

and

Ave.

Copper

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

rs

1

r,

d,

Merritt-Stuven-

Carr-lienf-

LOCAL AGENT HERE

Carr-Roger- s,

s,

o,

REPRESENTING

r,

s,

FACTORY

s.

Two-bas-

.1

.

luls

;

n

'

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine .Work

'

'

w

W

-

'

LOCAL AGENT HERE.
A. G. Bracy of Bracy

j

Phone

J30 West Gold.

44.

STEAM

AUTOMOBILE

0;

o ..

FIGHTS

OF IDLERS
I.NARIZONA

TRAIN

ri

Y

ROUNDUP

INJURED WHEN

10

General Contractor
We are In a position to give
more value for the money than
auy other BUILDING HUM In
this vicinity.

n

KILLED, 3

new-lak-

.BY MORNIM4

Wallace Hesscldcn

OF LODGE

The Rrotherhood of Railway Carmen of America, at tlieir meeting In
W. O. W. hall last
night, admitted
eighty-sevenew members. The lodge
also voted an approval of the decision of Director General William (1
McAdoo relutlng to shopmen's wages.
The B, R. C. of A. was organized
June 26, 1918. and now has a total
of 100 members.
The officers of tho organization are.
Frank McVey, president; W. F. Ware,
the de vice president; J. G. Morro, recording
of Jack secretary; George Mitchell, financial
and is secretary; Ivan Towler. treasurer.
of the

iiiHm
'
4
27 10
31
Tola In
' tJ
K 't
None out when winning tun
,
,
scored.
'
4
002. 010 000:
Cincinnati
4
000 030 (ml
New York
e
hits Sicking.
Summary:
Doyle. Sacrifice hit Itousch. Sacrifice fly Chase. Double plays Black
burne, S. Magee. Bases on balls
Steele 2, Ring 1. Hit by pitcher By
Steele (S. Magee). Struck out By
It's a fighting face, nil right. Take a look tit the eyes and
Steele 3, by Ring 1.
termined jaw, they fiuiw he's a real fighter. It's the latest photo
Doinpsey, who receiilly I. nocked out Fred Fulton in 23 seconds,
Chicago fi; Brooklyn 3.
the most promising candidate for the heavyweight championship
Brooklyn, Aug. fi. The Chicago world.
Nationals defeated
Brooklyn despite
excellent work by Coornbs who pitched for the SupeWias.
Score:
MARR0N, CARR, ABBETT
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
LEADERS IN TENNIS
5
2
0
2
Flack, rf
1
1
1
5
ss
Hollocher,
r.
2
2
0
0
2
With the end of the tenuis tournaMann, If ".
1
3
1
3
0
0 ment for boys
Paskert, cf
rapidly Hearing the
GAR
3
1
0
8
Merkle. lb
close Marron is leading in Class, "A";
1
3
0
0
2
0
3b
Pick,
Cnrr in Class "B" and Abbett in Class
4
3
0
3
0
0 "C".
Zelrler, 2b
6
4
0
0
0
0
Killifor. c
The race in (Mass 1! was exciting
1
1
2
0
0
0
Tyler, p
from the first. Abbett and Schutt
BY
1
1
0
1
0
2
Martin, p
played Into a tie which neither seemto
able
until
break
when
ed
yesterday
35 6 11 27 12 1
Totals
the former gained the lead.
Brooklyn.
The
for
results
and TuesMonday
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
1
2
0 day follow:
0
. 6
2
(PtCIAL OI1PATCH lO MORNINO JOURNAL)
Johnston, rf
1
4
4
1
0
N. M., Aug. 6. Mrs. J.
Olson, ss
lawman,
Rogers-Car1
1
9
4
1
0
Daubert, II
K. Mills of this city is dead and Mr.
1
1
5
4
.. Wheat, If
0
0
Mills and his two daughters are in a
Abbott-Parke0
4
2
0
M. Wheat, cf
1.0
Abbett-Marcu4
1
0
0
1
0
hospital here, dangerously Injured as
O'Mara, 3b
tair-Blak3
1
3
0
0
2
a result of a collision Of their autoDoolan, 2b
Marron-Kremi1
4
4
0
1
0 Marron - Goodrich,
Miller, c
mobile with a railroad train.
,
4
4
0
0
Fergiison-O'RIelly0
0
Coombs, p
Mr. and Mrs. Mills and their two
Gallier-Faw1
12
,
3
.
9 27
36
,
Totals
Parker Faw,
daughters were ridinrr in their automobile when the accident occurred.
Score by Innings:
123 SHIPS LAUNCHED
One of the daughters was driving. An
221 000 0108
Chicago
they approached the railroad tracks
000 300 0003
Brooklyn
IN MONTH OF JULY they were unable to see the approache
hits Flack 2,
Summary:
ing train because of corn growing in
Paskert, Tyler, Doolan. Home run
a field, which bordered closely upon
BY MOPNINO
JOURNAL SPKCIAL LIARCO WIRB)
Mann. Stolen base; Johnston. Sacand the track.
Double
rifice hits Merkle, Zeider.
the theTheroadtrain struck
Washington, Aug.. 6. With
tho automobile
plays Hollocher to Zeider to Merkle; launching of 123 vessels, totalling midway, instantly killing Mrs. Mills
Olson to Doolan to Miller; O'Mara to 631,944 deadweight tons, and the de- and
seriously injurinrr the othsr ocBases livery of forty-on- e
Doolan; Johnston to Daubert.
others of 235,023
of the car. tho entire party
on balls Off Tyler 2, Martin
1, deadweight tons,
now -- world ship- cupants
was hurried to Hngerman by other
Coombs 2. Innings pitched Tyler building records were established in motorists.
Struck out By July by American ' shi yards, th(
Martin 5
declare the
The
persons
Tyler 3, Martin 3, Coombs 2. Wild shipping board tonight announced. train didinjured
not whistle for the crossing.
1.
Martin
were
The July launchings alone
pitch
Funeral services for Mrs. Mills will
greater than those of any single year be held in Artesia tomorrow.
In
the
past.
The disaster was the second experiPittsburgh 10; Philadelphia 2.
comIn addition to tho forty-on- e
by the family within a short
Philadelphia, Aug. 6. Pittsburgh pleted ships, the American marine enced the
first lining when their dwelllime,
batted Prendergast freely and easily was further increased
ing burned with everything they
defeated Philadelphia. Play was stop- of two steel vessels of by the delivery
15,85.1 tons by
ped in the seventh inning when W. J. Japanese yards.
Smith, the Pittsburgh catcher, colthis
The tola tonnage launched
lapsed from the heat, but resumed year Is 1.71 9, .136, being divided by YANKS ARE .'MENTIONED
play.
as follows:
FOR GALLANT CONDUCT
n. H. E. months
Score:
January 88,507; 'February
Pittsburgh . .006 021 10010 15 14
1G0.286;
March 172 611; April
7
2
tRV UnftNINO JOURNAL SPKCiw wtAASO WIRI)
Philadelphia (000 002 000
Juno 283,322; July
May 219. 211:
Batteries: Cooper and Schmidt, W. 631,944.
With tho American Army in France,
J. Smith; Prendergast and Adams,
Aug. ( (by the Associated Press.)
Devlno.
Two enemy raids on the Woevre were,
OF
RECONSTRUCTION
li aten
off yesterday evening by the
Boston 10: St. Louis 3.
and
WOUNDED' DISCUSSED Americans. The following officers
men have been commended in orders
6.
Boston hatted
Boston, Aug.
for gallant conduct during tho raid
Meadows hard today and won the
(V MOKNINa IOURNAL RPBOIAL LtARSO (WIRdt
July 20 in the Vosges:
first game of the series from St.
6.
Lieutenant
Denver,
Colo.,
Aug.
Capl. Roy N. Perkins. First Lieuts.
Louis.
R. II. E. Colonel Wood of the United States Will Rolff. Pnul W. Masters, Louis E.
Score:
outlined
army,
the
plan
government's
and Walter H. Kirkpatrick Sec.
Scott
0
3
10
000 000 120
St.
Lieut. Arthur L. Theirs. Sergeant Jud-so5 for the rehabilitation of its .wounded
212 401 OOx 10 15
Boston
soldiers in an address todav to the
Walker, Coporal Curl W. Turner
Batteries. Meadows and Gonzales;
annual and Privates
members of the twentv-thlr- d
fc
Earl D. Sullivan and Earl
Regan and Wilson.
convention of the American Academy P. Bjuser.
of Opthaltuolofy and Laryngology in
session here.
SHIP WORKERS' WAGE
COLORADO WINERS
Reconstructive treatment and
'
training will return many
UNDER DISCUSSION
PLFjGE SUPPORT
wounded to their form 'nnrsuits. he
said, but approximately 10 per cent
lV MORNING JOURNAL RPIC.AL LlARfD WRIT'
'V MORNINd .IO.IRNAL RPRO,.. MARIO WIRS1
will rcciuire
for different
Denver, Colo., Aug. 12. Ixryal supPhiladelphia, Aug. 6. Conferences vocations.
port of all mine workers to the nation's
looking to adjustment of conditions
CRFATF. T.AKB IN DKfKIlT.
war program was the plea made at
and wages In Pacific coast shipyards
the second convention session mere to(Scientific American.)
began here today, at which representaofto
time
Schemeg are put forth from
tives from the western plants and
day of 'the International Union of
ficials of the Emergency Fleet cor- time to improve the climate of arid Mine, Mill and Smeltermen by Presiof
bodies
conferThe
were
regions
dent Charles H. Moywr. Ho urged the
by
large
creating
present.
poration
ence will confine itself to discussion water in their vicinity. 'Tho latest ndoption of patriotic resolutions to be
of tho necessary machinery to give plan of this kind comes from South dispntched to President Wilson.
effect to the decisions of the Mncy ad- Africa, where Prof. E. H. I. Sehwant
John M. O'Neill of Denver urged
tho Rhodes University College has the stamping out of all "kalserism"
justment board. Final adjustment of
rests with tho shipbuilding labor Ret on foot n project to produce a
about mining cainps.
board.
larger than Tanganyika Mn the
midst of the Kalahari desert by the
Among tho complaints to be considered are tho failure of the yards to building of weirs across certain rivers.
It Is claimed that great lakes formclassify workmen as given in the
UNDELIVERED
MESSAGES
schedule of the adjustment board, and erly existed south of the Zambesi In
tho action of certain yards In bidding tho region now covered by tho vast
for labor and resorting to other swamps of the Ngatni and Maknri-kaThe following messages remain unbasins, pnd that their drying tip
means to attract men Into their plants
has been due to the diversion of the delivered at the office of the Western
from other shipyards.
Upper Kunenn and Okavnnso rivers Union because of insufficient address:
and their asfcoeiatoel' streams! from F. M. Knight, Ed Simpson, Adele
TURKS DELAY REPORT
their old courses. The plan contem- Rael, C. E. Thompson, George Diet
building a weir acrosJi the net, Mrs. R. Culberson, Arthur J3.I
IN TABRIZ INCIDENT plates
Kunene near the gorge at Klnga, and Cohen.
another across tho Chobe (Llnvanti)
a little above its Junction with the
tm
HORNIN JOURNAL RRirtAL LRARlO WIN
at a total cost estimated not
Washington, Aug. 6. Turky has Zambesi,
Informed the United States through to exceed a (piartr of a million
Sweden that communication difficul- pounds.
The promoters predict Increased atties have made it Impossible to rlear
Engineers Founders Machinists
up the Tabriz Incident. Furniture re. mosphere humidity, a fertile soil, ces- Castings
Iron. Brass, Bonze, Alumoved from the American consulate at sation of tho devastating hot winds minum. In
Elect rlo Motors, OH Engines
Tabriz by Turkish BObliers has been from tho desert and relief from invaand
Pumps
that now Works anilIrrigation.
returned, but the Turkish foreign sions of tho locust swarms
Office AlbiHIucranA
'
minister said Information concerning breed there.
the raiding of the American hospital
An inventor has pntentod an electric
was not sufficiently complete to form
A remedy (oritfeetioM
flash light to be. attached to a lad
the basis of a report.
ol tlni uriory tract.
; ..
pencil.
, Paiuleat,
and will sot itrictuni
'i'.'l'. ' .
"
"
Make the kitolicn rnnge rIow with
... ..u.n.u W WA
heat bv using Sngilrlte Coal. It 1 Teil it throurxh,the,;el88Rifipf)
nora By urnggitls
ReTraatia villi web bottle or mailed on requMt,
quick burning and liot. t'fte less coal oliimns of Th "Journal.
PKKI'AUCD B
'
and get hot results.
Glbson-FaIuimbcf Co. Phone 833. mit are quick "anfl certain. THE EVANS CHEMICAL CO, CINCINNATI, 0.
x

1

s. o. s.

87 NEW MEMBERS AT

0
1

o. s.

B. R. C. A. ADMITS

o
0
0
0
0

1

3

.

Here is your chance to make money with which to
Duy War Savings Stamps.
By collecting the rags, and bringing them to this
office.

1

.

c

.VioCariy,

2

'iff

,

II

2
1

l

''

'x I

-

1

0
0
0

2

0
o
3

1

2
2
2

2b

Compton, If
Kirke, lb .
Sicking, ;ib
p

1

1

1

Y'oung,

Steele,

0
0
i

s.;s:

?

0
0

.34 3 9x24 12
New York.
AB. K. II. PO. A. E.

Total!!

Doyle,

2

1

.1

'

'

123,-62.-

Boxer Held for Murder.
Jersey City, N. J., Aug. 6. As the
result of the death of Nelson Paper-maChicago 5: New York I.
his opponent in a light weight
6.
New
Chicago and
Chicago, Aug.
boxing match here Jast night. Victor
York fought fifteeninnings and ChicaRitchie today was placed under argo won. Kddie Collins started the fif- rest on a charge of manslaughter. An
teenth with a single. Gandil bunted atttoposy will be held.
end Mogridge threw to center in an atHoover Is Honored.
tempt to forre Collins at second. a sac- s
went to third and scored on
Hnvre. Aug. 6. The Belgian gov
rifice fly by John Collins to deep cen- ernment has conferred the title of
ter.
"Honorary Citizen and Friend of the
R. H. K. Belgian Nation" on Herbert C. Hoov
Score:
4 er, the American food administrator.
N York 000 001 102 000 000 4
011 011 000 000 001

.

s. o. s.

HELP!

GA1E

OPENING

New York. Ail'--', r,. The resignation
of John K. Teller, as president of thej C.roh, 3b
.National league, was received here toNeale, If

day at National league hcaliiiat'tcis.
in a letter addressed to all the club
(I
league,
presidents in ths National
A
2
2
0
said:
President
0
2
2
0
0
'Having; declined to si rve further
0
0
en ilip national commission for the
1
2
0
4
0
0
Harper, p
good reus in familiar to each of you,
0
0
0
0
0
0
Alftttesun, p
must ask that my resignation as yout
lendered last December, be
0 president,
38
0 11x27 1 5
Totals
now accepted.
x
None out when winning run
"I am prompted ,to take this course
scored.
(jut of consideri.ii ion of the recent sitCleveland.
uation an dtlial you may more speedily
AH. K. H. I'O. A. K. s led my, successor who wlM. If you
U
3
0
4
0
0
Graney, If
desire, serve on the commission un1
1
3
3
0
0 der the circiiinstnnccs."
Chapman, ss
n
(I
0
2
3
ef
Speaker,
: . ; .
1
1
4
0
0
Hoth, rf
DOGS DEFEAT
0 PRAIRIE
3
4
0
Wood, 21)
Judge,
Milan, cf
Behulte, rf
Shanks, 2b
I a van. ss
Ainsmilh, c

s. o. s.
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His Fighting Face
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feated Washington in the first gaim
of the series. Score:

..11!

.12

03

TENER

LIAIIO WIMB)

JOLNNAL
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Cleveland
Washington
Chicago
New Yuri:

Double Number of Hits,
MOONING

.

Host on

Last Half of Tenth
Inning Indians Manage to
Trim
Latt.'i
Senators;
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& Woodward,
state representative for New Mexico
of the Baker Steam Motor Car and
Manufacturing company, have opened
offices in Albuquerque at 111 South
Fourth street, where they will handle
stock sales in the new manufacturing
enterprise. They have been assigned
all of New Mexico by the Baker company and will handle all of the business from this city.
The Baker Steam Motor Car company has completed one of the units
of its first factory, located at Pueblo,
where it has a large reinforced concrete factory building complete, with
machinery now being installed. It will
build steam automobiles, tractors and.
trucks from the inventions of Dr. II.
O. linker, who has been
experimenting
for years in perfecting his
car, which
is said to be a model In steam car
construction, and as Its makers say,
"fool proof In operation.
"There is no question whatever,"
said Mr. Bracy today, "that the steam
car has not only come to stay, but that
it will take the
of the gasoline
car before very place
long. All automobile
authorities agree on this general statement. We have In the Baker car a
perfect steam car, of the utmost
of operation and 'foolproof in
One factory at Pueblo Is
handling.
We will build others in
complete.
tho west. Jt Is to be made strictly a
western industry. We are In Albuquer-(iie
to establish the Baker automobile
interest in this stato. We are selling
stock in an enterprise that we know
will bear most rigid investigation and
we cordially Invite it."

LUMBER

Pain U, Oils, Glass, MaKhoId Hooflnf

and Building Paper.

J. C. BALDRIDGE

LUMBER

COMPANY
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UNCLE
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liEGAfj NOTICE.
NOTICE FOI rCUMOATlOV.
Department of trie interior, U. S. Lnnd Of- flca at Santa Fe, N. M , July 3, 1918.
Notice ! hnreby given that Patrocinlo
Marquex, of Marquei, N. M.. who, on Sept
24, 19tli, made Homeetead entry No. 017280,
for NE1-Section , Townhlp H-Range
N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of
Intention to make five year Homeatead
Final Proof, to eatablieh claim to the land
above described, before 'William C. Kenat Seboyeta, N,
nedy, If. S. CommlMioner,
M.. on Sept. t. 1918.
Claimant namei al wltnesiea:
Reyes Marquex, of Marquest, N. M.; Antonio Jaramlllo, of BWo, N. M.j Marqarlte
of Ran Mateo, N. M. ; Permllli
Romefr),
Salaiar, of Blbo, N. M.
FRANCISCO
PELOADO,
.

notice roit rrnijK'ATiON.

Department of the rnierror, t). S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., July 15, 1918.
Notice la hereby given that Estevan C.
Chavea, of Seboyeta, N. M., who. on Oct. 4.
1912. made
No. 017810. for
Section 18, Townehlp
N. Range 3W, N. M. P. Mer.dlan, haa filed
notice of Intention to make five year Proiif,
to eetabltRh claim to the land above described, before Wm. C Kennedy, 0. fl.
at Seboyeta, N. M., on the Sept,
S,

1918.

.

Clalmar namea a
eRap
V. P. Harrington, of Correo. N. M. ; Patricio
N.
M.i Samuel Oar-dof
(lontalea.
Seboyeta.
of Seboyeta, N. M.; Dionlclo Marques,
of Seboyeta, N. M.
FRANCISCO DEbOATiO.
Keglatcf.

LUMBER

W

Q

For Gold and Silver
A Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odd
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

War Savings
and

Thrift Stamps
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
413 NORTH tlBST STREET

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Wednesday, August
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California Hotels
Health and Summer Resorts, 1918
Read the Announcement of

California's

Famous

DOMINGO SUCCESS

Hotels

IIRALTIT. liBACH AND MOUNTAIN RKSOKTS AND ROLVR
LITKKATUKfi AND FULL IN"THAT OUTINO I'ROBLKM."
FORMATION 1SY WHITING DIRECT, Ml AT

to mornino journ'li

Santa Fe Aug. 6. Marvelous was
corn danco at Santo Domingo on
SundayVThose who have attended it
year after year for decades, declared
It was the most superb presentation
of the primitive drama they have ever
seen and that never before was It
given with such fervor, such artistic
beauty. "The earth actually vibrated
so you could feel the rhythm when
the one hundred and more bucks
danced," said one of the artists. "And
my God! the color, the arrangement,
en ensemble
they were born of the
desert and the sky' It was overwhelming in its sheer beauty."
The Indians Introduced a new featc
of
ure, a
representation
the Spanish conquest. There was Fray
Marcos with flowing heard, tattered
garments, muttering his prayers and
that n Spanish; there was the negro
Estevan making free with the Pueblo
squaws and walking ahout with great
pompousness. There were two

Free Information Bureau at Office of The Morning Journal the

FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT
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The demand of THIS AGE Is mwliailloal (kilt. PERFECT YOURSELF
NOW lor
that BIG PAY which demand makai poatlol.
Lear
Tractionrertng. Aiitomoblllnf, Rs- Self. Starters
Acetvlena
ilrlng, Iqnltlotl.
Welding
Vutoanlrlng, Machlnlit Trade III
Walter America'! Oldilt. Laroeai and Moat Reliable Mechanical Trade School. Estaa- llihed 1903. Over 5,0110 graduates. Write today lor BIG
CATALOG, which may.
mean muun i you.
naiiunau AUIUMUIIVa bUHUUL, Hgueroa at Bin, LOl entwiei.

Co

SAN FRANCISCO
and
..HOTEL STEWART
for a

Step

Interesting

Cool,

Inexpensive Vacation

for good accommodations from $1.50
d
np. Breakfait 35o and 60c (Sundays 75c) Lunch 60c, Dinner $1 (Sunday! $1 20).
Tue STEWART on Geary Street, Just oil Union Sqnare is close to everything
worth while. Municipal car line passe the door. Stewart Motor Ba meet
principal trains and steamers.

STORM RAGES

IIII
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'It'ItUt

OVERCOME

Ho
BROADWAY at SEVENTH
The center of shopping, business and the
atrical district. Convenient to all car lines.
SOOcutaUtt-nowith private bath.' Eu
ropean plan. Rates $1.50 and up. Dining
room service refined and excellent. Fr
Una from Depots, Folder upon request.
WILLIAM R. FLOOD, Manager.
J. B. LANKERSHIM. Owner.

ATTEMPTED ZEP RAID
ENDS IN DISASTER
l.Y MORNIN. JOURNAL aiar!IAL uKABKO WIRtl
London, Aug. 6. The attempted

raid by Gorman Zeppelins on the cast
Anglian coast last night proved to bo
a complete fiasco, according to reports
thus far received.
British fliers were ready for the visitors and met tnem well out at sea,
bringing down one in flames, damaging a second und driving a third away.
"What happened to the other two is
not disclosed in the official statement.
The fact, however, that the report
said, "Zeppelins cross the coast," is
that these
ground for the presumption
did reach land. '
Thi re is no evidence as yet that they
dropped any bombs.
I' mm to rrniiru
ur nt
MNiuma
iajluividuo
I

PLAN
t.T

MORNINO

BiG CAMPAIGN

JOURNAL .FACIAL

LIAHB WIR1

New York, Ant. 6. More than
1,0(10 Knights of Columbus assembled
here today for the annual convention
of the order, at which th first general accounting of its stewardship of
Catholic war activities, was made public.

James Flaherty of Philadelphia, supremo knight, said
11,5G9,529 had
been contributed and pledged to the
K. of C. war fund (his year.
He described the main purpose of
the convention as that of planning the
campaign to raise $50,000,000 to carry
on the Knights of Columbus war service abroad and in American training
camps.

Elements Alight on Summit of
Arizona Range in Weird
Summer Tempest; Climber
is' Marked By Lightning.
fOW

MOftNIN. JOURNAL

.ROIAJ. LIASW WIRII
Aug. 6. An an

Flagstaff, Ariz.,
count of a thrilling experience in a
violent electrical storm on the summit of San Francisco peak, which
stands more than 12,000 feet above
sea level, was given by Alonzo Wells
and George Diblo when they were
rought to a hospital here for treatment of Injuries they suffered during
the storm.
They had started to climb the peak
during a rain which later turned into
a vlolont hail Rtorm, accompanied by
much thunder and lightning. The
ground all about them, they said,
seemed to be wreathed in colored
lights and the rocks appeared to'spout
flames. As they reached a point fifty
feet from the Sierra club's register
and monument, they said, there was a
flash of lightning which seemed to
envelop the whole peak. Both fell to
the ground stunned.
They estimated
they lay on the ice an hour before
revived
they
sufficiently to take stock
of their .injuries. Two of Bible's
teeth had been knocked out, his clothing was burned in places, his shoes
had been torn off and his left leg was
marked with a blue zigzag streak.
Wells' clothing was partly torn from
his body.
Although Dible was partly paralysed by the electrical shock, the pair
were able to make their way down
the mountain side to a point where
a putty of friends met them and
brought them to this city.
Should Burn Warrants.
Santa Fe, Aug. 0. Assistant Attorney
General C. A. Hatch today in an opinion addressed to Gov. V. E. Lindsey
upholds the contention of the executive that cancelled warrants, coupons
and notes paid by the state should be
burned 'as the statute demands and
declares that the statute expressly
prohibits the state treasurer from
keeping them on file as has been
done the past four years.

What Is Nuxated Iron?
Physician Explains Say Public Ought To Know What They
laaung rracucai Advice on What To Do To
Build Up Your Strength, Power and Endurance and
Increase the Red Blood Corpuscle,,
'The fact that Nintatrd Iron if today beinf
luted by orer tare million people annually
land thai so many ptiyalciani are prescribing
lit at a tonic, strength and blood builder in
nervout, rundown eonditiona baa led
:to an investigation of it menu by designated physician and other whose report
ahould he of great Importance to the public
generally.
Among thes it the statement
made by Dr. James Francis Sullivan, formerly physician of Bcllevue Hospital (Outdoor
ept ). New York, and Wettchetter County
tHospital, who y: "When one patient altcc
another began asking my opinion of Nuaatcd
'iron, 1 resolved to go thoroughly into the
.subject and find out for myself whether or
not ii possessed the real value claimed by
its manufacturer! and attested to by to many
prominent people. Thit is eaactly what I

'
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sands of del.cate.

Jo not

kno'rlr..

'"ults.

There are thou,
nervous, run
7kHThi
take Therefore I bav.

Soo.r.l.lUMc,t',, ,h'

il"P"l

Public

o
Wrl of .!
h. compos,,
.formula so that
put-limay
know what they .re tak.ng. the
This comp.
.formula i now to be found in
newspaper.
throughout th country. It i, composed
principally of organic iron in the form ol
.iron peptonate of special specific standard
and glycerophsophates which is one of the
most costly tonic ingredients known. To
credit of the manufacturer it may be the
'that they use the most expensive form saij
of
Von peptonate. whereat by
employing other)
makes they could have put the same quantity of actual iron in the tablets at lest than
one fourlh the cost and by using metallic
Irpn they could have reduced the cost to,
lets than
but by thus cheapen,
ing the product they would undoubtedly
have impaired it. therapeutic efficacy. In
my opinion a careful examination
of thi
formula by any phytician or pharmacist
should convince him that Nuxatrd Iron is
to be placed among the very highest clasa
and most strictly ethical preparations known
to medical science. It eicels anything I
have ever used for building up the system

believe every honest, conscientious physician
ahould do before prescribing or
lending his
endorsement to any product whatsoever,
tlf
an article it worthless we practitioners ought
o be the first to know of it and it it is efficacious we are in duty bound to recommend
st for the welfare of oar palientt. A
'
of the composition of the Nutated Ironttudy
for.
tnula so impressed 'me with the
therapeutic
efheacy of the) product that I immediately
tested It in a number of obstinate caws. So
'
quickly did tt increase the strength, energy
and endurance of the patients to whom it
was administered that I became firmly con. and
the
red Wood corpuscle
aiiK-rof its remarkable value a a tonic therebyincreasing
enriching and
the blood
jfutdUMn) ItwJtJsr, J lidiyidM iikcn g Bjt, fgajntn Hie rayan ul fortifying
disease. .
.
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mounted on gaily caparisoned horses that were nothing but
saddle blankets, who
under
two bucks
reared when the cacique shot off an
old blundcrbiis, pranced to the music
and shied tit the Koshare who tried to
touch them. It was a play such as
would have delighted Shakespeare, a
veritable midsummer's night dream,
and withal historically correct.
The setting, picturesque as ever,
was enhanced by the visiting Indians
from all directions. Two Taos Indians
in their white robes, stood immovable
ail afternoon on a housetop, stoically
looking on, never smiling or com
mentlng on the scene spread below.
Among the artists and writers present were Mr. and Mrs. Julian
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Stern,
Mr. and Mrs. II. Paul Hurlin, Sheldon
ParsonR, Sara Parsons, J. C. IJarn-horMiss Schiffer- Miss Moussault,
Leo Stein, and others. Dr. F.dgar I
Hewett, Miss Ruth Kelsey nnil their
class in Indian dance and drama, were
also present and made copious notes
n,

n,

this unparalleled spectacular

of

pa-

J0PU1AL

CORRSONDNCa

TO MCSNtNO

BLANCETT WARMSluPTO
RELIGION AS THE TIME
OF HANGING APPROACHES
BRSCIAL

LAn

WIR.l

Santa Ke, Aug. 6. Elbert W.
to be hanged August 15, is accepting the iCOnsTJlntlon of the church
according to dodgers circulated in
Santa Fe, which were printed to off
set newspaper stories that he had re
fused such consolation. Vicar General
Antnoio Fourchegu called, on the con
demned man several times. His moth
er is not relenting her efforts to ob
tain a commutation of sentfnee for
him from Governor Lindsey.

Teachers Want More Money.
Santa Fe, Aug. 6. The teachers of
eastern Mora county in institute as
sembled passed resolutions asking for
u0 per cent Increase in their salaries
and address Superintendent of PuoHi
Instruction J. If. Wagner asking him
to work in behalf of such an increase.
Ely ApKlnU

Ikm-nian-

.

PRESIDENT

AT

Clovis Concern

Incorrjo-rat-

The J. A. Latta
of Clovls filed In
corporation papers today, the capitalization being $20,000 of which 12,000
Is paid up. The incorporators are all
of Clovls, J. A. Latta, Lester Stone,
H. N. Stokes and Vodie Hardin.
6.

Grocery company

Lot

'

Hearst Case lTp Thursday,
Santa Fe, Aug. 6. At the request
of the respondents, in order to give
them more time to prepare an answer, the Hearst injunction case in
the federal court went over until
Thursday.
to MoAtloo,
Rliwlnl Itate
6. The state cor, Santa Fe, Aug. t'p
poration commission will carry direct
to Director General McAdoo, the request for special rates to the state
teachers' convention at Albuquerque
In Thanksgiving week.

SPECIALS
Lot

1

Lot

2
Taffeta

and Serge.
Ladies' Suits of
Dresses of Crepe de Chene, and Taffeta,
Coats of Serge and Wool Poplin, val-

nr
pL6Jo

Lot

3

Coats of Wool Poplin, Velour and
Dresses of Taffeta, Georgette and
Satin. Values to $25.00.
On sale for
Bu-rell-

,

$6.95

Lot

4

Suits of Taffeta, Serge and Wool Pop-JiCoats of Velour, Taffeta and Wool
Poplin. Dresses of Foulard, Crepe de
Chene .and Taffeta. Val- - COA Af
uea to $35.00. On sale forai-l.l- V

Skirts of White Serge, Fancy Wool
Plaids and Plain Color Serge. Values
to $12.85. On sale

Lotl
Tub Skirts of Black and White Chock
and White Repp and Linene.
AA
On sale for

.iPl.UU

Lot 2
Tub
of Repp, Whipcord
Skirts
White

Ci

and Pique.
On sale for

5

Dresses of Georgette, Foulard, Taffeta
and Crepe de Chene. Suits of Gabardine, Fine Serge and Poplin. Values to
$45.00. On sale

$29.85

for

Lot

$2.95

Lot

$4.95

for

Kimonos
Of Figured Plisse and Figured Lawn.

Underskirts
QQ

White Voile and Organdy and
Fancy Colored Voiles, values QfJ QP
to $15.00. On sale for
I UO

Waists of White Voile
and

Fancy

Striped

(J

Children's White Organdy
Dresses.
Sizes 2 to 6. A $1.00 value.
On sale for

$1.39

Waists of Crepe De Chene
Tub Silk, Jap Silk, Linen, Plain and
Fancy Vorle. On sale

Camisoles

98c

Two Piece Recreation Sets
Of Pink and Blue Percale trimmed with
A A
pique collar, cuffs and belt.
On sale for

tpl4:J

SILK KIMONO SPECIALS

(j2

Waists of Crepe De Chene
Georgette and Fancy Taffe
ta. on sale for

lo

$3.49

Of extra quality Crepe de Chene and
Plain and Embroidered and Beaded
Georgette. On sale
for

$5.65

Lotl

$2.95

Lot

2
Skirts of Fancy Striped Satin and Taffeta, Serge, Plain and Fancy. Values

THAT ANNOYING,
PERSISTENT COUGH

may Und to chronl ling trouble, or
nieim thnt the chrdnic tag already
la reached. In .ItUcr tas try

CASH ONLY

ALTERATIVE

aup-plitonic enl tle-replr- er
benefit of Calthe
cium treatment without ajlaturtilng th.
rJar-cotno
lo
Contain
atom.ch.
Alcohol,
g
Dru&
C
$1 tii, sow 80c
$2 tizt, now $1.50.
-- Price Includes war tax.
All drugsriata,
Kckman Laboratory. Philadelphia

Thi

(I--

tDI.JO

Lot 2

.$4,95

.0.nea!e,

Lot

3

Kimonos of Extra Quality Crepe
Chene and Satin. On

:.

sale for

Skirts of Fancy Novelty Wool Mixtures.
Values to $5.00. On sale
;
for

to $8.00. On salp

Lotl
Kimonas of Silk Mull and Crepe in
J
plain colors and Figured
Aff
Silks. On sale for
Kimonos of Crepe de Chene and Figured

Waists

Erecting School Builtling.
Santa Fe, Aug. 6. Cloudcroft is
erecting a four room brick and concrete school building, two of the
rooms being convertible into an audiDomestic science,
torium.
manual
training and library will form part of
the equipment. The structure will
,
have a basement.

Cflo
OUC

Of Flesh Wash Satin, neatly trimmed
with lace. On sale

White Voile Waists
New fresh stock, all sizes
On sale for

$1.39

Of Plain and Figured Good Quality
Satine. On sale
(J-

Of

Voile
Voile. On sale

Tri-coti- ne

QC
PO.JO

Tub Frocks

Colored

4

Tub Skirts of White Gabardine and
and Palm Beach
(PQ
Cloth. On sale for

Of Fancy Ginghams and Voiles, values

to $G.85. On sale

3

White Tub Skirt3 of Gabardine in sev
eral models.
On sale for

(r8.a,e.......:

Tub Frocks

?A

D1.UJ

n.

Lot

4

a.

$17.95

Lot

3

Skirts of Fancy Taffeta, Striped and
Plain Gabardine. Values to
$9.50. On sale for

9

ues to $20.00.
On sale for

GRATITUDE

-

(jjg

de

$7.95

Silk Petticoats
Of Tussah Silk and Heatherbloom with
Silk Flounces. On sale

$1.95

for

Silk Petticoats
Of Plain and

Taffeta.
Special

NO APPROVALS
EVENT.

Changeable

.,,

Satin and

dQ

vii-i'-

D
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THIS GREAT SAVING

Begins Thursday, 9 a. m. and Last Ten Days
Watch Our Windows For Great

CHICHESTER S PILLS
JkT
BftANl)T

mi Hold ueulllcVV
boxes seaied with Bio.
ka
atbei. Hat aTRlbboauy
V
ill la Kca

oets. chsh(. AltvaysKel iaUf
ymtm a mv wu
SOLO BY DRIQQISTS EVERYWHERE

Ar

....

national council und commander-in-chie- f
of the forces operating under the
council, presented a letter to President Wilson today expressing deep
satisfaction over the president's
nto help the Czecho-Slova- k
army
In Russia.
"Your name, Mr. President," the
letter concluded, "us you, no doubt
know, is cheered In the streets of
Prague. Our nation will be forever
grateful to you and the people of the
United States. And we know how to
be grateful."

tWaaW

A. M.

Ladies' Coats of Serge and fancy mixtures. Dresses of Taffeta, Crepe de
Chene and Chiffon, values to (IQ
$15.00. On sale for
iPO,Jo

t.V MORNIN. JOURNAL OP.siml. LAtO WIR81
k,
6.
T. G.
Washington, Aug.
president o fthe Czecho Slovak

ECKMAPTS

9

READY-TO-WEA- R

Santa Fe, Aug. 6. Attorney General
Los Angeles J producing glycerin
Harry 8. Bowman has been appointed enough
for 1,200 shells daily from
food administrator for Santa Fe coun
ty by State Food Administrator Ralph garbage.
C, Ely, to succeed Melvin T. Dunlavy
who resigned on account of press of
other duties.

Santa Fe, Aug.

In ursday, August

Beginning

TELL

S

0

of Women's Dresses, Coats, Suits,
Skirts, Waists, Petticoats and
Kimonos Ever Held

sponsible in any way for obtaining
the vote of any one in France or in
any other part of Europe. It will not
be "possible to take the vote of any.j
soldier who is actively engaged In
military operations unless such soldier be able to cast his vote by transmitting an executed ballot through
the mails as ordinary correspondence,
subject to the censorship. In no case
will the war department furnish to
states, or to election officials thereof,
lists of persons who have entered the
military service therefrom. Neither
can the war department undertake to
forward to men who are supposed to
be in military service, blank ballots
or any other species of election forms
or literature which may have been
addressed to them in care of the war
department or of any bureau or office of the war department, for their
use or guidance in connection with
casting their votes nt either a primary
or a general election.
Where state laws require that oaths
shall be administered and certificates
made in order to validate the votes.
officers of the military service will
he permitted, but not required to ad- minister such oaths and make such
this will
certificates, provided thatactive
mill- in no way intorfer with
tary operations. In most itInstances,
bu
will
savs the war department,
Impractical for election commissions
to take the soldiers' rotes.

CZECHO-SLOVAK-

ss21

alNj

-- J

The Grea test Sale

JOURNAL)

Santa Fe, Aug. 8. The war department will facilitate and is desirous of
perfecting arrangements under which
It will be possible to take the votes of
members of the American expedition-- !
ary forces in both primary and gen- -eral elections without seriously interl'ering with military operations.
The department has found that "an
examination of the present tjiate laws
on the subject show that a practica- ble method of taking these votes tin- der prevailing conditions in Europe
is provided in very few cases."
The war department will not be re- -

geant.
PUBLIC LIBrTrY AT.
The crowd of outsiders was not
RATON IS SHOWN TO.
large as In former years because there
was no railroad exclusion. This was
.
BE WELL PATRONIZED
an advantage for there was an absence of the usual interference with
was
fiesta
JtWRNALJ
dancers, ami the entire
TO MORNINO
FCCIAI. CORRPONOtNC
staged with the solemnity that should
Santa Fe, Aug. 6. The sixth an-lIt.
characterize
nual report of the Raton public
ibrary received by the museum library
OTERO CO. INSTITUTE
today as made by the librarian, Miss
Evelyn Shuler, the librarian, shows
OPENS AT CLOUDCROFT
an annual expenditure of $2,019.77.
The library has 5,8 44 books, tho cirON MONDAY, AUG. 26 culation
for the last eight months was
13.960. There are 637 registered borJOURNAL
TO MORNINO
rowers of books and 2,000 cards are
OiClAL
Santa Fe, Aug. 0. The Otero coun-t- v in actual use. Rooks are sent out to
inspirational Institute will open at borrowers in the country by p.'ircel
f'loudcroft on August 26 and be In post and reference question are ansession until August 30. fin the last swered by telephone or mit'l. Over
for
collected
day, Friday, an educational tally will 8,000 volumes were
be held to which the expanses of one army camps.
director from each school district will
One part of the library bulletin
be paid by the county.
Is reserved for food adnilnlstia-tlo- n
beard
wMl
be
The inspirational lectures
by
posters and Information. All gov.
State Superintendent J. H. Wagner, ernment
publications on this subject
on "Habits and
who will speak
are made accessible to the pub;ic. CoIdeals"; Sunt. K. J. Tighe of Kl Paso, llections of books on food have been
Tex., on "The Technique of Teachon the desk and on special
ing": Dr. J. R. Gilbert of Alamogordo. placed
In the library and a food post-e- r
"A Plea for Physical Education," and shelves
exhibit was held. The posters were
What
When?
"Medical
Inspection
and
children
the Teacher Can Do in the Meantime." prepared by school
for the best ones were given
Superintendent Tlghe will also speak prizes
on "Education for Democracy," "The, by the Retailers, association. A HoovTeacher," "The er cooking school was held In tho
Challenge of the
School and the Church," "Organiziiig auditorium and food exhibits were
the Educational Forces to Win the held.
War." ,
Lectures and demonstrations hv the ERECTION OF SCOURING
following are on the program: Miss
Eva Felton, art Instructor of El I'a.iO,
MILLS IN NEW MEXICO
will teach the use of drawing books;
Normal
Miss Marie Scnecal of the
IS TO BE ENCOURAGED
will give instruction In public
school music; Mrs. Ruth C. Miller,
t.V HORNIN. JOURNAL SF.CIAL LKA9C0 WlRf
state supervisor of vocational educaSanta Fe. Aug. 6. Upon a showing
tion, will speak on "Domestic Science
and Art In War Times"; Prof. W. O. by Attorney A. IS. McMillen of AlbuShumway of the. Silver City Normal querque that the shipping of wool
schoil on manual training in the rural from New Mexico to Boston to be
school, "How to Get Material in Hard scoured throws an unnecessary burTimes," and "How to Kelate Manual den upon transportation to the extent
per cent of the entire shipment,
Training to the War Savings"; Miss of 60state
corporation commission has
Frederlca V. Khattuek, professor of the
rates
public speaking, Iowa State college, decided to revise the intra-stat.- e
will give recitals and will develop a on wool so as to encourage the erecNew
in
Mexico,
standard of criticism for the teaching tion of scouring mills
of reading.
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Frank Simonds understands the
Macaulay method of making names
stand for whole chapters of explanation, which is the best literary labor
saving device yet discovered. It has,
of course, other values. Thus when
Mr. Simonds says that the German
defeat on the Marne may prove to be
the kaiser's Leipsic he suggests a
picture that he might not care to fill
out in detail, but which furnishes the
reader useful instructive employment
in filling it out for himself.
Few parallels of this sort hold water
if tested too rigidly, nor does their
value lie in that sort of test. Nothing
that went before Leipsic parallels anv
of the events of the four years that
preceded the second Marne battle.
Wre find nobody in the defeated German army to occupy the place of Napoleon. Leipsic, too. was not a defeat
sustained at the moment when Napoleon expected to grasp the fruit of a
campaign that had promised victory.
Instead it was the culmination of a
losing campaign, that of Moscow.
After the reverse of that campaign
to France with
Napoleon returned
Europe rising at his heels. The sixth
great coalition to be formed against
him, which now took charge, included
Prussia, Faissia, Austria, England,
Sweden and Spain. For many reasons
it was the most formidable alliance
Napoleon had faced. Fiance was exhausted, and what is more the Napoleonic legend had begun to fade for
her. The country was tired of war
and stripped of men and Napoleon
could no lunger draw levies from half
The grand
the nations of Europe.
army had been destroyed on the plains
of Russia, the new one which Franco
gave him sullenly and unwillingly
was an army of the rawest conscripts.
Tho campaign opened in the spring of
IMS and was fought in Saxony and
Silesia. Although Napoleon was victorious in the opening engagements he
was unable to repeat his favorite coup
of shattering his opponents at a blow.
Beaten armies still remained In the
field against, him and his efforts to
deal a knockout, at Lutscn, nt Bautzen and finally at Dresden, where he
purchased a costly victory, were un
availing, and the end of the summer
saw him forced back on Leipsic with
his enemies closing in on him.
Napoleon with one hundred and
fifty thousand men, held the city with
the river Elster at his back, and the
allied armies of three hundred thousand men in front of him. Napoleon
deferred his retreat, although the necessity of such a movement was early
apparent, until too late, and then attempted to withdraw his army
through the town and over a single
bridge insufficient for its passage.
When the allies closed inthey had
been Joined by tho Saxon troops, who
had deserted Napoleon on the second
day a large part of the French army
was cut off from the main body that
had succeeded in crossing the river.
Napoleon lost probably sixty thousand
men, and on his retreat to the Rhine
that followed his army was almost
wiped out.
It Is easy for the historians to pick
out the decisive battles, but contemporaries do not find it so simple.
Leipsic was fought in October, 1813,
and although Napoleon's defeat was
apparent enough the allied nations
were not certain until April of the following year that it was a knockout.
There was another campaign, and
even some defeats for the allies, on
tho ground now occupied by French,
American and German armies, before
they were in position to dictate the
emperor's abdication. Probably some
time must elapse before we can be
sure whether Lundendorff has met a
Leipsic, and in any case we must
remember it required a Waterloo to
mako a Leipsic good.

It rests with the exemption boards
alone to decide whether or not a man
of draft age must serve in the army.
The application of 1hd selective Her
ice law so far his been generally a
as fa;
eepted throughout the country
both to the men called and to tl
men exempted.
If there has been injustice done in
the past year It has been done to me
outside the first draft age limits,
number of persons have been prono
,.rv "slacker" at them, even thoui
thev knew nothing concerning the
individual reasons for not volunteci
init. They have taken it upon them
selves to Judge a man without con
sidering the facts of his case.
Baker's new seleetiv
Secretary
service hill ought to obviate this con
dition. "With the inclusion of men ui
there can he no further
to forty-fiv- e
ground for slacker accusations. Men
above thirty who have had bona fide
reasons for not volunteering will welcome the new law. The findings of tho
exemption boards will be their certificates of good faith and will relieve
them from the misdirected stigma of
slaekerism.
At the same time, reports are already heard of a general scramble
throughout the country, and in
too, indicating that the men
above thirty are proving themselves
less ready to enter ine service man
those under that age. ft if not to
be qucsfloned that a married man,
Ecttled in his habits and with a family
flourishing about him, relinquishes
more when he goes to war thin does
a youth. It was to be expected that
the men of his class would make a
more noticeable effort to dodge military Berviie. No one can blame them,
and no one will commend them.
It will be the business of the draft
boards to decide who shall be exempted and who shall not, and the men
who attempt now, tnrougn preununury
and unauthorized physical examinations, to elude the draft net will find
their efforts unavailing in tho end.
Doctors, who unauthorized, attempt
to decide the military fitness of the
new draftees, likewise, will find their
disregarded by the
pronouncements
exemption boards. Doctors who twist
decisions for tho benefit of men attempting to escape the draft will only
Evidently tho Germans aren't parlqVer the esteem In which their pro- ticular whether
they do their
Is
held.
fession
in the Marne, the Veslo or the
Aisne.
An automobile has been patented
Thus
to brush aside obstructions.
WAR'S COM I'KNSATIOK S.
eliminating the necessity for changing
gears for pedestrians.
If one could forget the hell of battlefields and tho
WHY TI1KY All!'. "riUGHTFU,."
lists it would not be hard to find
a number of elements in war that are
"Kriegesgebrauch In Land Kricge," not unlovely. The Germans were partIs a manual found on captured Geri nthelr assertion that war deman officers and, translated, means ly right the
virility of a nation. Not In
velops
"Military Usage In Land1 Warfare." the manner they meant, hut it does do
In this manual of Prussian militarism
it, nevertheless.
an effort Is made to Justify
This war offers Innumerable examtho gospel of which in
ples. What could be finer than the
summed up in these words:
way the shipbuilders have taken hold
task set before
"Any wrong, however great It may of the stupendous
he, that tho war demands la allowed." them. What could he finer than tho
This has become a principle with way In which the woman of the counthe German autocracy, with the Ger- try have undertaken to make comfortmany army, with tho German people. able (as comfortable as it is possible
It has been preached Into, taught In to make them) tho men who have
to, legislated into Germany for fifty gone to fight. What could be finer
years.
than the way in which the nurses
What difference does it make who throughout the land have volunteered
started the war and why? What dif their services.
ference does it make what territory
A condition has arisen in America
or trade advantage Germany is after? in which there Is left no place for
Why count the cost of putting down weaklings, a condition that Is the most
such a policy? Why think of peace exacting on the citizens of a .country
on any other terms than the complete it is possible to conceive. "America
extinction
of
martial has met it with a determination equal
Germany's
to that of other nations.
power ?
There must be no Krupp works.
Gradually her fittest men have been
There must bo no German army or called to the big tasks. Wo have seen
There must be a Germany personal dislikes (aid aside that the
navy.
tripped of all her power to do wrong. greatest good for the United States
It Is for this that the armies of the and her allies might be achieved. We
civilized nations must fight.
have seen men setting their own fortunes in second place and devoting
AH the talk of food shortage
In their energies to the country. Best of
Germany does not explain why the all we have seen thousands of men go
pictures of newly taken German pris cheerfully and willingly thousands of
"
oners show them as fairly well ted miles to battle.
V
individuals.
As Wellington said! "The most terrible thing a mind can contemplate
Those are uSys of tough sledding fat a great victory, except 9, great defeat.1'
tho congressmen who guessed wrong
It would have been defeat, too. had
Just year on American sentiment
America remained too weak to fight.
e.
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THE AMERICAN PORCUPINE.

THE MAIINE BATTLE.

E NGAMPMENT

stalked each other for nineteen hours
with the result that three wounded
American "satans" were brought in.
For their work their captors received
iion crosses.
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Peat and chalk are being used for
briqueting in Canada.
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Notwithstanding Long Journey

Have to Mak'j Should Read Mrs. Monyhan's
Letter Published by
Attendance at Portland E:- Her Permission.
I
peeled to Peaoh 30,000:
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Portland, Ore., Aug. 6. Arrangements rapidly are being completed
for fhe entertainment of the veterans
of the civil war who will attend the
national encampment of the Grand
Army of the Republic for 1918, which
will be held here August 19 and 25.
This will be the first time that a
national encampment has been held
in the northwest. Approximately
0
men who answered President Lincoln's call to arms are expected to be
present. They will come from every
section of the country.
The attendance at a G. A. R. never
has been below 50.000 in the past but
the rapidly dwindling membership
roll each year makes It unlikely that
there will be a greater attendance
than JO, 000. Aside from this many
old soldiers probably will find that
they are unable to attempt the long
transcontinental trip from the Atlantic seaboard.
At one time these
annual encampments were attended
by approximately a quarter of a million of the veteran fighters.
The Grand Army of the Republic
was organized at Decatur, III., in lSilfi.
Its membership numbered
600,000
during the first few years of its existence. The present average age ot
survivors is about 73 years.

Mitchell, Ind. "LvdiaE. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound helped me bo much
curing the time I
was lookingf orward
to the coming of my
little one that I am
recommending it to

other expectant

taking it, some days
I Buffered with nem
ralgia bo badly that
I thought 1 couldV
not live, but after;
taking three bottles,

35,-00-

hjlj!,
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PLEDGE SUPPORT
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storms, fogs, collisions and fire, British
sailors have to fate dangers on the
sea raiders; above the sea aircraft,
and under the sea submarines and
These terrific engines of demines.
struction are being used in violent
contravention of international rules
and often with atrocity unparalleled
in the history of civilized nations.
They are dangers in tho convoy itself. Vigilanco is necessary, so that
no enemy ship disguised as an inno-- j
,cent merchantman Is Included in the
convoy, and no ship is allowed to Join
during the voyage.
Apart from these affairs it may be
Imagined easily that the ships differing in size, speed, disposition as regards maneuvering qualities and steerInvolve the escort in
ing capacity
great anxiety, some of which will be
explained.
In order to get an idea of the naturo
of the ships that were escorted to
England, I went round the harbor in
a tug and found:
ere of merchant ships
Filled with oil, meat and grain.
All bound for British ports,
And keen to cross the maiji.
They were a motley group, for the
majority had been disfigured with
paint. Three of the ships presented
the usual slate color of iron vessels,
but the remainder had their outsides,
including tho funnels, ventilators and
upper works, daubed with broad bands
of black, white, blue, green or red.
Some of tho markings were vertical,
others oblique, some straight, others
curved and at all angles known in
No design appears to
trigonometry.
have been followed, except in an attempt to repeat t,he peculiar black and
white stripes oif the rump of the
zebra. The majority resembled clowns,
Harlequins and pantloons; some had
a pattern that made them loojc as if
they were covered with chintz of a

gaudy pattern.
There Is nothing more disputed In
natural history than what is known
as protective coloration.
In this matter the admiralty, anxious to baffle
the pirates Infesting our coastal
waters and (specially tho approaches
to our ports, leaves nothing to chance,
and In spite of the doubtful value of
protective coloration, disfigure warships as well as merchant ships with
Ladles of fashion have long
paint.
.
known tho value of
Vertical stripes nicrease the apparent
and
in
are
favor with short
height,
women. Fat and short women avoid
horizontal stripes.
Zebra striplngs
find the greatest favor for ships. It
is a fact that a ship adorned with
such stripes Is, In dock, as conspicuous
as a zebra in Piccadilly, but when a
zebra is seen at a distance in his native
and white
surroundings, ithe blax-stripes so blend that the animal is
It happens that aniinconspicuous.
mals admirably protected by color in
their natural surroundings are easily
detected 'when they move. Shakespeare had an epigram on this: "Things
in motion sooner catch the eye, than
what not stirs." This, however, does
not apply to zebras, nor striped ships,
for moving they are more Indistinct
.
than when at rest.
Before leaving port the captains of
the merchant ships meet the officers
of fie; escort in (conference,. The
captains courageous assemble, attest
their names and receive the rules relating to convoys. The preliminaries
settled the captain of the escort reads
carefully to the meeting regulations
connected with the station of each
ship, order of sailing, details of the
route and speed. Then follow in
structions special to particular ships
and matters, relating, to time, signals,
station keeping and change of course.
The importance of the great danger of
light at night, especially when near
strlpe-ddresses-

quadrilles and waltzes in fancy costumes. This was the first lesson the
convoy hud in steam tactics at sea, and
end of an hour they wore out of
station, but it, was excellent practice,
and afforded tho captain of the escort
information of the
ability
of each ship. The successful perform-- ,
ance of this apparently simple maneuver Is baffling to
At the south tall of the bank of
Newfoundland tho convoy was enveloped in fog. At 10 a. nt, tho fog
began to lift and slowly vanish and
the ships gradually loomed into bright
sunlight and resumed their proper
stations. Tho dispositions of the ships
when the fog lifted resembled in a
striking way the position of draughts
on a checker board when a clumsy
person stumbles against it.
In the course of the morning a ship
signalled that a man on board needed
medical aid and asked for a doctor.
A boat was lowered from Beautiful
Dove, tho surgeon went aboard and
found that the man needed help and
would require it for several days. In
these circumstances the patient was
lowered into tho boat and brought on
board tho escort. This little incident
illustrates' what has been called the
omnipotence of surgeons. On several
occasions it has happened that a
twenty or thirty thousand ton mall
steamer has been held up in
whilst the ship's surgeon performed an operation. On this occasion
a cook's mate required surgical aid,
and tills tho cook had endeavored to
render, after consulting a book on
domestic medicine.
For those who believe in omens it
may be added that the heavens apwhen
proved the act. It was mid-da- y
the boat returned to the escort with
the sick man. The sun was In the
zenith, surrounded by a large halo and
as hte boat was hoisted the inner
border of the halo was tinted of a faint
pink like a rainbow. I had never seen
a solar halo before: it was an object
of exquisite beauty. Under the care
of the ship's surpeon the man cpjickly
recovered and an operation was avoided.
(By the International News Bureau. Inc., Boston, Mass.)
(To Be conclude! Tomorrow.)
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"DANCING .IS USUAL."
Oelett Burgess of tha Vigilantes.)
In the Broadway restaurant, where
tho orchestra leader wiggles and grins
and squirms as he gaily plays his
violin, the musjc struck up
"Over there, over there!"
and the little Imitation widow in her
bogus weeds, a merry parody of suffering, Jumped up and laif her hand
on the back of the lounge lizard, lean
nnd lithe in his pinch back palm bea h
suit.
"Say a prayer, say a prayer,"
and off they capered like beetles on
a tombstone.
And at that minute, at Mount
Vernon, tho president of the United
States was gravely saying to the representatives of thirty nationalities, devoted to the cause of liberty:
"The past and present are in deadly
grapple and the peoples of the world
are being dono to .leath between
them."
Now, In tho second year of the war
I was at Les Sables d'Olorfno on the
coast of France. At the pavilion there
one night, a Parisian banker, no
doubt a profiteer, gave a party for his
daughter's birthday. The guests began to dance.- I would like to see a crowd from
Broadway rise as rose those French
fisher folk that night! I would like
to see that merry mock widow and
that1 lounge lizard chased
the
streets of Ntw York as Ithrough
saw those
Parisian merrymakers hooted down
thn heach at Sables d'Olonne.
Shrely, as the French Bay, "It is not
the moment?" How many
Americans
must die in France before we stop
dancing as usual?
OXK THING WROXG WiTJI FISH.
(Chicago Vews.)
Much of tho human attitude toward
In
things
general was expressed by a
North Side matron who said she
would like to oblige the government
and cat more fish except for the fact
that "fish tastes so economical!"

IW

Paris, Aug. 6. Herbert C. Hoover,
American food administrator,
has
paid a visit, to the 'battle front whore
ho rendered homage to the American
soldiers who have fallen on the field
of honor.
Among the places he visited was
Bclleau wood. He went over
tho
sround 'where the American army
made such a heroic stand against tho
Germans.
,

Never

You'll

HEROES TWO BILLIONS FRANCS
TRIBUTE TO GERMANY

JOURNAL SPECIAL LBASSD

and was able to
end do all
my housework. My baby when seven
months old weighed 19 pounds and I feel
better than I have for a long time. 1
never had any tnedicine do me so;
much good." Mrs. Feakl Monyhan,'
Mitchell, Ind.
Good health during maternity is a
most important factor to both mother
nnd child, and many letters have been
received by the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medidna Co., Lynn, Mass., telling of
health restoredduringthis trying period
by the uso of Lydia E. Pinkhum a Vegetable Compound.

AND PASTE

and in tho danger zone, is insisted on.
There are hard and fast rules for
all convoys and some issued by the
admiralty as to course and rendevouz.
Tho captain of the escort has certain
special rules which he explains in detail. A ship is selected to act as a
vessel for tho commodore, who is an
officer selected from the staff of the
Each1 ship in the
escorting cruiser.
convoy has a trained signaller to ensure unifomity in signalling. The time
and order of sailing are agreed upon
and the conference disperses.
Many
of the captains who were at the conference had already been convoyed
and thoroughly appreciated tho protection this method affords.
It was a grand, morning, with "an
eager and nipping nir," when the ships
left the harbor and proceeded to sea,
and in due course Beautiful Dove, the
escort, followed them. As the anchot
was weighed the band played the national anthem, the Maple Leaf and the
Star Spangled Banner.
In passing
through the lines, a good opportunity
was afforded for identifying the ships
and forming some idea of their be
Soon signals were
havior at sea.
hoisted for the ships to start
In twenty minutes tho ships
were
for all they were
worth, and in their comia disguise,
produced nn extremely amusing
resembling clumsy and
partners at a ball practicing

HOOVER

or
tirely relieved
neuralgia, 1 had'
gained in strength

WITH SCISSORS

THE EPIC OF THE CONVOY

The dangers that threaten convoys
are various and it Is convenient to
divide the area of the sea to be traversed In three zones. The zone of
the raider, the zone of the submarine
and the mine zone. In any part of the
sea a convoy may be attacked by a
raider; this may be an armored cruiser
or a well armed ship disguised as a
neutral merchantman.
Merchant ships today have to face
dnngers and difficulties previously unknown.
Apart from the common
perils of the sea, such as gales and

of Lydia a. rmn- ham s Vegetable
Compound! was en

Denver, Colo., Aug. C. The twenty-thirbiennial convention of the International Union of Mine,' Mill and
Smeltermen, in session here, today
sent telegrams to President Wilson
and the Canadian government, avowing their support to the cause of the
entente allies in the war.
The right to a vote of four delegates, including those from Globe and
Miami, Arizona, was questioned because, it was asserted the locals at
those places had not paid their dues
THE GALICIAN OIL FIELDS.
promptly. The convention decided as
to the Arizona points that the records
(Empire, Bartlesville, Okla.)
Several questions have been asked of their secretaries and treasuries
n
iJaA1
should be audited to decide the quesregarding the production of the
oil fields, now under control of tion.
forthe
the Gemtral Empires through
Little else was done, excepting the
tunes of war. A vast amount of Brit- presentation by the credentials comish capital was Invested in these fields mittee of its report and the naming
prior to the war, but the production is of various committees.
not us great as many people have been
led to believe.
Including Boryslaw
and the northern part of Marzniza, YANKS CALLED SATANS
both of which districts virtually esyou've tried these. That's what
BY GERMAN SOLDIERS after
one of our customers told her friend.
caped wreck in tho Russian retreat of
And she knew what she was talking
May, 1915, tha
CSV MONMINO
field had, at the beginning of 1916, 137
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WINS)
about, for it flrot she was decidedly
Amsterdam. Aug. 6. "Satans" Is skeptical regarding any baking done
wells, producing about
producing
sixty-thre- e
a
tons
of
thousand
oil
the name for American soldiers outside tne home. nut why pralsa
month.
among the German soldiers, accord our baking 7 Try some pies and
As most of these wells had been ing to a letter written by 'Lieutenant! cakes and you'll do the praising.
corresproducing since 1913 and 1914 and also Runke, who, as "officer-wa- r
during the Russian occupation, a de- pondent," writes for German papers.
cline in production was due, and by
In the Dusseldorf Nachrichten he
October, 1917, the production from tells of a skirmish between a patrol
these wells was about 42,400 tons of of men from that city with nn Ameroil a month.
During the period from ican patrol, who by their "impudent
the beginning of 1916 to October, 1817, audacity"
had been giving the Ger& N. BALLING, Prop.
123 other wells had their outputs addmans much trouble. Both parties were
ed to the production of the first 136, hidden, In shell craters, he said, and
B07 South First Street
while fome of the latter had ceased to
produce.
At the beginning of October, 1917,
tho situation in the Galician fields
showed 196 producing wells, with a
production of 42,500 tons of oil
monthly from ilho old wells and sixteen thousand tons monthly from the
new wells, a total production of fifty-- t
ight thousand tons
per well.
It is estimated thatmonthly
a 'ton of oil Is
equivalent to seven and
d

BY SIU JOIIX IILAXD-SITTOIN TWO PARTS PART" lT""

Before'

mothers.
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London, Aug. 6 (via Ottawa).
Speaking in the house of commons today Lord Robert Cecil, assistant secretary of state for foreign affairs.
Stated that, the Germans had levied
War contributions to a total of
francs upon Belgium, besides
enormous fines upon localities, firms
and Individuals.
These "monstrous exactions," he
said, "must certainly be taken into
Last year our exports in clgarets account when peace terms are being
,.....
reached the U2.ooo.000 mark.
, arranged."
8,330,-000,0-

TO THE JOURNAL

Tobacco Fund
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
By special arrangement The JournU guarantees to deliver,
two dollars
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers,
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
France and on the way to Fiance.
The packages (60c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
we put a return postal card
patriotic packages. In every package
with your name and address no that you will get word back from
the battlefields . from as rdany soldiers aa you subscribe its cent

piece.

IS MIGHTY SCARCE

TOBACCO

'
'
FROM IKVIN COBB'S "PATHS OF GLOBI"
'
"Aa I recall now, we had come through the irate of the school
bouse to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from aorosa the battlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.,
" Tou get It. I see,' said the German officer, who atood along
Bide of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
tobaeoo la ao scarce with us along the staff back: yonder In La on.
"All the tobacco which can be spared la sent to the men In the
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they
.
can stand that."
,
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Conservative Movement NoAnticeable
Following
nouncement By Government
That Credits Be Kept Stable
;

A

Boy

journal set hal LSAscuwtasi
New York, Auk. 6. The stock market today reflected the more uncertain mood of professional operators,
yesterday's late advance being partly
ray mornin

cancelled.
Traders apparently deemed it advisable to adopt a more conservative
course in view of the notice issued by
the local federal reserve bank urging
finnancifil institutions to conserve
credits.
Business was broader and more active than on the previous day.
United States Steel made its best
price at the opening, repeating its recent maximum of 110 but reacting at
14 points with only a nominal rally.
Independent steels and the active
equipments lost one to ono and a half
points, shippings about as much and
oils about one point. Transportations
played no part In the day's dealings.
Sales amounted
Utilities improved.
'
to 245,000 shares.
,
j,ond market was mixed, Intera
nationals showing
stronger trtnd,
while domestic issues eased Irregu-- v
l,arly. Total sales, par value, aggregated. $6,225,000. Old United States
issues were unchanged on call.
Closing' prices:
69
American Beet Sugar ,w..
45
American Can
American Smelting & Refining. 77
91
American Tel. & Tel
18
American Zinc
66 36
Anaconda Copper
85
Atchison
53
Baltimore & Ohio
27 H
Butte & Superior

W

....

19

15i
67
56
43
39

'.

Chino Copper
Iron
Colorado Fuel
Crucible Steel
Ouha Cane Sugar .

46
;

Erlo
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Tfd. Ctfs
Kenneeott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific

66
30
14
31

90
52
97
83

KmI Estate, Insurance, Loaal
111 Couth Fourth treet

5ats 9

Bear

changed.
Time loans Strong, unchanged.
Call money Strong.
High, 6 per
cent; low. 5
per cent; ruling rate, 6
5
cent:
per cent;
per
closing bid,
offered at 6 per cent; last loan, 6 per
cent.
NITW' YORK METAL.

.

'""The

California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
Chesapeake A Ohio
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul

2
frame, modern.
sleeping porches, completely furnished, suitable for 2 families,
rents for $30.00 per month; 8rd
ward.
cement block
and shingle resiib-nce- ,
hardwood
hot
air
floors,
furnace, corner lot,
good location. Fourth ward.
$2,300..
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow In
$2,500.
University Heights, modern, fireplace.
$3,500
brick, stuccoed, largo living room with fireSouth
Seventh,
place.
stuccoed bungalow,
$3,000.
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
Highlands, close in.

FOR

New York, Aug.

unchanged.

Market

Lead

6.

Firm." East St. Louis

Spelter
livery, spot $8.10

de-

8.20.

CHICAGO PRODUCTS.
Chicago.

Aug.

6.

Market

Butter

unchanged.
16,397
Eggs Higher.
Receipts
cases. Firsts. 38 39c; ordinary firsts,
36ro38c; at mark, cases included, 36
37c. s
Fotatoes Lower. Receipts 31 cars.
Vireinia barrels, $4.75 tit 4.90; Minne
sota Early Ohios, $2.15(8 2.25; Minne
sota sacks, i2.i'n'Z.ii; Illinois Early
Ohios, $2.00

2.25.

Poultry Alive, unchanged.
The nearness of prices to the gov
ernment maximum continued to be
the dominating factor.

V4

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Kansas City, Aug.
eggs unchanged.
Poultry Hens,
18 c; broilers, 28c.

Butter

6.

25c;,
-

Poultry and Esrgt

Ten pair earneou pigeons, reasFOB. HALE
onable. 414 North Eighth Phone U.44--

FOR SALE

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

........112
101

SALLnoue.

I'OK SA LIS Furnished homo, ti.OOD. Terms
paya 1') ix-- rwiit. ,1'hune tnvm?r 685.
FOtl HAL, 12 111 Ol't Tnwn, slxriiom ttilrtbo
house. Price JT.'.O.OO. V. O. llux 3, Old
A!buiuerqu,, N. M.
FOH KALii
Nice home, tumialied and
good paying business. 4,(I00, bait cull
Runiralow, Journal office.
FOll SALE Oil HUNT My
ern hurnc, with
lup plant. Close In.
Jlargaln. w. A. T. Cure Journal.
FOR SAI.IO Nino room house; f',ur room
apartment upstairs; bath room on each
floor; hot water heHt; lawn, shade trees
and RiraRo. Bli West Coal.
FOll KAI.K (Hy Owner)
modern
brick (first ward), hardwood floors, two
3.GO0.OO, 1". O.
porches, nasement. l'rice
Ilox L'13, City.
KOIt BALE OK it IC N T Modern, furnished
house, 5 rooms and bath, IniBo porches,
cellar, garage and other outbuildings. Bar- galn for qui, fc sale. 61 Kollth High.
FOll KALK foment block house five rooms
sleeping porch, cellar, city water, corner
lot one blocs: from ear line, hnndy to shops
a little cash and 112 per month. Call 1301
South Aran Phone 1!(1I1-residence In HighFOlt SA MS
lands. Worth 13,000, and l,(loo will swing
It. The amount the house will rent for will
pay balance on monthly payments. Phone
1237-Address P. O. Box 445. City.
FOR SALK
garage and
fruit trees. Clovls, New Mexico. Will trade
for Albuquerque property. Also IfiO acres of
miles
good farming land one and one-hanortheast of Clovls. Apply at 922 South
Third.
FOR SALE Must sell regardless of price,
one new. bungalow home five rooms, two
house,
porches, modern. One three-rooelectric lights nnd water In both houses.
Houses furnished or unfurnished. Also four-mohouse with two screened in porches,
moderni plenty of shade. Outbuildings. Ap'
ply 409 North Kdith.

and FOR SALE

roosters,

Purnlture.

FTm'nttjrTIlnTig'ta

--

......

.

dAERlNlGu
.trt

$7.50ln.

.

lc

vi.)

Cattle-"-Rece!-

pts

(fx)

.

68c;

.

.

S70;
l

52:'

ElURTIN CO.

XFW IH'NGAMnV.
brick,
REAL ESTATR, FIRE INSURANCE, On Luna Boulevard,
,
.1
J,
ri..t!
LOANS.
uasenieiit, xurntiue,
216 West Gold. dandy built In features. Trees, side
Phone 166.
walks, garage, all lor 3,.uu; goou
terms.
It. McCLUGHAN
LOST.
Phone 907
210 West iold
Insurance, Ixinns, Notary Public
JajKT Large turquoise matrix oval belt
five-roo-

pin set in silver. Sultuble rew ard. Mrs. K.
Barnes, 50" yortn Kievenin.
Masonic diamond
A double eagle
LOST
ring between Second anil Third streets on
Central avenue. J.lberal reward If returned
to Hoom 7, Barnett Building.
LOST
Liberal reward, no questions asked
for the return of tan leather purse containing diamond lng, stick pins and watch
fob. Mrs. C. H. Kills. 610 West copper.

r.

HELP WANTED.
WANTED

Man at the Albuipieniuo

Y. M.
A. Auto School.
KIT IS Los Ank-oie-s
Train for service.
'WANTKU
Experienced man fur milk hous
work. Apply Beek's Ualry. 10 North
Fourth.
WANTED Drug clerk Need not ho regand
Htato
experience.
istered.
salary
"Druss," care Journal.
manual
for
training
WANTED Teacher
and an all round mechanic. Hlo Grands
Industrial School, Uox Mi City.
WANTED A middle aged man to cook for
two men. and work around ranch. Hteady
work and good pay, Address Box 7, Luptoli,
' n
Aril.
W

Femaie.
W

AiVl'fciD

Economist,

saleswouiab.

Competent

no
Cook for, small
family,
washing. Phone 21lt-W- !
WANTED Woman for chambermaid work,
Albuquerque Sanatorium.
WANTED Girl for general housework. Call
afternoons 6U6 North Thlrd.
"general housework.
WANTED Woman
I'hone 351. Hezemek's lialry.
WOMAN
For general housework; no oousu
Ing. Address Box 02, Albuquerque.
WANTED Woman for responsible position
in dining room and kitchen. Address 1'.
O. Hex 40 for Interview.
with
WANTED Two mulds to assist
housework and wait on table. Uo home
.
nights. m West Central,
WANTED Woman or girl to help cook and
work In kitchen In small hotel. Address
Eva Utely, I. O. Pox 21, K;:clno. N. M.
V AN T E i omi etc n t girl
or woman that
can cook and do gencrat housework., Ap2113-.I- .
32.1
I'hone
South
Mulberry.
ply
female stenographWANTED ExTerielH-cer for Bteady position. Must bo good
for right
health. Excellent opportunity
party. Address V. O. Ilox 6(10, Albuquerque,
WANTKD

New

Chicago IJvpstork.
Arno.
Chicago, Aug. 6. Cattle Receipts
Market steady; calves mostly
13,000.
WANTED ro.Uon.
Montana Power
50c higher.
Reef cattle, good, choice
71
New York Central
common WANTED Position by experienced nurse.
and
$17,25518.75;
prime,
87
Northern Pacific
and medium, $10.2&i)l7.26; tmtcner
Telephone 718.
43
Pennsylvania
stock, cows and heifers, $7,00 0)14.25; WANTED To care for children, ar.y age.
23
Consolidated
Ray
Copper
canners and cutters, $6.007.15;
Mrs. P. A. Clayton. 003 South Waiter.
87
Reading
stockers and feeders, good, choice and WANTED Work on ranch by man and wife
91
com
Republic Iron & Steel
Inferior,
fancy,, $10.00013.00;
experienced. Heat of references. H. O. C,
Southern Pacific
85
mon and meawim, ji.sowid.hu; vciu care
Journal.
23
Southern Railway
and
choice, $16.50 f? 17.25.
calves,
good
Position by experienced office
Texas Company , , . ,
151
Market WANTED
22,000.
Receipts
Hogs
man. Bookkeeper, salesman or clerical
Union Pacific
120
to 5c lower. Butchers. $19.00 line
steadv
In
store
or office. Address E. 8., Journal
U. S. Industrial Alcohol.
.127
W19.65; light, $19.55(8)19.75; packing,
United States Steel ,
108
8.20
$1
19.65;
bulk,
$18.0018.90;
DRESSMAKING.
,
;
Utah Copper
81
pigs, good and choice, $17.75(3' 18.50. WANTRD i'lain sewing by day or garment
13.000.
Market 312
Receipts
Sheep
South TWrd. Phone D50.
NEW YORK COTTOV.
steady to strong. Western lambs,
of
the
wethers
Montana
higher; first
New York, Aug. 6. Cotton closed season
sold at $14.50.
steady at a. net advance of 137 to 143
FOR CARPENTER worlc, reasonable. Orop
C!aM nt North First
points.
Kaunas City Livestock.
Ano 6. Cattle Re
ir,nQii
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE,
TYPEWRITERS.
ceipts 84,000. Market weak. Steers,,
westerns,
u.uu(fl
$17.5018.40;
All makes, overtmnlsd nd
6.
WRITERS
T
Belief
TPS
that the 16.75: cows. $6.O012.00;
Chicago. Aug.
heifers.
repairea. kiodods ror every macnins. Albullish effects of the hot .wave had" 17.KfliiMit.nn?
sLtnckeru nnd feeders.
buquerque Typwrlter Exchange. Phone 114
been sufficiently discounted for the $7.50 17.00; calves,
121 bouib rourtB
time being had a restraining influMn rket
Ttnira noi(r,if
infinn
ence In the corn market today. New strong. Bulk,
heavy,
sdvances in prices took place, but J19.35W1S.6U: $19.1019.50;
light, $19.UB)1S.U; NEW DESTROYER IS
were not held. The close was unset- pigs, $17.7B18.60.
net lower to c gain, with
tled,
READY FOft ENGINES
and strong. Lambs, $14.50
ito $1.62
September $1.61
17.50; year- c
October $1.63. Oats finished
i i.vvtgi i D.wii; wetners, iu.vu
niiKH,
c
c
to
off to
un, and provisions
SSO WISSI
ewes, $8.oogii2.50.
1ST MONIN JOUWNSktPtClkl. l
varying from 15c decline to a rise of
Squantum, Mass., Aug. 6. The
2c.
Denver I,ivrUrk.
second of the destroyers unhouses
6.
Many large commission
Denver,
der construction at the Squantum
switched to the selling side of ilie 700. Market Aug.
Beef
$8.00
steers,
steady.
plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding
market. Continued torried weather
1 7.00 :
cows and heifers, $7.R0
corporation to take tho water, wat,
and the , absence of rain, moreover, 11.35; stockers and feeders,
$7.50
launched
today. The Dolphy was sent
were somewhat offset by the possi- 13.00: calves, $1.00)12.50.
down thfl ways nineteen days ago.
500.
bility that storms from the northwest
Market steady.
Hog Receipt
Mrs. Eugene Q. Grace, wife of the
or from the gulf would penetrate the. Top, $19.75;
bulk, $19.2519.50.
president of tho corporation, chriscorn belt. Besides, the trade showed
1,400.
Sheep
Receipts
Marljet
the vessel.
considerable disposition to await the steady. Lambs, $16.5001$. 75; ewes, tened
Charles M. Schwab, director general
government weather and crop reports $12.00(913.00.
of
ship production, attended the
due tomorrow.
launching.
Oats were swayed almost entirely
was named for
The McDermut
by the action of corn.
BRITISH MINISTERS
Lieut. Com. David A. McDermut. com
. Trade In provisions was only of a
of a union gunboat, who was
APPLAUD HURLEY mander
Scattering character.
killed In action off Sabine .Pass in
v..
Closing prices:
1863.
,
Corn Sept, $1.61: Oct.. $1.63.
!
IBV
JOUIINAb SPICIAt. LtUSCO
Oats Sept.,
lt
Oct., 68o.
t Pork Sept., $44.70.
Washington, Aug. 6. Lord North-cllff- e
and Sir Joseph Maclay. British NEW YORK TO CHICAGO
Lard Sept., $26.70; Oct., $26.70.
Ribs Sept., $24.77; Oct., $24.92.
minister of shipping, cabled Chairman
AIR SERVICE PLANNED
today
Hurley of the shipping board buildNEW l'ORK MOSET,
congratulations on record ship
ing at Alameda, Calif., Bristol and
1ST WIM JOUSSU SPICKL LSASID WISSI
I New York, Augs. 6. Mercantile pa- Hog island.
Washington, Aug. f,. Dally air mail
"We rejoice," said Sir Joseph's mes- service
lter,' unchanged;
sterling demand
between New York and Chi4,7641), cables 4.7645; francs demand sage, "in the absolute assurance that
bringing .the Pacific .coast
cables 669; guilders demand American military effort, vast though cago,
Urea, unchanged.
it is. will not be hampered by lack of twelve hours nearer the Atlantic, is
planned? bj the post office deyartraeftt.
ar eUi'et tui sUes'caa doton, ua- - tOBnage,".
--

TOMTOM S CO.
nun insurance
agi:nts
Third and Gold

'

I.

Mex.

niat-tres-

ease and desk, Iron bed. RO-fnIndoors toilet. Ijlione 1154. 80S North

you to see us. We havo several close
in farms now mat can De uouuiu,
worth the money.

with
luiclt
modern
l:ifst'din
cement finish,
white
riom
wood
nurd
i.
porch,
sleeping
east front. A swell liltle homo rlose
See.
lowlands.
in,

A;

WANTED At mice capable woman housekeeper; small fumlly. Call at 08 West
Sllvef.

FOR RENT

v

cold

Dwellings.

North.
FOll KENT nungalow 3 rooms, 2- porches,
112,50. Inquire 1317 North First
furnished,
NT
FOll-KEFurnished house, two rooms,
sleeping porch, nice yard and out buildings. Inquire 1300 North Second.

South.
four
FOR KENT One furnished
house,
unfurnrooms at 403 and one four-rooished at 4ll South Seventh. Also one five-roounfurnished house at 60s West Silver
Apply 214 West Gold.

Ulghmnon.
FOR RENT Furnished cottages;
20 per month.lli:iSouthWaltetv
sOR KENT Furnished two.room eotUMfe
with sleeping porch. JJ2! South Walter.
house two glassea
FOR RENT Four-rooIn porches. Water paid, 114. Phone 1528-J- .
Three-roofurnished cottage.
FOR RBNT
1134-Inquire 617 gouth Broadway. Phone
furnished
house
FOR RENT T
with sleeping porch, piano, water, garage,
12.O0. 1800 South Edith,
furulslred house,
FOR RENT Three-roo00 per month.
with sleeping porch,
Water paid. ,522 lllvvajter;
modern bung'
Well
furnished
FOR RENT
'
alow facing University campus. Phone Isl,
mornings. Keys at 1524 East Central.three room
FOR RENT Modern tranga-lofurnished.
with large sleeping porch,
Phone B71. Inquire 1123 Easj Central.
modern bungalow
Foil RENT Three-roocompletely furnished, desirable, neighborhood. 120 South Cedsr. Thou 1&78-FOR RENT Modern furnished flat on East
Central car line, convenient to sanator
Co., Third and Gold.
ium
Thaxton
FOR R8&T Furnished cottage,
modern,
glassed porches; University ear lines.
Phone 381. mornings. Keys 1524 East Cen

tral

FOR RENT Furnished for light housekcep-lntwo and three-roocottages, with
glassed In sbjeplng porches! 822 South Wal- ter.
toil RENT House In Highlands, four-roo-In
bungalow, furnished;
glsised
sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1307 Bast
"sntraL
FOR RENT Furnished modern four-roo- ts
bouse, glassed In porch, alsni three-roohouse, large chicken yard, 112.00. 1008 East
Central. Phone 4I9.

General.

The Star Furniture Co.

118 Vi:sT CiOI.D. '
Have a large Clarke Jewel Has
Itnnge with high oven, l'rlco 1 5,
win lit Jlii new. In t lie mtirkot fur
Second lhttiil tloinls.

Valley ranches are our long suit.
If von want to buy land it will pay

Four-roo-

,..

)

HI8

hook

28
23
87

x

RANCHES

A. FLEISCHER

war

vx r

him?

tAW!

CLASSHFHIP C0L11MS

J011ML

$4,750-8-1-0-

MARKET

u

12,000.
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s
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T
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Doiin

4
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McMANUS

GEORGE

WHAT SHE

'

HE'S, QEE.N.

Olv
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International News Sorvio,

UP FATHER

BRINGING

SEVEN

7, 1918

Roomt.

FOR REN1
NorUx.

Itli.NT
I'urnlBhed rooms for light
housekeeping, bil West Silver.
Mouero mrnm.rO
rooms; no
Wsst Central.
sick: running water. UD
R
FOB-ltooms" m,) n mlsCbataT
EN
no slek; over tjolden itule Htore.
It
e It
Ft i ii li N T I m ie,
ventilated bed'
room. 2111 North
Fifth street. I'hons
l'OK

POM KENT

f

For

Sl, MfflAera
10st-ila(!-

mA

t!

Four rooms and bath, largo glazed
nnd screened Bleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Some cash and $18 por month
will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

riiovi:

urn.

PROFESSIONAL

-

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
JOHN W. UII.SON
Attorney
Rooms 15. 17 and 19.
Cromwell Building
Phone 1174.

"dentists
1R. 1. K. kK.UF

llrlilal 8irgei

Phone 744
Barnett Building
Appolatments Made by Mall

Rooms

DISUSES

ii.

r. copr

Dentist

Melinl Building
Rooms
Bought at a bargain a line of cups,
saucers and other dishes; while they
I'HVSK IANS AND HI KliEONS
last will sell large plates at He, small,
Cereal bowls, 15c; V. T. MIRI'IIV, M. I.
Sic, lie and 13c.
Practice Limited to Tiilwrculosls Wright
coupe soups, 0c; salads, 25c, and
opposite postofflce. Office hours.
many other equally good items. The building;
10 to 13 a. m.. 3 to 3 p. m. I'hone,
Exchange.
residence 307--

oiiics-397-W-

M AIttiARET 41. t AK TWHKiH T
Clill-dre1'rurtlca l.lmllert to Women's and
Diseases
671.
1133 K. Central I'hone
Albuquerque, N .M
I 111. hAKAII (OKI.lt
I'mi'dcn Limited lo Children.
Office Rooms 1 and 1. Wright lildl.
Fourth and Oold.
Hours 3 p. m. to 6 P- - m.
OfnHhrt
Residence Phone U07B.

ITU.

Miacelianeoui.

FORSALL
FoTCt?!?!

the fifteenth. 1 -- i
-,
Snutli EMU h.
FOR .SALE Auto lent; little USC'I, Ho.
l''u!t ItK.S'T Newly furniahed room and
Cost
I'hone 685.
sleeping porches; reasonable rates, Clil FOR HALE Lurge Mosler safe, cheep. ApNorth Second.
Houth Second.
ply lit
UIO UIIANDB llOTKI
ltooms and apart- FOR KALE Horse, harmss and bUKK)'.
ments, 5111 West Central. Mrs. Itlchard
Clias. Mnnn, old Albuquerque.
West, Proprltress,
Full SALE Household goods. Call Mrs. F.
clean looms,
Nk
IMl'liltlAI, UUOMS
H. Applet. y, :!12 East Coal.
rates by day or week; over Woolworth's,
Foil SALE 20 guagi snoigur., almost n..w,
Sl'J
West Central.
for sole at best offer. 401 West Central.
ItENT Largo airy, room
sleeping
FOR SALE Two go id double seated
porch suitable for light housekeeping,
and one single buggy. Apply Jo
ffi.r,t. Imiulre 1317 North Klrst.
AMIilticAN HOT HI,, i02
Wist Central. Lewis at A. J. lluehechrs store.
Foil SALE No. I driving horxu tailiht
under new management, houseOpened
3
1 100.
reasonsaddles, 2 set harness, one heavy;
keeping and sleeping rooms, rates
1
301.
set light double hfirnctis, 1 runabout, very
able, i'hone
TiL'O
North Second.
f
cheap.
Boucn.
FOH SALE
Job press
looj chamiior-i'rlc- e
With Several cjises of type. Cheap. H, A,
FOR RENT Furnished ruomst 614 west Sil
Jlussi it. Uox 7.".. Phono 2410-Fver; no sick, no children.
Desirable front room; no sick, FOll SALE One" Ornnd piano, fiiO, excelFOR itH.NT
lent shape. Aiso one baby loiKgy, new,
or children. 714 West Hllver.
$:). will sell for tlu. 409 North Edith
Foil"ltKNT Furnished rooms for light wonh
Phono 1.M4-I'hone
housekeeping, gentlemen preferred,
FOR SALE One Alaska relrlgi.-- ator, good
bath. 4IB West Hold.
as new, will hold 75 pounds of Ico; one
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms. 3 and niep
onk roll-tolibrary size, good
210
It.
I8.
McOlughan,
poreh. ch.se in,
letter press. S12 South
condition; one
West (lold, i'hone ge907.
Urosdway.
FORHENT Two-larairy front rooms,
HOOfurnished for housekeeping, gris isle
nicely
per gallon. Roofs under our ear will
and coal ranges. Ieslrablo locution, tild
to year. We can put on
from
Improve
yoar
West Coal.
a new roof that rill last as long as the
Full itEN'T Large front room and sleep- building. Ths Manxano Co. Phons uWl-110 South Walnut.
ing porch. 410 South Third, for gentleman; no Invalid, i'rivato family. Inquire
ERIE carhon roof paniv ana root cement
Mrs. Tllton llogh.
stops leaks; last five years. Use Devoe
ElgtlistiMlB.
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lamoiiuir top and seat dressing, Motor car finFlK RENT Furnished rooms. 6: J East ish, cold water kalsomlnc, ami ho satisfied.
,
Central.
Thoa. F. Kelehsr, 401 W. Cotltial. Phone 410.
NT
rTiit-:iEFurnished' rooms!
iit "Siiutn FOR SALE
Cooper-Hewilamp. No lube
Walter. Phone 202.
i'Zij. Mara)!
frame viso with saw,
room with sleeping
n
Foil TlENT
Twelve
Jugs. $0. Ten
porch, lol South Walter.
hot waJugs, 2jc each. Thirly-eulloroom
with slsipln ter tank, 15. 3
FOR RENT Large
In film developing tank.
:t. llanna A. Hanna,
porch; Ideal for two. 616 Bast Central.
Master rhotngraphers.
FOlt HEN I' Rooms wlltl sleeping porcn
with or without board. Phone 671. 1123
Bast Central
FOR BAL
Two rooms and sleeping porch ONB
FORHI'NT
Ontrlfugal pump and
motor. With pressure control. Ap
douched water and light furnished. Call
120:1 East Copper.
care
Economist.
ply I, Weinman,
FOR RENT 111 Highlands near Unlverlsly
furnished
cor line, new.. modern
bung.il"W. I'hone 681. .
WANTED
Miscellaneous
F(Hl RENT Modern newly furnished sleeping and light housekeeping robins, with
gas. ntso sleeping porches. 614 Koutlr Arno. WANTED To buy second
hand lumber.
I'hone l:ir,2-R- .
I'hone 1071.
rare
SPECIAL
made
to piunic and fishing
tJcncrar.
parties, call I&K3-Foil KENT Very few rooms for men; most IVAN T ED I lea fwli eels"f .r " "Ftird. sTa'ie
desirable In city; shower bath, swimming
price. P. O. Box 374.
.
pool, etr. '. M. C. A.
WANTED
If you need a carpenter, call J.
S. Hurling. Vhone 1K05-J- .
FOR
WANTED Three, four. , r
house,
furnished, at once, ph
FOR HAI.K Uelglan hares and hutches. 623
West Fruit.
WANTED
To buy the best twelve hundred
pound horse six year old. John Mann.
FOR SALE Two well broken cow ponies.
WANTED At once second hand furniture
Baieipek's Dairy. Phone 161.
and kitchen utensllsi also cook stove or
FOliTsA LE Voung work horses and mares, rsnare. Phone 2106-J- .
' '
W.
once.
be
sold
To
Address
at
cheap.
WANTED Men's silk sliirts to dry clean.
A, I,., core Journal.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Coffleld Clean- FOll SALE Belgian hale does, ISO gallon ing co,, 11.'. South- Sixth, I'hone 107.
water tank, single buggy harness and WANTED Cash buyer" for two good Ford
green bone grinder. Phone 1154. 208 North
All cars
cars and oiie Utiles:
Arno.
In first olns condition. Phone 34. Mr. Bush,
Extra fine, young pedigreed HKJHEHT
FOR SALE
PAID FOll JUNK
breeding stock Flemish Cllant, New ZeaBY TUB SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO..
land, and Rufus Red Belgian hares. William 114 WERT LEAD, PHONE 61. WB ALSO
Oestrech, Sr.. S24 North Eleventh Street, BPT OLD AUTOS.
M. M.
Aflbuquerquef,
WANTED-Hecnd-an4
men's and boys'
At beat of'er. Standard bred
FOR SALE
clothes, shoe and underwear. Also trunk
6
lbs.
1,000
years.
sound, gentle and suit case. Call 619. CWcago iseond- stallion.
and good looker. Drive or ride will exchange hand store, 317 Houth First.
for real estate or take diamond as part
WANTKD-M.O- oo
from to to to
401 West Central.
bags,
payment.
sack. 600 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
RIO ' GRANDE DROC HOO CO., of AlbuBL Louis
lb.
to
Patrlotlo
breeders
of
The
duty.
per
largest
registerquerque.
ed hogs In the southwest. Can supply you Junk Co,, 406 South First street. Phone 371.
with herd boars and young stuff at modWANTED To sell or trade for sheep or
erate prices. We can also supply you with
ranch property, one
farm, has five
artesian well, blmedicated crude oil for lice,- at 60s per room modern bungal-ovgallon. Plain crude oil at 25o per gallon. eated at Huntington Reach, California. In
Oil furnished to 11 pig club member free.
quire of M, L. Garcia, D"X 434, Magdalene,-KM.
,
,t .. t
Office 1216 Rnuth Third.'
WANTED
Careful kodak finishing by mas-tr- r
Twice dally service.
FOR RENT
photographer).
Rend
Remember. Satisfaction guaranteed.
FOR RENT Furnished apartments.
Elms your finishing to a reliable, established firm.
A
and
master
Hanna.
corner
Hanna
TIJeras.
First
Dhotographer.
Hotel,
FOR RENT Desirable furnished apartmenT
BUSINESS
CHANCES.
406
room.
South Seventh. ,
also sleeping
FOR RENT Two and three-rooapart- FOR RENT Two buildings at Seventh and
rooms.
ment and sleeping
Highland
Canerai Avenue. Apply to J. E. Elder,
House.
agent.
Throe"
room
or
furnished
four
FOR RENT
FOR BALE Barber shop and pool room,
apartments, modern; 60 Booth First. Inalso furnished rooms. Apply Central Barber shop. Old Albuquerque.
quire Savoy hotel office.
modern apart- FOR BALK;
Hotel, seventeen well furnished
FOR RENT A three-roorooms, i centrally located, close to depot.
ment, with small sleeping porch near ljlgh
See National Investwill
sacrlfbe.
Owner
??j-J-"-r--h---n- "'
s
ii
ment Co.. 1S N"fll Third.

rIM

AAHMT?.i??fe'

...

REN1

MwcehaneouC

HOUSES and Rig
rates. S. Osrrls,

to Jemes Spring; aaeap

FOR
Ft

I

pi

I
F(

11

V

T

'"h

1301

Arno.

ranch,
8431-FJown. J'bone
t ion tie loose and buggy. Thro,
loss. 133 North Wal
1. I'hone

till

SA

. n,tles.,iilhof

llt'ltENT

hours for
ter.
C.
PIANO FOR RENT. Tb.i B. 1454-- Whllw.n
306
Muslo Co.. Vhones 350 and
West Cold.
ineater central location
completely equipped ready for business,
seats 450. Apply Arthur Everltt. Jeweler.
7r
Alhnnflerqtia.

ixliUITldeai

"

Store.

FOR RENT

per month.

35

Two living rooms,
South Broadway.

"!
.

With Board.

FRtRoom

KENT Room, with sleeping porch and
H East Cmri.
board.
KtTirTtEVf Furnished room in modern
Ideal for summer.
home. With board.

roll

1315.

a

fuinishv.l
porch
FOR HE N T- Sleeping
table hoard. Sol Houth
rooms, first-clas- s
680.
Mrs
Edith. Phone
Ahhf'itk'-PNIcroom '"end P"relt suliulile
foe Iwo with hoaril. reiisotiable rates.
636 South Arno
phone IMS-W- .
anil
FOR RENT Room with board for man
wire or two ladlis. Largo glassed In porch
Phono
no other boarders. For particulars
101.
or the Lockhart lianeb
MRT'TOtEBrt.
Iras moved to 60s South Arn.i. where she
Is prepared to .take health seckors. Phone
2336.

ESCON III JO The convalesEL JAItDIN
cents Ideal home. Has room with private
bath. Also desirable double room vacant,
isol West Central. Phone Ills.
B1IADT NOOK, ranch offers excellent room
and bosrd. Just the place to get slrong.
ror rates phone 3439F-4- ; free transportation
Accommodation now available, ura. a. d
Thomas.

FOR SALE

Automobile.

FOR SALE At best offer Oooil Cadillac;
new batteries; good tires; 710 Kent.
Maxwoi, truck, completely
FOR SALE
overhauled. Worn parts replaced; fine
condition, will trade for a Ford. Call Char
les Passmore, North Fifth and McKittley.
Phone 1036.
FOll SALE -- A lltll model
Paige car, latest equipments. Just overhauled, at a bargain. Can be seen at Sandia,
seven miles north of Los l.unas. Address H.
Lynaholm, Los l.unas, N. M.
FOR SALE A prize for some one. Beautiful
1018 Mitchell car, nearly new. a snap-Casterms. $1,275. tt will be
II.
623 each week till sold. Act quickly,
to IS.
68S
Week August
Second
phone

MONETf

TO LOAN.

r.

MONET TO LOAN
On
ftf Ws.t flsM mv Dealt

tftte ecniity.
T
PHitn

On

MAIL STAGE
Phons call anywhere
Any time.
Lv. silver City 7 a.m.: ar. Mogollon
p.m.
Lv. Mogollon 7 a.m.; ar. Sliver Ctty I p.m.
Best equipped sntn livery In southwest,
BENNETT MOTOR TBANSI'f CO. '
Bllrer City, M. M.

TIME CARDS.

Apartment.

FOR RENT Office Rooms.
rooms.
FOR RENT Modern bouses.
Some furnished. Close In. W. H, McMllllon
FOR RENT Offices In suite or single. Call
20s West flold.
UPttSlrB. OTSr yvoo.wt'nn p I""'- modern
FOR RENT Furnishes three-roo- m
office
FOH RENT 1 front
connecting
- cottage and sleeping poreh. Phone 12S3--rooms over Golden Bui fitor.
or lag,ulro ill Wesi Copper,

PASTURAGE.
FOR RENT 70
month. Dolde

townrioD

a'"

1021,

good pasture; 12 per
Batten, 4 mile (outs, ol

IAKTA

ATCnHON, TOPFK
,

WAV CO.

m

BAJn

Westbound.
Arrive
Departa
:80 pm.
T:10 pm.
I. The
I. California Limited . .11:41 am. 15:46 pm.
11:11
45
am.
am.
7. Fargo
.10
Fast
1:36 am. 1:10 am
I. Th Navao
RoathboojiA.
101. Ill Paso Kxpreea
pm.
It'll
11:46 am.
107. Bl Paso Express . ..
EastboaRd.
7 16 am. 1:06 am.
10. Vile Scout
1:00 pm. 1:40 poa.
I. The Nsvajfl
0:00
.
pm. 7:00 pm.
, Calif or ala Limited
6. lanta F
light.... t:ii pm. 10:30 pm
CTass.

No.

Hcnut

.......

.........
......

1. ransa
KAXsTas

ITfw

Bosttaj.

City and Chi. ago, 7:00 am,

Cltf aad Ckltaca,

till

pass

EIGHT
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
18 WEST CENTRAL

ROGERS NOW IN CHARGE
OF NAVY STATION HERE

REVOKE LICENSE

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces

OF II BOADKOUSE

--

ABSOLUTELY
PHONE

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

SIS.

$

N? IL

AFTER COMPLAINT

Walter Tender James V. Rog- era of the El Paso recruiting
station arrived in Albuquerque
'
take
yesterday morning to
charge of the navy recruiting
station In the Armijo building
Rogers will relieve Chief
E.
Boatswain's Mate Nvrnian
Hartman. while the latter is
awaiting trial before the grand
.liny.
applicants
Among the
which Rogers had to reject yes- terday were two hoys in knee
trousers. They were told to' call
nt the station again in four or
five years.
Rogers has been in the navy
for four years, having until re- cently been on, duty at sea.

GOVER

7, 1918.

- LAST TIME TODAY
PJAl?Pfy
U3g

SPEAKS

.

III

3
S

House of High Class Pictures and Music

S

COOLEST PLACE IN TOWN

S

SAND

U.

ALLIES

PARALTA PLAYS

-

New Extracted Honey
50c.
In Pint Mason

Commissioners Put
County
Sawmill Saloon Out of Business and Order Proprietors
of Others to AppearTuesday

Jars,

Another lot of White Comb IToney
25c
One more shipment of those California Elbcrta Peaches
due this morning, pound
15c
This is Fresh Butter day, pound. . .48c two pounds 95c
Try our 50c Eggs you will be surprised at their good-

One roailhou.se license was revoked
and proprietors of two others have
been notified to appear before the
at 2 'o'clock
county commissioners
next Tuesday aft rnoon, to show cause
why their licenses should not be revoked, as n result of the county commissioners' meeting yesterday.
The commissioners met at 2 o'clock
to hear the case of E. Renaud, proprietor of the Sawmill saloon and
roadhouse.
Renaud
immediately
asked that he be given two weeks in
which to prepare his defense and denial of four charges which were
placed against him in a complaint
signed by Albert R. Garcia, deputy
sheriff.
declared ReThe commissioners
naud already had been given one week
and denied the continuance. Renaud
then asked that his hearing be held
today, but this was denied also. Upon
motion of Alfred Grunsfcld, chairman
of the commission, and by a unanimous vote. Rcnaud's license was re
voked, to take effect Immediately.
The principal charges against Re
naud were that he permitted women
to drink at his place, that gambling
was permitted there and that the
place was disorderly. District Attorney George K. Craig attended the
meeting and opposed Renaud's plea
for a continuance.
At 3 o'clock a committee of eight
n
persons representing the
league, the churches of the city
and various civio organizations, ap
peaicd before the commission and
presented
complaints against two
roarihouses.
The complaint against
the swastika saloon was filed by Reu
ben R. Perry of the Indian school.
A complaint against the Selva place
in Tijcras canyon was filed, which
charged the proprietor of that place
with allowing women to congregati
there.
As a result of the complaints the
county commissioners issued an order
to proprietors of each place to appear
before the commission next Tuesday
and show cause why their licenses
should not be revoked.
The campaign against roadhouses in
the county was instituted Sunday
morning at the churches here., when
representatives were named for each
congregation to work in
n
with the
league, In exterminating the roadhouses. The camis
the direct result of the trial
paign
of Mark Pulliam, who is alle.ged to
have assaulted
Celestinc
Davison at the Sawmill saloon. During the trial public sentiment against
the roadhouses, fanned by the testimony of witnesses in the trial, grew
hot against the places, with the result that an attempt Is being made to
exterminate the places.

.

ness.

U. S. Food License No.

WARD'S

STOKE

CRESCENT GROCERY
RODKRT JONES

HOMER

II. WARD
813 Marble Avenue.

rhoncs

ua-ns--

Coii.

rhone

m

LYRIC
TODAY ONLY

EDITH
STOREY

and South Walter,
....57(1

Sam's seamen, stationed at San Diego
Calif., is here on a short furlough,
visiting his relatives and friends.
Hill Jameson. Harry Harrington
and .lack Hieightmeyer yesterday en-- j
listed in the British navy here. They
will leave Monday night for Chicago.
Mr, and Mrs. Green and small son
and Mrs. p. liuckley, motored to Al-- I
liuquerque from Gallup, K. M., Friday
land are visiting friends and relatives
here.
n. G. Riedy has received word of
the sudden death of his nephew,
Robert F. Reidy, Jr., of Allentown,
Mrs. Itiedy is at present in AlPa.
lentown.
Mr. and Mrs. Moluton and
children of Corona, X. M., were in Alroute to
buquerque yesterday en
Santa Fe. They are making the trp
by automobile.
S. E. Piper, biologist for the United States biological survey here, left
yesterday for Messilla Park to attend
the conference of county agricultural
agents of New Mexico.
All persons having finished knitted
articles for the Red Cross are requested to turn them in at once. Also
knitters are requested to, turn in the
garments as fast as they are finished.
The local board
received
a call for fifty menyesterday
to be entrained
for Camp Pike. Little Rock. Ark.,
during the five-daperiod beginning
August 26. The men are called for
general military service.
Dr. J. H. Heald, who stopped off in
Arizona on business when he and
Mrs. Heald were returning from a
trip to the Pacific coast, returned
home yesterday morning. Mrs. Heald
returned several days ago.
Mrs. Katie Scoflek, 724 South Second street, will leave this morning for
Los Angeles, where she will visit her
son, Rudolph Cellhofer.
From there
she will go to San Francisco to visit
her daughter, Mrs. Jessie B. Keleher.
Harold R. liarton and Maxwell Ferguson enlisted in the coast artillery
here yesterday and will leave today
for KJ Paso. Kenneth Law of Santa
Fe was rejected at the army recruiting station because of poor eyesight.
Harold Marsh, son of the Rev. and G. TOTI IS CHARGED
Mrs. W. J. Marsh of Glendale, Calif-- is
WITH SELLING BEER
now a lieutenant in the army. The
Marsh family formerly made their
WITHOUT A LICENSE
.home in Albuquerque', Mi MaiJ;h
at that time being pastor of the Congregational church.
Following the police's raid of the
E. It. Edgar, who recently went to rooming house at 309 North
Third
Jemoz Springs, returned to the city street yesterday afternoon a complaint
was
made
G.
Toti on the
against
yesterday afternoon, accompanied by
Mrs. Edgar, and son, Russell Edgar, charge of retailing liquor without a
and Miss M. E. Brent, sister of Sirs. license. Toti's license was revoked
27.
Edgar. All except Mr. Edgar spent July
The raid was made to arrest Isabel
a month at the springs.
Gutirrez
and Frank Sandoval on the
O. A. Matson, after spending a few
days at Jemez Springs, accompanied charge of drunkenness. While the
Mrs. Matson, and daughter, Miss Mar-c- f policeman went to arrest the woman
11a, and son, Ollie, Jr., back to the Sandoval escaped from the arms of a
who was holding him. The
afternoon. bystander
city, arriving yesteday
police found three bottles of leer Ui
Mrs. Matson and children were at an
Ice box.
f
the resort the past month.
Upon
Santiago MarGeorge Coke, negro, was fined $20 tinez, whoInvestigation,
rooms at the place, said he
In police court yesterday morning on
bought three quarts of beer from Toti.
the charge of drunkenness. The polite George
s. Klock, attorney for Toti,
said he was found lying on the run- asked
that the case be dropped on the
an
of
automobile.
The
board
ning
that the ordinance was deowner of the auto called the police grounds
fective. The case will be heard at 5
after he could not induce the man o'clock this afternoon.
to get off his ear.

HOME GUARD MASS MEET
TO BE HELD IN H. S.
Adjutant General .lames linen,
will lo the principal speaker ut
a mass ih'YIIiik to be la id in tlte
(dull school auditorium tonight
for the organization of a home
guard unit for Albuquerque.
The meeting will he held at 8
o'clock ami all men interested in
becoming members of the home
guard should reNirt at the meeting.
C. M. Barber has liecn chosen
captain of the honic guards here
and will furnish Information to
men who desire lo know more
of the guard service.

CHID

Anti-saloo-

-- IX-

"The
Demon"

Feature in Five Reels.

Metro

FORD WEEKLY
One

Reel.

y

Adults
Children
FRIDAY

10c
5c

AND

SATURDAY

"THE DOCTOR AND
THE WOMAN."

.........

Tomatoes, pound
recti C'liill, miiiikI
M Jingoes, pound
Eggplant, 2 Hun(l
Uttrtlett ITurs, lb

. ,

15c
.

15e

;
;

,

....

piiund

!

!

15c

Premium Oleomargarine,
i: Matteucci,

NX;

10e

Ci

.

Anti-saloo-

55e

i

Palladino & Co.

GROCERIES AND MEATS
0
601 W. Tljcras. I'liones
495-49-

Strong Brothers

1

Undertakers

X

PROMPT KFRVICK. PHONE
75.
STRONG Iil.K., COPPER

-

X

(local items
Tourist lunches.

f

,

Pullman

FUNERAL SERVICES FOR
MRS. GUY ROGERS HELD

SECOND

Funeral services for Mrs. Harriet
who died at a local hos-

E. Rogers,

MADE

AGAINST

PROPIETOR
OF ROOMING HOUSE

Cafo.

Martin & Thotn. Taxi. Phone 273.
Mis. ltalph H. Coombs and son are
here from Kslancia visiting friends.
Dr. L. U. Itlco returned yesterday
fron'i Estancia where he went on business.
(itiy P. Mitchell left last night for
Camp Cody, where he will enlist in
the army.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hughes of Santa
Fe, spent yesterday in Albuquerque on
business.
('. G. Mardorf, vice president of a
bank at Santa Fe was a visitor in Albuquerque last night.
Miss Ixiuise Dadey, who was here
visiting for several days left last night
lor her home in Wiuslow, Ariz.
The county commissioners will meet
at 2 o'clock this afternoon in the
court house In Old Albuquerque.
C A. Hudson, who attended the
National Hill Posters' association at
Chicago, returned to the city yesterday.
Mrs. Amalia M. Tafoya of Alameda
has received word that her husband,
Kligla Tafoya, has arrived safely

CHARGE

Following a $15 fine against A.
Berta, proprietor of the Bellevlew
rooming house, on a charge of failing
to keep a proper hotel register. In
police court yesterday, a second
charge was made against him. The
second complaint charged that he
keit .a disorderly place.
The charge was made after a negro
woman and a white man testified that
they had a room at the hotel and had
not registered.
Berta will be given a
hearing on the second charge this
morning, lie gave notice of appeal on
the first charge.
The rase against Emlllo
Baca,
charged with assault on the
girl, Fellcita Sanchez, was dismissed following the marriage of the
two. The ceremony was perforrncd
by Police Judge W. W. McClellan.

pital Sunday afternoon, were held In
John's Ep'seopal church yesterday
afternoon. The funeral was one of
the largest held in. the city for some
time and a large and beautiful floral
tribute testified to the large circle of
friends who mourn Mrs. Rogers'
loath.
Mrs. Rogers had been ill for about
ten days. According to her attending
physician she was doing well until last
Sunday morning when Bhe took a sud
den decline. Her physician then or
dered her removed to the Presbyter,
ian hosiHtal with the intention of giving her some form of artificial stimulation. Drs. W. a. Hope and W, R.
Lovelace were then called for consultation. Relieving the patient too weak
to undergo an operation they decided
to administer Intravenous saline solutions. Death came to the patient at U; S. E. S. TO SEND MEN
0:30 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
Burial yesterday was in Falrview
TO PORTLAND, ORE.,, SOON
cemetery. The pallbearers were C. 8.
Havden, Thomas Hughes, Ernest Lam
The second shipment of machinists,
lolfl, .r. E. Cox, F. R. Harris and
blacksmith, pipe fitters, lathe hands,
A. E. Coddington of Gallup, N. M., Jerie Haggard.
riveters
and plumbers will leave Alwas a visitor in Albuquerque yesterbuquerque for Portland, Ore., within
MAN WHO HAD PICTURE
day. He was formerly sheriff of
a few days. The men are sent to
county.
OF KAISER FINED $100 Portland by the United States emThe gauze classes of the Red Cross
ployment service.
will meet each afternoon. The work-er- a
The employment service officials
report that many are needed in
held
who
authorities
John Podron,
have announced that other men may
this department.
on
the
and
for
Investigation
this work party which is going
Cottonwood Grove No. 2, Woodmen Monday of carrying a concealed weap- join
to Portland. Those
desiring to go
Circle, will meet at 7:30 o'clock to- charge
on, was fined $100 In police
court,
should
apply at the employment ofnight in I. O. (). p, hall. Candidates yesterday on the latter charge. Har- fices, 312
West Gold avenue.
Will be Initiated.
den announced that he would appeal
Carl D. Donavan
yesterday filed the charge. Judge W. W. McClellan GERMANS
MAKE GAIN
suit for divorce from his wife Eliza- ordered hhn to Jail, however.
beth A. Donavan. in district court.
in
who
Pedron,
registered
Brldger,
He charges abandonment.
NORTJf OF S0MME
as an alien enemy, was looking
The Christian Endeavor society of Mont.,
for registration headquarters in order
the Congregational church will meet to secure a permit to travel, when he
NINC JOUHMAL
lV
CtKL I IA9KS WmftJ
tonight at the home of Miss Esther aroused the suspicion of "officers. They
London, Aug. 6. The Germans, by
1001
South Edith street.
Slater,
say he had a sixshooter in his pocket a strong local attack against British
e
Ralph Keleher, who is one of Uncle when searched. When officers exam- positions along the
road
ined the man's trunk, they declare north of the Somme, succeeded in
a
on
a
lines
found
they
picture of the kaiser and taking advanced trench
other members of the Hohenaollern small portion of the front. Local
I ;
family.
fighting continues In this area and
prlson-er- i.
the British.have taken a few
- i
'
;.
FOR RENT Piirrilshed
new bungalow. Mueping porch and
HAULS ANYTHING
large bnsement. All modern Improv:
ement, close in. Inquire of Mrs.
l
r:
SERVICE
FOR
Ptiouc
QUICK
Meyer, 701
amper.
8Z3 West Copper,
rtione 60L
ovcr-nea-

St.

-

s.

1

-

,

MC

SEES MEN
WITH

WRESTLE

BEAR

GRIZZLY

The grizzly culi bear, which engaged T. J. McMullin in a wrestling
miles from Taos
match twenty-twlittle more than a week ago and later
was brought to Albuquerque by M. E.
Musgrave of the biological survey here
and put on exhibition in the Whitney
hardware store, put up the seconl
fight of his life yesterday morning.
Mr. Musgrave took the cub from
the store to his home, 910 North
Third street Monday night, having
decided to serd the cub to the zoo
at Washington, D. C. Yesterday
morning Mr. Musgrave and J. S. Ligon,
also of the biological survey, thought
they had better take the cub's picture," The cub was taken out Into the

'(
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five-roo-

m

Teo-pol-

WC-s-

,

L
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Bryant s Delivery

Declares
Result
'

Warren ftemgan

World Peace Will,
World Republic
League of Nations Will Foi- low Victory of Allied Armies!
in

in "THE TURN OF

and lucky in love.
There is no chance which does not return.
ALSO

talk-wit-

Kul-tur-

DEATHS

Matinco 1 to 6."
Night 6 to 11

Thcda Bara in Two Orphans

THEATE R
LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

."

THE INIMITABLE

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

AND FUNERALS

IN

"Chase Me, Charlie"

11:30 o'clock Sunday night, will be
held In Strong Brothers' chapel at 2
o'clock this afternoon. The Rev. Mr,
Jones will officiate. Burial will be in
Fairview cemetery.
The body will lie
in state from
o'clock this morning
until noon at the undertaking parlors.

Journal Want

hrln

Arts

A CHAPLIN JINGLE in Five Reels.

The Best Hot Weather Picture in the Market

results.

"CURRENT EVENTS"
--

GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable range for sheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Wm. L. Staley & Co., Second and
Gold Ave.

'

TP

0

:

WOULD.

...Ilk

1 to 6
Admission
6 to 11

Adults 15c, Children

f;

;?

a

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

Putiieo

wishing to enliBt In the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.
AH persons

f
$

r

f

k

British Canadian Recruiting

ACRES OF
STATE TIMBER LAND

78,000

Mission

We have for sale at Bernalillo, N. M., some
choice DUROC JERSEY SOWS AND
BOARS. The large sows and boars are registered; the small ones are subject to registration. If you are in the market for some
extra fine stock, let us hear from you.

George Roslington
Resident Officer

Approximately 78.000 acres of state
lands were purchased by the McKin-ie- y
Land and Lumber company yes.
terday at a sale In Los Lunas. The
firm is located in Albuquerque and Is
a successor to the American Lumber
company.
The land was sold at public auction
by Robert P. Ervien, state bind commissioner, in three lots.
The purchasing company paid the minimum
of $3 an acre with an addition of the
price of the timber under the terms
of the sale advertisement.
Funds from the sale will go to swell
the incomes of the University of New
Mexico, the State Agricultral college
and the state normal schools at Las
Vegas and Silver City.
The purchase of the land by a local
company is considered as an Indication that the mills here will open
Mthin a short time.

FAYW00D

HOT SPRINGS

For Rheumatism, Stomach Troubles, Kidney Ailments, Inflammations, Arterial Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,
ato. Perfect Treatment, Perfect
Climate. Health. Pleasure, Largs
Booklet.
Modern Hotel.
Round
trip to Faywood from Albuurqu

Putney Mercantile Go.

L. B,

11.70.

T. C. McDERMOTT

Bernalillo, N. M.

FAYWOOD, N. M.

2Z

AUTO SERVICE
TO

$1

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.

JEMEZ
HOT SPRINGS

Persons who wish Do renew or take
ont memberships In the Red Cross
ran do so by calling At Strong's Book
Store, O. A. Matson
Co.. Grlmshaw's
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
the chairman of toe Membership com-

ROUND TRIP, $20.
Notify Undersigned.
CHAS. H. CLAY,
Jemez Hot Springs, N. M.

mittee. No.

Children 5c, Adults 10c
.Children 10c, Adults 15c

Coming Thursday Only

Charles Gallin.
Funeral services for Charles Gatlin,
57 years old, a prominent cattleman
of this state, who died at his home at

LOCAL FIRM BUYS

Deliver. Phono

KF.YSTOXK CO.MFDY

TWO-Ri;i,- L

"HAUNTED BY HIMSELF."

nt

Mr. Ligon held the camera while
Mr. Musgrave endeavored to hold the
cub. The cub put up such a fight that
the men decided to put the cub in a
tub of water, thinking that might aid
in calming the animal. This resulted
In the cub upsetting the tub. The cub
then began spattering mud over Musgrave.
r. Musgrave then attempted to
feed the bear candy. While doing this
the bear bit him on the left hand,
making an ugly wound. The cries of
the animal brought many neighbors
to the scene and by the time the two
succeeded in taking the bear's picture,
the yard Was filled with spectators.
The animal was later put In a crate
and sent to Washington by express.

Four suits pressed

A CARD"

Better to be born lucky than wise.
Gambling is ahva.vs bad if you don't win.
Jimmy Farrell is a lucky boy; he's lucky at carda

Despite rain and a derailed street
en r, a large audience greeted (lover-- 1
nor W. K. I.lndsey, when he spoke Inj
Rodcy hall ut the univeisity last
night. Governor I.indsey's subject was,
"Why the United States Entered the
War, and Its Objects."
Governor Lindsr.y opened his
a comparison of "culture" and!
"Kullur, and gave the theories on
which tho two opposing forms of
are based. This doctrine of a
government by tho people, he said, in
spreading throughout the world.
There can be hut two outcomes of
the war, Governor Lindsey said. Hither the world will be dominated by the.
German empire, or it will be a vast
republic. A victory of the ulliis would
mean a league of nations.
"When the delegates of nations
meet," tho governor said, "to formulate peace terms, they should he authorized to draw up a constitution for
the world's republic. This might well bo
based on our Declaration of Indepcnd-enc- e
and the. preamble of our constitution, and would form a basis for the
league."
Miss Margaret Mathcs sang two
songs and was encored following the
second. The meeting closed with the
singing of "The Star Spangled Runner."
There will be two more lectures in
this season at tho university. Professor Proctor Kherwin will speak on
"European Culture and Prussian
Prof. L. n. Mitchell will discuss "A League to Enforce Peace."
The meeting was considered one of
the most successful of the present series of lectures.

yard.

$1.25.

ft DO.

mi.w.

la

Let Us Send a Man

FARM LABORERS
WANTED

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
r
LUMBER
CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
423 N. First.
Phone 421.

DR.

MARRON

t2i

Good Propositions
Open Now, See

Many

Are

Farm Labor Agent

ALONSO

MORNING

OFFICE

JOURNAL

WEST CENTRAL

Phone

831--

B. M. WILLIAMS

Dentist
and S. Wbtrln
Building
Phone So. 684.
Corner Second ami Gold.

Rooms

1

PHONK 687
FREE CALL - AND DFLPTERI
BATCH'S OLD STAND

bus-nes- s;

Immediately
Kverltt. Jeweler.

Apply

possession.

Dog License Notice

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

IDEAL THEATER
Fully equipped and ready for

USED CAR SALE

Boston Bull
Pups

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

i

Females $5.
Phone

YOUR HAULING BY TONS
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
Phone 9.1ft.
,
.

Males $7.

t

'

1946--

TJyery and snddte boraea. Trimble's
Red Bam.

Journal

Wnnt'-Ad-

hrlnr

results.

One'
On

GENTRY'S EGGS
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con.
roy and Son .lose Market; 63c doxen.

BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
2
South First. Phone 221.

819

Pay your ?4tTwo.Bit"
Red Cross, dues. This is

a duty you should not
neglects '.. u'

Overland

Touring,
$275
$100
Overland Roadster

6

- passenger

buy);.

Hour!

;

.

will eet full value for
junk by selling; to us. We
rags, bones, copper, bruss,
old
lend,
rubber, etc.
Prompt attention Riven to all
calls. We also buy old
phone
.
You
your
buy
aliie,

auto-i-

Southwestern Junk
Phone 619.

;

Co.

5

114

WEST

LEAD.

,...$150

Touring,

Wyllis-Knlg-

,

(an excellent
i;..$i250'

- passengor

.............

BARGAINS ' AMONG,
THE ABOVE. ' CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

MANX

.

Patriotic Citizens!
Saving Is the Word of the

I

5-

7-

All

,

One Overlahd
touring (in excellent con$800
dition) almost' new
$200
One Dodge Touring.
One Overland Touring,
- passenger
.',.$250
$150'
One Dort, Touring
Overland
One
Light Touring,
One

To

I

List Ton May
rind Just What You Want.

Look Over the

All dog license expired
July 31 1918. Licensee'
may be obtained at the
Office of the City Clerk.
The Police have been
instructed to enforce
the ordinances against
all delinquents.
GEO. D. HAMMOND,
City Clerk

-

Braye-Corbl-

SPRINGER

Pick of the Pictures.

o

SUITS CLEANED,

mi,

11

The Real Hoover Candy ?
i'nocoiate

Hfiop

GRIMSHAW,S
Second and Central

Gallup Lump
Cerrlllos Lump

!

Chocolates

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

i

Phone

710.

CO.

D

613-51-

Hahn Coal Co.
'"
PHONE

tl

'

t

W. Central

5

Gallup Stove
Cerrlllos Stove

',.'.,'

"'!'

r

-?':

.
.v
ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES STEAM COAL,
4
Coke, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling, Lima.

'

